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Collegians in the Forefront

Many of the important currents of today's are not only reflected on campuses, but vital movements are begun there. Today's collegians are in the forefront in challenging society in order to improve it. Students also show a greater receptivity to all forms of art. Diversity of interests can make a string quartet or a jazz band as acceptable as the latest rock, folk or easy listening act. Music trends, especially, are being set on campus. Many of the most important artists in all areas rely heavily on collegiate bookings, while even off-campus concerts are dependent on student appeal for success.

With these factors in mind, the editors of Billboard have prepared this second annual edition of Campus Attractions, which is essentially a directory of all acts appearing on campus. The word "acts" is used advisedly. For this book covers, in addition to pure entertainment performers, lecturers, mentalists and artists in the "Cultural" area. Also films, which are becoming a more important part of college life, are included in a special section.

In addition to directory material, Campus Attractions offers features on the expansion of mixers through mixed media, how to increase interest and attendance for classical presentations by bringing concerts up to date, the expanding role of campus radio, and difficulties of new rock acts securing bookings. The film section also presents many features on this field as well as information on the most-popular films on campus. Today's student is not just the key to the future, but the key to today. Campus Attractions is designed to supply an important need. FRED KIRBY
peace bob darin
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TRY THESE FOR A DEGREE IN SALES

The Way I Feel . . . Gordon Lightfoot . . . UAS 6587
Love Is a State of Mind . . . Serendipity Singers . . . UAS 6619
The Josh White Jr. Album . . . Josh White Jr. . . . UAS 6627
Did She Mention My Name . . . Gordon Lightfoot . . . UAS 6649
With Their New Face On . . . The Spencer Davis Group . . . UAS 6652
Mr. Fantasy . . . Traffic . . . UAS 6651
As We Are . . . Tee & Cara . . . UAS 6683
Hassles . . . The Hassles . . . UAS 6631
Traffic . . . Traffic . . . UAS 6676
Back Here on Earth . . . Gordon Lightfoot . . . UAS 6672
Sands of Time . . . Jay & the Americans . . . UAS 6671
Greatest Hits . . . Jay & the Americans, Vol. I & II . . . UAS 6453/6555
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...keeping us in clover

Roulette Records, 17 West 60th Street, New York City (212) 757-9880
PABLO'S LIGHT SHOW backs a pop-classical concert at New York's Carnegie Hall, an example of the merger of sight and sound on today's campuses. Participants are, from left: New York Electric String Ensemble, New York Rock & Roll Ensemble, Good Earth, Ars Nova and the American Brass Quintet.

Mixer Goes Mixed Media

By RICHARD ROBINSON
SUPERIMPOSED PHOTOS are used by Pablo in his light show backing a pop-classical mixed media concert as artists from different ensembles combine efforts. Such programs are becoming increasingly important on college campuses.

Rainbows of abstract color pour across the stage as the rock band goes into its final number. Dancing girls appear; strobes flash. The audience finds itself deluged with sights and sounds in a continuous assault on the senses that turns them into part of the great rock cultural experience where only hours before they were college students filing into the gymnasium for a dance.

Gone are the days when a college mixer consisted of beer, band, and girls. Campuses across the country are turning onto the mixed media of rock with ever-increasing rapidity. Today a dance is invested in, produced, and anticipated with much the same fervor that students and faculty once conserved only for the school play and Parents’ Day. While it has taken most college students a while to catch onto the light show-based rock media, now that they have adopted it mixed media campus entertainment is becoming big business.

The light show itself is the biggest addition to the ever-present rock group. A light show is capable of creating a new atmosphere in the campus gym or social center that balloons and streamers never quite captured. While some social committees have invested in their own strobes and fluid projectors (Yale Colleges and New York Community College are among those owning their own units), most of them rent light shows. This has resulted in several agencies booking light shows in much the same way they book bands with the result that a social chairman will contract for a light and sound package at one price.

A few major light show companies have themselves begun to work extensively on college campuses. Notably the New York based firm of Pablo which provides an integrated light experience for sound events. Pablo reports that the amount of work they have done on college dates has increased tremendously during the past year.

“Colleges are almost a year to two years late as far as the exploration of light shows are concerned,” says New York music production consultant Richard Nader, president of Festival Concepts Limited. “Very recently several light companies from the West Coast and Canada have begun to explore the college market. Special mobile light shows are being put together by these companies to produce local light shows.” Nader also points out that while New York agencies have not yet begun to book light shows many smaller out-of-town agencies who primarily book college dates have started to include light show packages in their bookings on campus.

Not only are light shows being accepted in college entertainment, but also other forms of entertainment—always in conjunction with a rock band—are much in demand. A pioneer in this field is a package show consisting of baroque music, rock music, mime, light show, and dancing. Produced by The Electric Circus in New York and managed by Theater Now, this show played 26 college dates last fall along the East Coast and into the Midwest.

“Curtain in producing this was to mix the sounds of today with the sounds of hundreds of years ago,” says Nelle Nugent, production supervisor for Theater Now. “The Electric Circus felt that there was a great parallel between baroque and modern sounds.” Miss Nugent reports that the response to the tour was very good and plans are already under way to send a similar package out to colleges next year. She added, “There is the potential...continued on page 23
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here for sending out more than one road show."

Many rock musicians themselves are adding light and mixed-media entertainment to their acts to enhance their college booking potential. The Jefferson Airplane, for instance, has carried a light show, Glenn McKay's Headlights of San Francisco, for some time. Other acts, such as San Francisco's Sly and the Family Stone, have just recently invested in lighting accessories. Sly says that a light show adds excitement to an act and that the group itself finds it more exciting to play in front of a light happening. Even black artists have added special effects to their acts: Both Eddie Floyd and William Bell are using strobes as is James Brown.

In other areas of college entertainments, such as major concerts, music has been introduced to create a broader base of entertainment. In this way, such events have taken on their own aspects of mixed media. For instance, comedian Bill Cosby has had the Staple Singers on tour with him for his college appearances. The Beach Boys are pioneers in this area having scheduled comedy teams and/or variety entertainment to appear on the bill with them on college dates.

"Mixed media is happening on campus right now," says Fran Lazar, director of The Alliance For Campus Talent, a division of The United States National Student Association, describing several examples including an M.I.T. beer bash where the mixture was having the band participate in the beer party in between playing.

"But there are problems," she adds. "College students want a visual as well as a sound experience. Many of them, in fact, are gravitating towards all visual entertainment as in the increasing number of experimental and new wave films being booked into campuses as major entertainment events. I do think that mixed media in the form of lights, rock music, and other associated entertainment has found an avid audience on college campuses. My only warning would be that group and light shows have to be careful not to out-price this huge, but limited budget market."

In addition, Lazar points out that many college campuses are the scene of experimentation in new forms of mixed media. "Colleges are getting into presenting films, road shows, and Electric Circus type experiences. They're experimenting with the very type of entertainment itself. For instance, many social chairmen are booking acts on the basis of their musical abilities rather than their chart position."
paul anka
"Of all the pop performances given on the college campuses with which I have been associated for 15 years, the performance of Paul Anka here at Lees-McRae College was without any question the outstanding one. It was greeted by three spontaneous standing ovations at various times during the concert and during the last 25 minutes of almost ecstatic encores the entire audience made up of all ages from 6-60 stood for 15 minutes in an amazing tribute to surely what must be one of the greatest performers in the field of pop music today. Mr. Anka and his band gave 150% from start to finish of the concert and I could recommend without any question this group to any college audience in the U. S. Nothing would please me more as president of this college than to have Paul Anka back on an annual basis were we able to arrange the proper finances. The entire Paul Anka Productions Crew not only won the heart of the faculty and students during the performance itself, but in addition became a real part of campus atmosphere both before and after the production leading many people to say that this was the finest group of show people that had ever been on the Lees-McRae campus."

Yours sincerely,

H. C. Evans, Jr.
President
Nothing Serious About ‘Serious’ Music

BY LORIN HOLLANDER

Lorin Hollander, a native New Yorker and 14-year veteran of the concert stage, has recorded for RCA Red Seal since he was 17. He is now 25. On Feb. 23 the pianist became the first classical artist to present a concert at Fillmore East, New York’s rock palace.

On Dec. 18, 1968, Hollander was one of three young concert artists invited to address the closing session of the national convention of the Association of College and University Concert Managers—the men and women who present cultural attractions on our campuses. He laid the facts on the line—by and large, college students do not attend classical concerts on their campuses—and he offered some reasons why. Instead of manifesting hostility, or stony silence, the administrators there responded immediately and positively to his words. Billboard here reprints it in its entirety.

A very remarkable thing is happening in the world today. There is an explosion of a new type of awareness. People are beginning to recognize that there are other human beings. There is a new openness, a universal communication, especially among the young.

This is a world-wide phenomenon. It is not confined to this country. It is manifested in rebellion on the campus and in the peace movement everywhere. A society within a society is being formed of people who are aware of themselves and of other human beings as individuals; who see our present society, the system, the establishment, as part of the “Big Lie.” They are turned off by the manufactured image, the speeches and conventions of politics, the TV commercial, the lack of communication.

The new society does not talk around the issues. It communicates on a gut level. Its members are not the beautiful people. They may be radical, they may even be wrong, but they are human beings and they are individuals. They have withdrawn from the system. They are determined to live outside the ordered realm of things, to resist the system, actively or passively, each man to his own choice.

In the past couple of years, I have been shocked into reality. I have said with the young, “What’s going on here? You are telling me what to do, forcing me to deny my own unique self.”

Look, we have to face the facts: these young people are not coming to concerts. And for a very good reason. They feel that the concert artist is not a human being, but a product of the same plastic establishment mold which manifests itself, at its worst extremes, in Vietnam or in the streets of Chicago.

This is a tragedy, the irony is that a concert artist must communicate; he must be involved in what he is doing. Music is one of the most emotional, one of the most soul-searching, and, for the artist, one of the most agonizing avenues of communication between human beings.

Unfortunately, the presentation of music is 20, 50, 200 years behind the times. It ignores humanity. It has instead a hidebound ritual, a set of stuffy conventions, of which the artist is often as guilty as the audience. The atmosphere at concerts is both outdated and phony. Inhuman. Up tight. The artist wears severe clothing. The
audience is dressed the same. They often could care less about the music; they are thinking about the party afterward. The whole atmosphere is like something dead, like a museum.

Contrast this with the atmosphere at a rock concert. Here there is a rapport, an interplay, a give and take across the footlights. The audience can sense that the performer on stage is one of them. There may not even be a stage to separate them. The performers wear the same kind of clothes, have similar attitudes and probably many of the same hangups as the audience. There is an excitement, a spontaneity, when words and music express there on the spot these feelings and emotions.

As an artist who is the same age as many college students, I have been disturbed and greatly disappointed many times to go to a campus and find out that even if my concert is sold out, there are only 10 or 20 students in the house—and yet Judy Collins or Bob Dylan can draw 10,000 or 20,000 students.

It is not that classical music is over their heads, or out of the past. Students today are into the past as well as the present—art, philosophy, Shakespeare, Greek theater, Elizabethan poets, Eastern religion. Why do they ignore great music? I think the main reason is lack of education—not the horrible so-called education of the music appreciation course, which drives people away, but a subtle type of education which will open their minds to the passion, the emotion and the joy of music, to make both the composer and the performer human beings.

It has been fascinating for me to read the lives and letters of the composers, to find out what they were into, where their heads were. When I give concerts, I try to share these discoveries with the audience. Brahms was 23 when he wrote his first piano concerto, in love with a woman 17 years older. Benjamin wasn't the only one with a Mrs. Robinson. Mozart, called the most “severe” of composers, was very bawdy, even pornographic young man. Some of his dedications are almost embarrassing to read, even today. Bach, the father of music as we know it today, was also the father of 23 children. In his surviving letters, he seems to have been most concerned about his laundry. Schubert wrote hundreds of songs about love. He died neglected at the age of 31. Composers were human beings—sexual, physical, emotional human beings. They had to scuffle to make a living. They wrote the protest music of their times. But these facts are still secondary to the music itself. One doesn't have to be a composer, or be a musical scholar, to dig the sound. Music is a very basic language of emotion. It expresses feelings common to us all: love, hate, fear, anger, protest, and joy. I think if more young people were aware of this—if they could discover it for themselves—they might attend concerts. There's nothing serious about serious music!

What can we do? I don't have all the answers. All I can do is tell you what I've done. Put simply, I try to be a human being first and a concert artist second. If I play a school, I try to drop in on classes—most assuredly not music classes—or hang around the student union, and invite the student to my concert. Seeing me in street clothes first, talking to me as just another young person with many of the same problems, removes a lot of the misconceptions they might have about concert artists being freaks.

Last year the city of Dayton, Ohio, asked me to take part in an experimental program for high school students. The kids were prepared for a very boring time with a concert pianist. So I made sure my appearance and my attitude was not what they expected. I dressed casually, entered the classroom, and didn't go near the piano. Instead, I sat on the edge of a desk and rapped with them about today's topics: Vietnam, the draft, race relations, pot, the youth rebellion. Some things we agreed on; others we disagreed. At least we talked to each other as equals.

They forgot I was a pianist.

When I perform for a young audience, I do not change the music. I have no special programs; I feel this would be a cop-out. I play the heavy stuff, and the audience reacts just the same. I have a piece of my own, a toccata called “Up Against the Wall.” I don't tell the audience what it's about or why I wrote it—but they can usually sense the frustration, the anger, the outrage. I've played it everywhere from Lincoln Center to Berkeley. The comments have come from a nice middle-aged lady who said it reminded her of the subway, to students who told me what it was about.

Last spring I played at Brown University. It was kind of an experiment as part of their spring weekend. I was a classical pianist on the same bill as the Yardbirds, James Brown, Allen Ginsberg, and Dizzy Gillespie. Perhaps the circumstances were just right. It was the day of the national student strike for peace. Once again I dressed casually; once again I rapped with the audience. And a “serious” recital of Bach, Prokofiev, Ravel, and Schumann got three standing ovations. They listened to 30 minutes of Bach in utter silence. They went wild over the Prokofiev “Seventh Sonata,” a harsh work of protest.

This past summer, with the New York Philharmonic at Lincoln Center's Mozart Festival, I played the “Elvira Madigan” Concerto—formerly known as Mozart’s “Piano Concerto No. 21 in C Minor, K. 467.” At my own expense, I took ads in the “underground” press to invite young people. All I said was “hear the music from ‘Elvira Madigan’” and “come as you are.” The concert was the most successful of the Festival.

I'm convinced that young people are not below classical music; the Bruchon of the music is below them. I think Beethoven would be horrified if he saw how his music was being presented today. One of the conventions is that you aren't supposed to applaud between movements. Beethoven would be indignant if he did not get applause after each movement of a concerto. There must be spontaneity. The audience must feel it is part of what's happening. Once again, I think we can learn from rock music, both its mistakes and its good points. If young audiences will listen to rock songs in total silence, doesn't this make that music, in a way, classic? It's communicating.

This is an era of change. The rules are out the window. We have to stop doing things just because they've always been done that way. We need a new approach to advertising, publicity, and concert presentation. It's primarily a question of attitude. Too often there is an openness, a direct personal feeling. We have to want to share our music with new audiences. We can't simply say, "OK, this is our new approach" and follow another set of rules. When the establishment smells a buck in something new, something unconventional, it is quick to climb on the bandwagon. Next you see it in advertising. Last year it was the Nehru jacket. This year it's the long sideburns. Everybody along Madison Avenue talks about "my bag" and "doing my thing." When one tries to be hip, that is when it's phony.

We have to start now. We're only about two centuries behind the times.
Rock Groups
Rocky Road To Campus

BY RICHARD ROBINSON

The number of variables at work in the college market has risen during the past year making it even more difficult for a new rock group to establish itself on the campus scene. Not only are in-person appearances extremely important, but also the age of hype is gone; college social chairmen are booking sound, talent, and musicianship.

Although acts with hit single product are still sure of a good reception on campus as are acts such as Josh White Jr. who have built up a reputation by word of mouth from actual performances, many new acts who have album product on the market which has not yet charted are competing with local groups in the areas they are seeking bookings.

"Album groups are competing with local groups," says Sean LaRoche of the Premier Talent Concert Department. "When you go into a particular market you're competing with local groups who have been on the scene for years and who are getting the same price as you're asking for your album group. College buyers don't want to take a chance on an act they haven't heard.

"In my opinion, because a group has cut an album and released it I don't think it will increase their bookings by more than 5 or 10 per cent. A new album by a new act is nothing more than a useful sales tool, that's all." Groups with hit singles, on the other hand, still get high prices and continual bookings. Many agents feel that the importance of a hit single is becoming less and less, but at the moment it still makes a difference.

"Top 40 product from a group makes them a lot easier to book," says Jeff Franklin, vice-president and general manager of Action Talent. "But album product after the initial top 40 single will help the group get an even higher price on campus." Franklin also points out that many of the acts they book, even if they are solely "album groups," can't be sent in at local group prices. Their usual booking scale is about twice as much as the top price of a local unit.

Album Acts

The majority of album acts that attempt to break into the college circuit have found that only one method will ensure them continuous bookings: excellent live performances. While they may be forced to accept lower prices to start, even fees that put them in the local talent price range, they can build a reputation that will allow them to quickly raise their prices and even chart their album if their live performances are of a consistently high level.

"Some college students are much more aware of music and are much hipper," says LaRoche. "They can't be hyped anymore. They know what they're buying and they are buying it. The British blues groups are a good example. These groups are working because of their music. Any group with good music and good management should be making money on the college market."

Establishing album or "underground" groups on the college scene is still a task but there are many more outlets for press on these groups than existed a year ago. Martin Otelsberg of Universal Attractions recently began such a campaign to introduce bluesman Slim Harpo to college audiences. "It's a tough sale," said Otelsberg. "I don't think that too many young kids are aware of Slim Harpo. By putting him into the Scene in New York for a few weeks and working with the underground press we can establish him and get him exposure in the hipper college markets."

Basically, the college market is breaking into two camps both of which are potential markets for all acts. One market is the general entertainment market which books both album and chart single acts. The other, hip market, is booking mainly album acts many of whom get their first exposure in this market through the underground press, FM radio, and rock concerts. Franklin points out that certain of Action Talent acts such as the Beacon Street Union, Ultimate Spinach, and Country Joe and the Fish, who have had underground exposure coupled with the ability to prove themselves in concert during their initial campus performances, are able to demand and get high prices.

In all, college booking is becoming an art. No longer is a phone call or album and photo mailing going to elicit financial response from college social chairmen. College students are aware of "hype" and of the fact that a group is not necessarily musically competent just because it has recorded an album. While the college market is even more lucrative this year than last, many groups are finding themselves out of the high end of the booking price range for any one of a variety of reasons including lack of chart positions for their album and single product and failure to perform well live. Any group that wants to get into the college market has to gain a degree of professionalism that just was not necessary two to three years ago.
The New First Family of Music!
America's Number 1

...The Fantastic Seven Souls...
show Groups...

...the Masters Children! ...the Virgin Spring!

...the Rhythm Rebellion!

...the DAVID T. WALKER Trio ...the Fabulous Lords!

EACH ONE, AN INCREDIBLE AUDIO-VISUAL EXPERIENCE

All produced and directed by MAVERICK INTERNATIONAL Maverick's Flat / Los Angeles, Calif / (213) 295-4170 "WHERE STARS ARE MADE"
The sleeping giant is awaking. No, the giant is not the more than seven million member student body which makes up the nation's college enrollment (a high percentage of whom are record buyers). The giant is the record industry which only recently has begun to open its eyes to the enormous potential of a market which can easily be reached.

The college crowd, generally comprised of 18-to-24-year-olds, has never been more entertainment conscious than now. Once only a concert tour circuit of minor importance, the college market now represents a major percentage of a booking agent's business. Colleges that once booked one act a year (for spring weekend) are beginning to act. The first on the scene, are beginning to realize that they could be reaching this market for years, most of our shouts have fallen on deaf ears.

Record companies, who should have been ord racks have discovered college life, than 400. College campus outlets now total more than 400. Company whose nationwide network of bookstore on these campuses, you'll see that they are selling folk music and jazz—and every other type of music that the college station is playing.

As in every town or locality, a record company's primary source of exposure on the college campus is the local radio station. But there is a major difference. While the success of a record on an average commercial AM station hangs on whether the disk is chosen in a programming meeting, a good relationship with a college station is all that is needed to have a record played over and over.

Nowadays, many record people lament that they can't get any exposure for folk music or jazz. Nonsense! There are some 400 college stations featuring jazz. And more than 300 folk music. If you check college bookstores on these campuses, you'll see that they are selling folk music and jazz—and every other type of music that the college station is playing.

The college crowd, generally comprised of 18-to-24-year-olds, has never been more entertainment conscious than now. Once only a concert tour circuit of minor importance, the college market now represents a major percentage of a booking agent's business. Colleges that once booked one act a year (for spring weekend) are beginning to act. The first on the scene, are beginning to realize that they could be reaching this market for years, most of our shouts have fallen on deaf ears.

Record companies have trumpeted the rewards of reaching this market for years, most of our shouts have fallen on deaf ears.

Record companies had failed to see that many of their album sales on campus were motivated by the college station. The product was programmed by college students who didn't care how commercial a song was. They searched through albums and found groovy cuts which they thought their audience would dig, and they dug it. Then they bought the LP's containing these songs.

Many people talk about underground music and its growth on FM stations. Underground music didn't get its start on FM—it blossomed because college radio programmers were not bound by top singles and commercial pressures.

College radio has now reached the size where even the smallest of carrier current college stations command minimum audiences of thousands of students. The larger AM and FM student-run outlets serve entire cities.

**All Music**

Once considered programmers of only classical music, folk and jazz, college radio boasts a wider spectrum than any other type of outlet.

Taken on a national basis, more than 450 college stations across the country devote between one and 20 hours each week for easy listening music; more than 500 of the total 550 stations play rock and r&b. And some 125 college stations play country. With the larger summer enrollment, about 200 colleges are expected to be on the air this summer.

The Record Company and College Radio

BY PAUL BROWN
College Radio Specialist

The college crowd, generally comprised of 18-to-24-year-olds, has never been more entertainment conscious than now. Once only a concert tour circuit of minor importance, the college market now represents a major percentage of a booking agent's business. Colleges that once booked one act a year (for spring weekend) are beginning to act. The first on the scene, are beginning to realize that they could be reaching this market for years, most of our shouts have fallen on deaf ears.

Record companies have trumpeted the rewards of reaching this market for years, most of our shouts have fallen on deaf ears.

Record companies had failed to see that many of their album sales on campus were motivated by the college station. The product was programmed by college students who didn't care how commercial a song was. They searched through albums and found groovy cuts which they thought their audience would dig, and they dug it. Then they bought the LP's containing these songs.

Many people talk about underground music and its growth on FM stations. Underground music didn't get its start on FM—it blossomed because college radio programmers were not bound by top singles and commercial pressures.

College radio has now reached the size where even the smallest of carrier current college stations command minimum audiences of thousands of students. The larger AM and FM student-run outlets serve entire cities.

**All Music**

Once considered programmers of only classical music, folk and jazz, college radio boasts a wider spectrum than any other type of outlet.

Taken on a national basis, more than 450 college stations across the country devote between one and 20 hours each week for easy listening music; more than 500 of the total 550 stations play rock and r&b. And some 125 college stations play country. With the larger summer enrollment, about 200 colleges are expected to be on the air this summer.
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<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB 11</td>
<td>32 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$60.90

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PAYMENT OFFICES

**RULES**

No. 8, Section (a), (2).

A consumer who fails to pay his gas bill within the time period specified by the Southern California Gas Company may be disconnected for non-payment of a bill for gas service rendered, provided that the amount of the debt is not less than $1.

No. 9, Section (b).

A consumer's gas service may be discontinued for non-payment of a bill for gas service rendered, provided that the amount of the debt is not less than $1.

And further providing in case of a dispute between a consumer and the Company as to the correct amount of any bill rendered by the Company for the service of gas furnished to the consumer, the Company will notify the consumer to make remittance of the full amount of the bill as indicated on the reverse side of the bill. If the consumer fails to make payment of the bill within 10 days after written notice, the Company may, in its discretion, disconnect the service of gas to the consumer without further notice.
The Top Selling Album Artists On Campus were compiled by Billboard's Musical Popularity Charts Department and is based on Best Selling Album reports from college book stores and record shops around the leading college campuses in the U.S. The period covered is from March, 1968 to February, 1969. These charts reflect LP sales reports only, and do not reflect personal appearance popularity.

### All Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>ARTIST (Label)</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SIMON &amp; GARFUNKEL (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE (Reprise)</td>
<td>Reprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>CREAM (Atco)</td>
<td>Atco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>GLEN CAMPBELL (Capitol)</td>
<td>Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>JOSE FELICIANO (RCA)</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>SERGIO MENDES &amp; BRASIL '66 (A&amp;M)</td>
<td>A&amp;M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>BIG BROTHER &amp; THE HOLDING COMPANY (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>DOORS (Elektra)</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>STEPPENWOLF (Dunhill)</td>
<td>Dunhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>BEATLES (Apple, Capitol)</td>
<td>Apple, Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>HERB ALPERT &amp; THE TIJUANA BRASS (A&amp;M)</td>
<td>A&amp;M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>IRON BUTTERFLY (Atco)</td>
<td>Atco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>PAUL MAURIAT (Philips)</td>
<td>Philips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>ARETHA FRANKLIN (Atlantic)</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>RASCAL'S (Atlantic)</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>JUDY COLLINS (Elektra)</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>RICHARD HARRIS (Dunhill)</td>
<td>Dunhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>MASON WILLIAMS (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
<td>Warner Bros.-Seven Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>DIANA ROSS &amp; THE SUPREMES (Motown)</td>
<td>Motown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>OTIS REDDING (Atco)</td>
<td>Atco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>TEMPTATIONS (Gordy)</td>
<td>Gordy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>MIKE BLOOMFIELD, AL KOOPER, STEVE STILL (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>RAY CONNIF (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>CHAMBERS BROTHERS (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>ANITA KERR, SAN SEBASTIAN STRINGS, ROD McKUEN (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
<td>Warner Bros.-Seven Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>TRAFFIC (United Artists)</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>HUGO MONTENEGRO (RCA)</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>VANILLA FUDGE (Atco)</td>
<td>Atco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>DIONNE WARWICK (Scepter)</td>
<td>Scepter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>ROLLING STONES (London)</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>MOODY BLUES (Deram)</td>
<td>Deram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>CANNED HEAT (Liberty)</td>
<td>Liberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>JEFF BECK (Epic)</td>
<td>Epic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND (Elektra)</td>
<td>Elektra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>BAND (Capitol)</td>
<td>Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>LETTERMEN (Capitol)</td>
<td>Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>JEFFERSON AIRPLANE (RCA)</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>BLOOD, SWEAT &amp; TEARS (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>BOB DYLAN (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>ARTHUR BROWN (Track)</td>
<td>Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>MOTHERS OF INVENTION (MGM)</td>
<td>MGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>JOHNNY RIVERS (Imperial)</td>
<td>Imperial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>SMOKEY ROBINSON &amp; THE MIRACLES (Tamla)</td>
<td>Tamla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>BLUE CHEER (Philips)</td>
<td>Philips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE (Capitol)</td>
<td>Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>DONOVAN (Epic)</td>
<td>Epic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>ED AMES (RCA)</td>
<td>RCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>ARLO GUTHRIE (Reprise)</td>
<td>Reprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>ASSOCIATION (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
<td>Warner Bros.-Seven Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>JOHN MAYALL'S BLUES BREAKERS (London)</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>MOBY GRAPE (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>TINY TIM (Reprise)</td>
<td>Reprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>JAMES BROWN (King)</td>
<td>King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>JOHNNY CASH (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>ELECTRIC FLAG (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>PROCOL HARUM (A&amp;M)</td>
<td>A&amp;M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>PERCY FAITH (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>WES MONTGOMERY (A&amp;M, Verve)</td>
<td>A&amp;M, Verve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>BOBBY GOLDSTBORO (United Artists)</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>MAMA'S &amp; PAPA'S (Dunhill)</td>
<td>Dunhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>O. C. SMITH (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>SPIRIT (Ode)</td>
<td>Ode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia)</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL (Fantasy)</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>MILLS BROTHERS (Dot)</td>
<td>Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>BEE GEES (Atco)</td>
<td>Atco</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Duos & Groups

Pos. ARTIST (Label)
1. SIMON & GARFUNKEL (Columbia)
2. JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE (Reprise)
3. CREAM (Atco)
4. SERGIO MENDES & BRASIL '66 (A&M)
5. BIG BROTHER & THE HOLDING COMPANY (Columbia)
6. DOORS (Elektra)
7. STEPPENWOLF (Dunhill)
8. BEATLES (Apple, Capitol)
9. IRON BUTTERFLY (Atco)
10. RASCALS (Atlantic)
11. DIANA ROSS & THE SUPREMES (Motown)
12. TEMPTATIONS (Gordy)
13. MIKE BLOOMFIELD, AL KOOPER, STEVE STILL (Columbia)
14. CHAMBERS BROTHERS (Columbia)
15. TRAFFIC (United Artists)
16. VANILLA FUDGE (Atco)
17. ROLLING STONES (London)
18. MOODY BLUES (Deram)
19. CANNED HEAT (Liberty)
20. BAND (Capitol)
21. LETTERMEN (Capital)
22. JEFFERSON AIRPLANE (RCA)
23. BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS (Columbia)
24. MOTHERS OF INVENTION (MGM)
25. SMOKEY ROBINSON & THE MIRACLES (Tamla)
26. BLUE CHEER (Philips)
27. QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE (Capitol)
28. ASSOCIATION (Warner Bros. - Seven Arts)
29. JEFF BECK (Epic)
30. JOHN MAYALL'S BLUES BREAKERS (London)
31. MOBY GRAPE (Columbia)
32. ELECTRIC FLAG (Columbia)
33. PROCOL HARUM (A&M)
34. MAMAS & PAPAS (Dunhill)
35. SPIRIT (Soul)
36. CREEDEENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL (Fantasy)
37. MILLS BROTHERS (Dot)
38. BEE GEES (Atco)
39. STEVE MILLER BAND (Capitol)
40. PETER, PAUL & MARY (Warner Bros. Seven Arts)
41. MONKEES (Colgems)
42. IRISH ROVERS (Decca)
43. ULTIMATE SPINACH (MGM)
44. COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH (Vanguard)
45. JONI MITCHELL (Reprise)
46. COUNTRY JOE & THE FISH (Vanguard)
47. NAZI WAR (Warner Bros. Seven Arts, RCA)
48. NANCY WILSON (Capitol)
49. RICHIE HAVENS (Verve, Douglas)
50. JUNIOR WELLS (Vanguard)
### Male Vocalist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>ARTIST (Label)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>GLEN CAMPBELL (Capitol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>JOSE FELICIANO (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>RICHARD HARRIS (Dunhill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>OTIS REDDING (Atco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>BOB DYLAN (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ARTHUR BROWN (Track)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>JOHNNY RIVERS (Imperial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>DONOVAN (Epic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>ED AMES (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>ARLO GUTHRIE (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>TINY TIM (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>JAMES BROWN (King)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>JOHNNY CASH (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>BOBBY GOLDSBORO (United Artists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>O. C. SMITH (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>ELVIS PRESLEY (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>TOM RUSH (Elektra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>BOBBY VINTON (Epic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK (Parrot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>LEONARD COHEN (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>GLEN YARBROUGH (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>RICHIE HAVENS (Verve, Douglas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>EDDY ARNOLD (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>FRANK SINATRA (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>DEAN MARTIN (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>AL MARTINO (Capitol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>JERRY BUTLER (Mercury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>LOU RAWLS (Capitol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>RAY CHARLES (ABC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>PERCY SLEDGE (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>ROD McKUEN (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>TOM JONES (Parrot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>BOBBY BLAND (Duke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>MUDDY WATERS (Cadet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>TIM BUCKLEY (Elektra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>JOE TEX (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>STEVIE WONDER (Tamla)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Female Vocalist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>ARTIST (Label)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>ARETHA FRANKLIN (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>JUDY COLLINS (Elektra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>DIONNE WARWICK (Scepter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>LAURA NYRO (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>CLAUDINE LONGET (A&amp;M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>JONI MITCHELL (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>NANCY WILSON (Capitol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>BARBRA STREISAND (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>JEANNIE C. RILEY (Plantation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>MIRIAM MAKEBA (Reprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>PATTI PAGE (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>BARBARA LYNN (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>PETULA CLARK (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>VIKKI CARR (Liberty)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TOP SELLING ALBUM ARTISTS ON CAMPUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>ARTIST (Label)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>HERB ALPERT &amp; THE TIJUANA BRASS (A&amp;M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>PAUL MAURIAT (Philips)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>MASON WILLIAMS (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SAN SEBASTIAN STRINGS (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>HUGO MONTENEGRO (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND (Elektra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>PERCY FAITH (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>WES MONTGOMERY (A&amp;M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>EDDIE HARRIS (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>BOOKER T &amp; THE MG's (Stax)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>BURT BACHARACH (A&amp;M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>DAVID NEWMAN (Atlantic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>YOUNG-HOLT UNLIMITED (Brunswick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classical**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>ARTIST (Label)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>LEONARD BERNESTEIN (Columbia, London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>EUGENE ORMANDY (Columbia, RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ARTUR RUBINSTEIN (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>GEZA ANDA (DGG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>E. POWER BIGGS (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ARTURO TOSCANINI (Victrola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>VAN CLIBURN (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>VLADIMIR HOROWITZ (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>MORTON GOULD (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>LEONTYNE PRICE (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>ANDRE PREVIN (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>YEHUDI MENUHIN (Angelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>ERICH LEINSDORF (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>RAVI SHANKAR (Angel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Billboard Campus Attractions  *  March 22, 1969
POPULAR ARTISTS

Most, but not all of the performers listed below, are recording artists. The word "popular" is used in the broad sense. It includes contemporary and standard singers, country, folk, rhythm and blues and jazz vocalists and groups. Basis of the listings is the availability of the acts for college dates.

ABDOLIA, LOUIS PM & BA: Basch & Mallon
ACE OF CUPS PM: Ron Poile; BA: West Pole
ACKLIN, BARBARA (Brunswick) PM: Irv. Nahan & Carl Davis; BA: Queen Booking
ACTION UNLIMITED (Camero-Parkway) BA: McConkey Artists
ADAMS, GARY BA: Jackson Artists
ADAMS, JOSM (Soul) PM: Bernard/Williams/Price
ADAMS, KAY (Tower) BA: Omac Artist Corp.
ADAMS, RUSTY (Jed) BA: Dotti O’Brien
ADDERLEY, JULIAN "CANNBONBALL" (Capitol) PM: John Levy
ADDERLEY, NAT (A&M) PM: John Levy
ADDOSS & CROFUT BA: CAMI
ADLER, BRIAN (Atlantic) PM: Lou Adler; BA: Associated Booking
ADLER, BRIAN (RCA) PM: Jerry O’Brien
ADLER, BRIAN (Tyler) PM: Lou Adler; BA: Associated Booking
ANDERSON, MARK/ORCHESTRA (Channel) PM: Hubert Long
ANDERSON, ROSS/ORCHESTRA (Channel) PM: Hall Front Artists
ANDREWS, DEE/BAND (Tangerine) PM & BA: Allan Morgan
ANDREWS, LEE, & HEARTS (Veep) BA: Bennett Morgan
ANGEL, ANDY/QUARTET PM: Ron Gittman; BA: Oceanic Prod’ns
ANGEL, ROWNIE (Kopp) PM: Jerry L. Williams
ANKA, PAUL (RCA) BA: CMA
ANNA JANE & THE WESTERNAIRES (Capitol) PM: Phil Strassberg; BA: Wm. Morris
ANTHONY, MARK/ORCHESTRA BA: Arkus Music
ANTHONY, SHEILA PM: New Dawn Artists
AORTA (Columbia) PM: Arkham Artists; BA: Ashley Famous
APPEN, MIKE (Laurie) PM & BA: New Beat Mgmt
ARBORS, THE (Date) PM: Arthur D. Ward; BA: APA
ARCHER & GILE (Stand, Disneyland) PM: William Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
ARDEN, BEN, & HIS ORCHESTRA BA: Ben Arden Artists
ARMSTRONG, LITTLE CHARLES (Eye) PM: Jim Holingsworth; BA: Syndicated Prod’ns
ARMSTRONG, LOUIS (ABC) BA: Associated Booking
ARNOLD, EDDY (RCA) PM: Gerard W. Purcell
ARNOLD, JEANI PM: Charles Lamb; BA: One-Act
ARRANGEMENT, THE PM: Herbert Palloff Assocs.; BA: Admiral Talent
ARS NOVA (Atlantic) PM: Arthur H. Garson; BA: APA
ART OF LOVIN’, THE (Mainstream) PM: Charles G. Martignette Jr.; BA: St. Christopher Prod’ns
ARTISTIC, THE (Brunswick) PM: Irv. Nathan & Carl Davis; BA: Queen Booking
ASSEMBLY (Atlantic) PM: Jay-Bee Artist & Promo.; BA: Rodgers Agency
ASSEMBLY, THE (Monument) PM: Herbert Palloff Assocs.; BA: Admiral Talent
ASLING, FLY, THE "FRENCH GIRLS 7 Arts) PM: Patrick Cofechech; BA: Wm. Morris
ATKINS, BET (RCA) PM & BA: X. Coxe
ATTRACTIONS (Bell) FM & BA: Lee Carver’s Prod’ns
AUBEY TWINS (MGM) PM: Stanley Chaisson
AUGER, BRIAN (See Julie Driscoll)
AUTREL, BLAKE (SCM) BA: Erna Barnes
AVIVAL, FRANKIE (Reprise) PM: RNB Assocs.; BA: CMA
AZNAVOUR, CHARLES (Reprise, Monument) BA: Wm. Morris
BABY HUEY & THE BABYSTITCHEP: Brohus Eppelton Artists; BA: Contemporary Artists, also Action Talents
BABY RAY BA: Dotti O’Brien
BABY, THE PM: Pure Cen Mgmt.; BA: CMA
BACKAKAM, BURT (A&M) BA: CMA
BACK PORCH MAJOR, THE (American Gramaphone) PM: Runky Sparks; BA: Chartwell Artists
BACKYARD PM: Guy Beelte-Ray Roy; BA: Crooked Foxx Prod’n
BAEZ, JOAN (vanguard) PM: Manuel Greenhill
BAG, THE (Decca) PM: Terry Philips; BA: Ruston & Brenner
BAGGATS, THE (Double Shot) PM: Sure-Shot Mgmt.; BA: APA
BAILEY, DONALD (Dory) PM & BA: Moeller Talent
BAJA MARIBRA BAND (See Julius Wechter)
BAKER STREET IRREGULARS PM: Joe Avalas BA: Brainerd Agency
BALKY BIRD ALLEN (Rose Valley) PM & BA: Mace Prod’ns
BAL'DWIN, RANDY, THE ARTISTS BA: Jackson Artists
BALLARDS, THE BA: Universal Attractions
BALLON FARM (Laurie) PM & BA: New Beat Mgmt
BAND, THE (Capitol) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous
BAND WAGON BA: Action Talents
BARE, THE (Verve) PM: Brother Eppelin Artists; BA: Contemporary Artists
BAREBAY, BRENO (Dynamo) BA: Dick Boone
BARRY, RICHARD (A&M) PM: Roy Zilkind
BARNES, THE (Capitol) BA: General Entertainment Corp.

continued on page 39
they're on the way
to your campus

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS

Be prepared!

MANAGEMENT
BENNETT GLOTZER
DENNIS KATZ
7 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

On Columbia Records.
Production: Alan Lorber Productions, Inc.
Management: International Career Consultants, Inc.
Public Relations: Morton D. Wax Associates
Just released
"PINBALL WIZARD"
From the soon to be released album
rock opera "Tommy (1918-1984)"
b/w
"DOGS Part II"
ST 732465

Personal Management:
CHRIS STAMP—KIT LAMBERT
New Action Management
58 Old Compton Street
London, England

PREMIER TALENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 200 WEST 57th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
TEL. (212) 757-4300
GEORGE WEIN Presents the 16th Annual

NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL

July 3 thru July 6, 1969
At Festival Field • Newport, Rhode Island


Evening and Sunday Afternoon Tickets:
$3.50, 4.50, 5.50, 6.50 — Box Seats $10.00
Friday and Saturday Afternoon — General Admission $4.00

THE NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the

NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL

July 16 thru July 20

Four Major Evening Concerts Thursday through Sunday; afternoon Workshops Friday and Saturday; Children's Day Wednesday; concert Wednesday evening; Friday and Saturday evening events; additional concerts at another location; Sunday afternoon. Johnny Cash, June Carter, Len Chandler, Judy Collins, Champion Jack Dupree, Ramblin' Jack Elliott, Everly Brothers, Ike Everly, Jesse Fuller, Arlo Guthrie, Rev. F. D. Kirkpatrick, Tex Logan, Taj Mahal, Joni Mitchell, Bill Monroe, Bernice Reagon, Don Reno & Bill Harrell, Pete Seeger, Otis Spann, Muddy Waters, Billy Ed Wheeler, Mac Wiseman, and many others.

Major Evening Concerts — Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.:
$3.50, 4.50, 5.50 — Box Seats $10.00
Fri. & Sat. eve. subsidiary concerts, Sun. aft. concert:
General Admission $3.00
Wed. eve. concert, Fri. and Sat. aft. Workshops:
Group Rates Available

SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON MAIL ORDERS PRIOR TO JUNE 1
(Folk Festival only)
20% off on tickets to individual events
40% off on series including all events Thursday thru Sunday
* All Programs Subject to Change

For information and ticket order forms
Write . . . Newport Festivals, P.O. Box 329
Newport, Rhode Island 02840

The Newport Festivals are the world’s greatest musical events. George Wein and the Newport Staff are available to organize, create and present exciting, unique Festivals on your campus. Contact:

PREMIER TALENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
200 WEST 57th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
TEL. (212) 757-4300
CAPITOL RECORDS IS TOGETHER WITH

THE MAGNIFICENT MEN

SEE YOU AT THE NEC NEXT YEAR

Exclusive Direction for Booking and Information
RON GITTMAN
OCEANIC PRODUCTIONS LTD.
850 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
(212) 246-9544

Billboard Campus Attractions • March 22, 1969
THE INCREDBLES!

"STANDING HERE CRYING"

You're soon going to hear from them...We're soon going to hear from you.

Madelon Baker (personal manager)
P.O. Box 20426
Los Angeles, California 90006
phone (213) 386-6904

Produced by Madelon Baker for Audio Arts Productions.

BEE GEES (Alco) BA: CMA
BEEGERS, EVYNLY & BOB (Columbia) PM: Robert M. Gewald; BA: Gewald Mgmt.
BEETHOVEN SOUL (Dot) BA: McConkey Artists
BEETS LTD, THE PM: Lois Miller; BA: Bee Gee Prodn's
BELAND, JOHN (GR) PM: Dan Dalton; BA: Arnold Kullman
BELL, ARCHIE, & THE DRELS (Atlantic) PM: Skipper Lee Frazier; BA: Associated Booking
BELL, BILLY (Country- Politian) BA: Smokey Warren
BELL, CARL, & THE BELL TONES (Ashford) PM: New Concept Talent
BELL, WILLIAM (Stax) BA: Universal Attractions; also Memphis Continental Artists
BELLAND & SOMERVILLE (Dot) PM: Doherty, Sewell; BA: Wm. Morris
BELVEDERES, THE PM: Rick Mallory; BA: Civil War Prod'n
BENNETT, ROB BA: Bennett Morgan
BENNETT, TONY (Columbia) PM: Joe Petralie; BA: CMA
BENNY & TINA (Blue Rock) PM: Jesse James; BA: Universal Attractions
BENSON, JO JO (SSS Int'l PM: Ed Mendel; BA: Universal Attractions
BENTON, BROOKE (Atlantic) PM: Leonard S. Poncher; BA: Queen Booking
BER, TERRY (World Pacific) PM & BA: Edward L. Berk
BERGER, KARL, & THE TOTAL MUSIC COMPANY (ESP-Disk) PM: LBGP Concert Agency
BERMAN, BENNY BA: Bennett Morgan
BERNARD, PHIL/TRUMPET & ORCHESTRA (American) PM: Phil Bernard
BERRY, CHUCK (Mercury) BA: Universal Attractions
BERRY, MARLENE BA: America's Best Attractions
BERRY'S, THE (Challenge) PM: Lindy Blaskey; BA: Latvee Booking
BIG ARTHUR (Accent) PM: Will Mar
BIG BROTHER & THE HOLDING CO. (Columbia, Mainstream) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous

BIG FOOT (Admiral) PM: Richard Podlar; BA: American Entertainment
BIG RIVER BA: Ruston & Brenner
BIKES, THEODORE (Elektra) PM: Harold Leventhal; BA: Wm. Morris
BILL AND CAROL BA: Beacons & Assoc.
BILL & HOWDY PM: E. S. Prager; BA: Wm. Morris
BISHOP, JOHN, & TRIO (Tangerine) PM: Ray Charles Ent.
BIT A SWEET (MGM) BA: Premier Talent Assoc.
BITTER LEMON, THE (Universal City) PM: Jerry L. Williams
BIVEN SPECIALS (Songbird) BA & BA: Inez Bivens
BLACK PEARL: BA: Ashley Famous
BLACKWOOD APOLLO (Fontana) PM: Arkham Artists
BLACKWOOD BROTHERS (RCA) PM: John Matthews; BA: Sunar Talent
BLACK'S, BILL/COMBO (Hi) BA: National Artists Attractions
BLACK BOOK (K-Town) BA: America's Best Attractions
BLACKWOOD BROTHERS (RCA) BA: James Blackwood
BLAIN SISTERS, THE PM: Marianne Cook
BLAKE, CICERO (Tower) PM: Leo Austell Sr.
BLAKE, RAIN (ESP) PM: Benjamin Patterson
BLAND, BOBBY (Duke) PM: Evelyn J. Johnson; BA: Associated Booking
BLARNY FOLK (London Int'l) PM: Les Weilstein; BA: Entertainment Assoc. (Canada); Also Braider Agency (USA)
BLEY, PAUL (Limeight) PM: Pablo Music
BLINKY (Motown) PM: IMC
BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS (Columbia) PM: Bennett Glazer/Dennis Katz
BLOOMFIELD, MIKE (Columbia) PM: Albert B. Grossman
BLOOMS, THE (Bell) PM: Medley, Patterson, West; BA: Samex Baker
BLUE BOYS, THE (RCA) PM: Mrs. Mary Reeves; BA: Jimmie Klein

continued on page 42
...has the tickets entertainment.
You can't bottle up these Irish spirits.

From their sea chanties to love poems and songs of the rebellions (there have been quite a few) the Irish have their own raise-the-roof style of singing.

You might have heard about it.
To be sure, you've heard of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. The pride of the Irish singers.
They offer you a strong distillation of the songs the Irish have been singing for hundreds of years. And some not quite so old.
When these lads open up and go ... you'll be back in old Erin, even if you've never been there.

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

For concert performances call:
JERRY B. CAMPBELL MANAGEMENT, INC.
3 East 65th Street, Apt. 1-C
New York, N.Y. 10021 (212) 249-2988
Exclusive Representation
Continued from page 42
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University of South Carolina
Citadel
Bowling Green
Holy Cross
Baylor Institute of Technology
University of Tennessee S.U.N.Y. at Ithaca
University of Florida
University of Connecticut
Bishops University
Muskingum College
S.U.N.Y. Alfred
Bradley Univ.
Brockport Univ.
Rensselaer Univ.
S.U.N.Y. Fredonia
Boston College
St. Louis Univ.
Tulane Univ.
S.U.N.Y. Binghamton
Northern Illinois Univ.
Bucknell Univ.
St. John Fisher Univ.
Roper College
S.U.N.Y. Buffalo
Central Connecticut State College
Fordham Univ.
Harvard Univ.
Rutgers Univ.

CONCERT OR PARTY: The Mustache Band, consisting of banjos, tuba, trombone
and washboard, along with B-Girls (Bango) with songs, dances and general
entertainment. MUSTACHE BAND AVAILABLE FOR ONE-NIGHT STANDS,
WEEKENDS, HOMECOMINGS, AND YOU NAME IT . . .

YOUR FATHER'S MUSTACHE
THE WORLD'S WORST BAND BAND

For more information, contact: John Marotta (212) 242-1623, Your Father's
Mustache, 125 Seventh Avenue So., New York, N. Y. 10014.

WHERE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE IS RIGHT UNDER YOUR NOSE.
four successful years filled with . . .

750 CONCERTS
TWENTY-FIVE MAJOR TELEVISION SHOWS
TWO HIT RECORDS
FIFTEEN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
SIX ALBUMS

and

800,000 MILES LATER . . .

The Serendipity Singers have started 1969 with:

AN ENTIRELY NEW SHOW
TWO BRAND NEW UNITED ARTISTS SINGLES
A NEW ALBUM IN SEPTEMBER
TELEVISION SHOWS (ED SULLIVAN,
KRAFT MUSIC HALL, THE TONIGHT SHOW)
THEIR OWN SYNDICATED TELEVISION SPECIAL

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
MICHAEL BROVSKY,
40 W. 55th St. NYC 10019
CREEPER & CRAZY ELEPHANT BA: Action
CROWN JEWELS, THE BA: Imperial
DAMON, JIMMY (Decca) BA: Greengrass Ents.
DANCEJAS, JOHNNY (United Artists) BA: Universal Attractions
DANCE, THE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DARKNESS, THE (United Artists) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DAVIDS, THE (Reprise) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DAY, ROY (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DREYFUS, ROBERT(Singer) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURHAM, THE (United Artists) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
DURAN, GEORGE (Columbia) BA: Capitol Theatre Ents.
seat fillers, crowd thrillers

THE 5th DIMENSION

FERSCIA MANAGEMENT
MARC GORDON PRODUCTIONS
(31) 456-5591
DYER-BENNET, RICHARD
DUPREES (Heritage)
DUNCAN, JOHNNY (Columbia) PM, Bernard Williams
DUKE OF PADUCAH PM & BA: Moeller Talent
DUKE, GEORGE/CLASSIC JAZZ TRIO BA: Int'l Artists Agency
DUKE OF PADUCAH PM & BA: Moeller Talent
DUKE OF DIXIELAND (Deca) BA: Associated Booking
DUNCAN, JOHNNY (Columbia) PM: Bernerd/Williams/Price; BA: Jimmie Klein
DUO OURO NEGRO BA: CAMI
DUPREES (Heritage) PM: Gene Kaye; BA: Bennett Morgan
DYKE & THE BLAZERS (Original Sound) PM: Art Barrett; BA: Universal Attractions
DYLAN, BOB (Columbia) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous
DYNAMICS CONCEPTS (Thunder) PM: G. Knight
DYNAMIC DAQUIRIS PM: Courtenay Sisk; BA: Arnold Agency
DYNAMICS, THE (Cotillion) PM: Ted White; BA: Queen Booking
EAST SIDE KIDS, THE (Uni) PM: Robert Appere
EARTH OPERA (Elektra)
EBONY EXPRESS REVUE BA: America's Best Attractions
ECSTASY, BILLY (Motown) BA: Coast Artists
ECLECTIC MEDIUM (Satorl) PM: Martin Gary; BA: Mar Bookings
EDDY, DUANE (Warner Bros.-7 Arts) PM: SRO Artist
EDGE, THE (Eye) PM: Jim Hollingsworth; BA: Syndicated Prod'ns
EDISON ELECTRIC BAND, THE (Atlantic) PM: Beldock
EDWARDS, SHERRY, & THE EMBERS BA: Joni Agency
EDWARDS, BOBBY (Chart) PM: Bill C. Crawford; BA: Bill Crawford Agency
EDWARDS, DUKE/CYCLE (Prestige) PM: Howard Stein
EDWARDS, SHERRY, & THE EMBERS BA: Joni Agency
EL CONTINENTAL BAND (Sen-Town) BA: North American Artists
ELDER, BILLY-PM: Ralph Morris; BA: Music Industries
ELECTRIC FLAG, THE (Columbia) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous
ELECTRIC PRUNES (Reprise) PM: Leonard S. Poncher; BA: CMA (Chuck Barnett)
ELECTRIC SOUL TRAIN, THE PM: Stanley Chaissor
ELECTRIC TOMORROW, THE (Liberty) PM: Ralph Morris; BA: Music Industries
ELLEGART, LES & LARRY (Columbia) PM: Larry Elgart; BA: Associated Booking
ELGIN'S (VIP) PM: IMC
ELIZABETH (Vanguard) PM: Joseph R. Mallon
ELLEGE, JIMMY (Spar) PM: Aubrey Mayhew; BA: The Paycheck Co.
ELLIOTT, RAMBLING JACK (Reprise) BA: Carma Agency
ELLIS, DON/CONCERTO (Columbia) BA: William Alexander
ELLIS, JIMMIE "PREACHER," & THE DEACONS (Ride) BA: McCorkney Artists
ELLIS, SHIRLEY (Columbia) BA: Associated Booking
ELIOTT, GARY BA: Jackson Artists
ELYSIAN FIELD (Imperial) PM: Norman White
EMBERS, THE (Atlantic) PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowmar Prod'ns
EMOTIONS, THE (Twin Stacks) PM: Leo Austell Sr.
EMPIRE, FREDDY (Marquee) PM: William Ware; BA: Marquee Agency
ENCANTED FIVE (Spectacular Prod'ns) PM: Mike Jelnavey; BA: Queen Booking
ENCANTED FOREST, THE PM: Jean Powell & Alan Miller; BA: CMA (Lon Mannman)
ENCANTED ENCHANTERS (Steelton) PM: Gordon Keith; BA: BJ Enls.
ENERGY (Atlantic) PM: Windfall Music
ENNIS, ETHEL (RCA) PM: John W. Powell
ENTERTAINERS, THE (JCP) PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowmar Prod'ns
EPOTIMOME (Kama-Sutra) PM: IMC
ENERGY (Atlantic) PM: Windfall Music
ENNIS, ETHEL (RCA) PM: John W. Powell
ENTERTAINERS, THE (JCP) PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowmar Prod'ns
EPOTIMOME (Kama-Sutra) PM: IMC
ERNST & THE McGEE SISTERS PM & BA: Lee Craver's Prod'ns
ERWIN, DURWARD (Canary) PM & BA: Muriel Less
ESCOATS, THE (Date) PM: C. N. Colleen Jr.
ESQUIRES, THE (Bunky) PM: Wand Mgmt.

continued on page 50
Exclusive Management: Manuel Greenhill, Folklore Productions, 176 Federal Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 48

establishment, the ba: apa
eternity's children (tower) pm: guy belelico-ray rey; ba: universal attractions; also crocked fox prod'ns
Evans, lee/trio (command) pm: walter gould & lloyd greenfield; ba: cami
everett, betty (uni) pm: lea ausstell sr.
everly brothers (warner bros.-7 arts) pm: jack reed; ba: cmc
every mother's son (mgm) pm: pete c. leeds; ba: cmc
Evolution, the (inherit prod'ns); pm: schwaid-merenstein; ba: associated booking
excitement, the ba: metro music attractions
exiles, the (date) pm & ba: new beat mgmt.
fabrizio, margaret ba: self-booked

Fabulous amazons ba: beacom & assoc
fabulous fingers, the pm: bowie g. martin; ba: bowmar prod'ns
fabulous jades, the (imperial) pm: stan pat ents; ba: wm. morris
fabulous verbs, the (camaro) pm: style wooten; ba: style booking
faculty, the pm: windfall music
fagan, scott (alto) pm: herbert s. gart; ba: wm. morris (hol key)
Fair, yvonne (motown) pm: icmc; ba: ashley famous
faith, percy (columbia) ba: peter faith
faith, pillow pm: norman white
faith, the pm: leonard schwab prod'ns
fall guys, the (argosy) pm: herbert palloff assoc.; ba: associated booking
family (reprise) pm: deckarlo-kresky
family scandal (living legend) ba: mconkey artists

POPULAR CAMPUS ATTRACTION
THE CLASSMEN

on
Pearce records
16400 E. Truman Road
Independence, Missouri 64050

Personal management
Charles Lewis
3427 Norton
Independence, Missouri 64052
816-CL 4-0591

exclusive on

doc watson

exclusive management: Manuel Greenhill, Folklore Productions, 176 Federal Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Johnny Rivers in Concert

Johnny Rivers Enterprises, Inc., 8923 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90069, area code (213) 657-8380
The Movies

BY THE REV. JOHN M. CULKIN
Director of the Center for Communications
Fordham University

Today's students have a special thing going with the movies. They get turned on when the projector gets turned on. They talk and think before they see films; they talk and think after they have seen films. They are spearheading much of the current interest in film on college campuses and in high schools. Increasingly film is becoming the medium to which they naturally turn to find themselves and to express themselves.

This romance between students and the moving image is a natural. This is the first time in history that the TV generation (those born after 1947) has been in college. On the average they have been looking at 1,000 hours of television annually. Their high school graduation day marked the end of 11,000 hours of classroom time and 15,000 hours of TV time. They are the heirs to an international cinema, to the speeded-up techniques of the TV commercial, to the availability of films in all styles and all millimeters, to the wizardry of an Expo.

This general experience has generated more formal and structured film activity on the campuses and in the schools. These programs are as varied as the schools involved but they point toward a new cinema culture which is rapidly becoming an integral part of American education at all levels. What follows are some aspects of the direction in which this inchoate movement is tending.

1. Campus as a Second Circuit. The campus could serve as another way of putting films and audiences together on a first-run basis. There are young film makers who can't get major studio financing but who could produce feature-length films for budgets of $100,000-$250,000 if there was an audience for their product. My feeling is that the growing campus and school market will offer this new outlet.

2. American Film Institute. The AFI has been in business for less than two years but it has already had an impact on young film makers and on the young film audience. More than forty grants have been made to student and independent film makers. The AFI archives program is in the process of tracing lost films, cataloguing films and exploring methods for easy distribution of both information and films. The education program is training film teachers for both the high schools and colleges.

3. Commercial Theaters. There are hopeful signs that theater owners will convert some of the energy usually spent in fighting campus film programs into positive programs of co-operation. The theater manager should be in cahoots with student groups to develop the kind of cinematheque access to films which his booking and screening expertise can best accomplish. Most theaters do 75 per cent of their business on the weekends so the theaters have plenty of weekday time to engage in special screenings.

4. Film Talent on Campus. The film generation is interested not only in films but also in the makers of films. Even outside of New York and Los Angeles it has become more common for directors, writers, cinematographers and actors to spend time on campus discussing their work. The concept of the artist-in-residence is being expanded to include film artists.

5. Telelecture. One relatively unexploited method of sharing this kind of expertise with the campus is through the use of the telelecture format. The telephone company supplies amplified telephone receiving equipment at the lecture site for about $100. Then the lecturer can address the audience by phone from his own home or office with the added possibility for questions. Last May at Fordham we screened a retrospective of all of Fellini's films and then had him speak to us from Rome. It was as clear as though he had been in the room. (Please don't write for his phone number.)

6. Film Conferences. The mounting faculty interest in film and film teaching has led to a series of film conferences designed both to stimulate interest and to develop competence in teaching about the film. Fordham has been doing it for seven years now. The format usually includes
the screening of at least one feature and the chance to discuss it with its makers. Past conferences have included directors George Stevens, Sidney Lumet, Frank Perry, Arthur Penn; actors Paul Newman, Sidney Poitier, Gregory Peck. The idea spread to Los Angeles two years ago. This year there will be such conferences in Connecticut, Houston, Chicago, New Orleans, San Francisco, Syracuse and Miami.

8. Film Courses. Film is one of the liberal arts of the post-literate world. Even the schools are recognizing this fact by inviting film out of the campus recreation center and into the classroom. There have been specialized film courses for film majors for a long while. Most of the action today is toward film courses for generalists—active, intelligent viewers who want to find out more about the medium. The surge within the high schools has been nothing short of fantastic and now the elementary grades are getting interested. The public schools of Newburgh, N. Y., for instance, are designing a complete program in media study from Grade 1 through Grade 12.

9. Student Film Makers. A year ago, the National Film Study Project of Fordham, which operates under a grant from the National Endowment on the Arts, sponsored a three-day conference in New York—"A Happening for Young Film Makers." We expected an attendance of about 400; we got 1,100. It was wild and wonderful. The spirit of this conference and of the young (3-18) people involved is being put into a television special which will be shown as part of NBC's "Experiment in Television" on March 16.

The movement is moving. And despite the flurry of current activity, the fact is that it is only beginning. There is still a wide gap between most educators and the business end of film represented by production, distribution and exhibition. Both groups have a lot to learn about each other. Right now we need some well-designed and executed pilot projects which would show what could be accomplished through closer co-operation.

Father Culkin, a recognized authority on films, was consultant on films for the Job Corps, founder and chairman of the 1964 Young People's Festival of New York, and delegate to the UNESCO Conference on Screen Education in Gottwaldow, Czechoslovakia, in 1964. His books include "Julius Caesar as a Play and as a Film" and "Film Study in the High School." His current assignments include membership in the Film Advisory Committee of the New York State Council for the Arts, the advisory board of the National Program for the Improvement of Televised Instruction, and the advisory and executive boards of the National Center for School and College Television; associate chairman of the Film Study Committee of the National Council of Teachers of English; film editor of Media and Methods. Father Culkin also is a member of the boards of trustees of the American Film Institute and Public Media, Inc., and serves as consultant and member of numerous other film and communications programs.
Much has been said, even more has been written, about the tremendous rise in the interest in films on the college campus. Almost everyone has a theory but maybe it is simply—movies communicate!

Of what value is substantive knowledge if it cannot be imparted from one to another? What is the point in learning about people whose background, culture and environment is so foreign if the knowledge does not stimulate a desire to know and a need to understand? What is the result of the stimulation? Communication! How do you implement the desire to know, to understand, to empathize, to improve, to change—you communicate. Maybe the medium itself is the ultimate message!

This awakening of the need to communicate parallels the surge in popularity of the movies on the college campus. In an age of the moving image where young people are bombarded with the indiscriminate outpourings of the television screen almost from the time they can sit erect, is there any wonder today's young people look, even without conscious realization, to the screen for what they once learned from a printed page? They see themselves in films. They see themselves as others see them in films. Is it only coincidence that the rise in the acceptance and development of psychiatry has come at the same time the motion picture evolved?

Young people identify with the rebel who must be himself regardless of what is expected by the establishment. They want to think for themselves and even if they are wrong, they value the experience of having tried. One of the reasons for the great popularity of "Blow-Up" is the variety of conclusions drawn as to what was meant by Antonioni in making the film. Was there a message there at all? Do young people today identify with "Alfie" or "Zorba the Greek"? You bet your sweet bippy they do! Do they know "losers like "The Cincinnati Kid" or "The Hustler" or "Hud"? That's what it's about!

In an age of rapidly changing standards and values, custom and tradition cannot always adjust as quickly. Many young people, by projecting themselves into the characters they see on the screen, only then are able to make the distinction between what they had been conditioned to see and what was really there. Films like "A Patch of Blue" and "Lillies of the Field" were beautiful accounts of a man helping his fellow man. The fact that one was black actually had little to do with what was done but the same fact was what made the stories significant. Through films like these, young people relate to issues and problems and to other people by projecting themselves from the screen back into life situations.

The value of this visual empathy is achieving ever-growing acceptance and the film, the communicative device itself, is becoming the subject of intensive study by screen education groups, cinema clubs, and motion picture classes numbering in the tens of thousands. Films of the Twenties and Thirties (i.e. "Greed" and "The Iron Horse") are being dusted off to illustrate the development of technique and the growth of the art itself. It is not without some justification that many people have come to consider the film as the only native American art form. This respect has been earned by the film because of its universality and its ability to touch the lives of almost everyone.

Many young people on campus throughout the country also find films an afford a means of expression for articulate, imaginative film makers whose ability with a camera transcends their vocal facility. When both the film makers and the viewing audience are so attuned to the medium the result is an inter-relationship which creates an atmosphere for communication far superior to that enjoyed by the spoken word or the printed page.

Movies, then, when they are carefully made have a rare opportunity to really tell it like it is, and have people listen, because—they communicate.
making it with today's students is an art...

THE KINETIC ART

The Kinetic Art is a series of three film programs, and is a panoramic presentation of the latest achievements in creative cinema.

- Each program presents prize-winning animated, experimental, documentary and dramatic short films. There are 26 in all, ranging from 50 seconds to 50 minutes. Sixteen outstanding film makers (some masters, some bright young beginners) are represented.
- This is cinema art gathered from festivals at Cannes, Venice, Mannheim, Oberhausen... from Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, Germany, Yugoslavia, Italy, England, Japan and the United States.
- Each program is calculated to involve, enlighten, exhilarate and delight student audiences. Each is inevitably followed by cheers, applause, lively discussion.

"PRAGUE: THE SUMMER OF TANKS" with "THE PARIS STUDENT REVOLUTION"... precise historical documents on two of the most important events in this decade. Available as a single program. Write for our brochure.

The critics cheer, too...

"Anyone interested in the possibilities of movies should not miss the show. The Kinetic Art represents... the most interesting things being done... things that cannot be duplicated in any other art form."

—Vincent Canby, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"Nothing short of fantastic... there was a feeling of great appreciation for the excitingly different films. The audience even applauded after each presentation."

—THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH DAILY CHRONICLE

Your audiences will be impressed, too. Call, wire or write us for available playdates now.

THE KINETIC ART

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION and VISUAL ARTS

221 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003
Telephone 212/777-6600

THE KINETIC ART GROSSED ABOVE $5,000 AT THE FOLLOWING: University of Indiana, Detroit Institute of Art, Nazareth College of Rochester, Lincoln Center, University of California-Berkeley, Los Angeles Museum of Art, University of Denver, Des Moines Art Center, University of Texas, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.

YOU CAN DO IT, TOO! (Oberlin College, Monterey Peninsula College, Webster College also played it to S.R.O.)
WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS
16mm film gallery

Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?

Petulia

Rachel, Rachel

The Fox

Othello
16mm film availability list

WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? .................. B & W
THE FOX ........................................... COLOR
REFLECTIONS IN A GOLDEN EYE (CINEMASCOPE) ........ COLOR
THE BIRDS, THE BEES & THE ITALIANS .............. B & W
YOU'RE A BIG BOY NOW ............................. COLOR
SWEET NOVEMBER .................................. COLOR
BYE, BYE BRAVERMAN ............................... COLOR
AMERICA, AMERICA ................................. B & W
RACHEL, RACHEL .................................... COLOR
PETULIA ................................................ COLOR
DIABOLIQUE ......................................... B & W
CONCERT FILMS
OTHELLO ............................................. COLOR
LA BOHEME .......................................... COLOR
THE MIKADO .......................................... COLOR
STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF ............ COLOR
TERM OF TRIAL ...................................... B & W
RISING OF THE MOON ............................... B & W
FANNY .................................................. COLOR
CHARLIE CHAN SERIES
CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON ......................... B & W
CHARLIE CHAN IN SHANGHAI ...................... B & W
CHARLIE CHAN IN CASTLE IN THE DESERT ... B & W
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE ISLAND .......... B & W
NORMAN NORMAL (Short) ............................ COLOR
SKY OVER HOLLAND (Short) ......................... COLOR
THE DOOR (Short) ................................... COLOR
ROAD RUNNER CARTOONS
ZOOM AT THE TOP .................................... COLOR
RUSHING ROULETTE .................................. COLOR
BOULDER WHAM ...................................... COLOR
TIRED AND FEATHERED .................. COLOR
RUN RUN SWEET ROADRUNNER .................. COLOR

All titles except "Rachel, Rachel" and "The Fox" available March 1, 1969
"Rachel, Rachel" and "The Fox" available September 1, 1969

Please direct all inquiries and reservations to:

WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS INC.
16mm Non-Theatrical Division
666 Fifth Avenue • New York, N.Y. 10019 • (212) 246-1000

16mm CATALOG AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
16 MM - Cradle of the Film Art

BY SHELDON GUNSBERG
Executive Vice-President
The Walter Reade Organization

The fantastic growth of the 16mm film market, particularly on college campuses and in high school film societies, has provided the motion picture industry with something it has sorely lacked for years...a proving ground for young talent.

Other forms of show business have always had their unofficial "training schools," the most famous being the Borscht circuit for comedians, an area where aspiring comics could break in, develop their art and still earn enough money to enable them to stick with the business.

Today, the voracious appetite of young America for something new, something different, something contemporary in motion pictures has created an environment that provides exactly this opportunity for young film makers.

It is of no particular surprise to anyone to learn that many of the films most successful in commercial theaters across the country have little or no appeal to the vast 16mm audience composed of college and high school students.

It should then be of no surprise to learn that this same audience enthusiastically embraces the kind of films that could not play in the commercial theaters. This truism reflects the generation gap. As a matter of fact, it extends the cliche that "anyone with a 16mm camera and one actor can make a movie" to "anyone with a 16mm camera, one actor and a modicum of inventiveness can earn at least a modest living making movies."

There's money in this specialized market. It's been spent over the past few years primarily on the classic art films out of broad commercial release.

But the growth of film making as the elemental art form of the '60's has resulted in innumerable non-commercial 16mm films, once fodder only for the "underground," but today breaking into the campus market in a way that indicates that the aspiring film maker with talent can support himself with even his earliest film efforts.

The new market is, I think, largely the province of the young. The kind of film to which this audience responds usually lack those qualities most prominent in commercial films—form, slickness and simple narrative, and, instead, offers experiment, freshness and originality. There are, of course, those films that break this rule and have a broad appeal to both audiences. I guarantee, however, that one evening at the annual Lincoln Center College Film Festival in New York will convince anyone that the generation gap exists in film making at least as prominently as in any other facet of the American life style.

I think it inevitable that, as the Borscht circuit produced the people who are today's most popular comedians, this 16mm film circuit will provide the motion picture industry with its most talented directors, writers, actors and technicians in the future.

And it will make this process of development profitable for the artist, for the audience which supports and finances his growth and for the industry which will someday absorb his talents.

From Rare To Indispensable

BY LEO R. DRAFTFIELD
Founder, Contemporary Films, Inc.

Twenty years ago, colleges throughout the country were just beginning to develop "film societies." These small student groups showed films to small gatherings of students and faculty in makeshift quarters, often the dining hall of the school. The Museum of Modern Art was primarily responsible for keeping these maniacs supplied with films in those days and the number of times that benevolent institution has had to replace the "Odes sa Steps" sequence from "Potemkin" testifies not only to the larceny of students but also to the effectiveness of the museum's distribution.

As films on campus became more popular and more established as an extracurricular activity (the development was slow and steady rather than spectacular) commercial distributors began to enter the field and to supply the films the museum was not set up to accommodate. In truth, much of the film culture of this country is due in large part to the pioneering efforts of Contemporary Films, Brandon Films, Films Inc. and their colleagues who often risked financial ruin by offering in 16mm the great classic and contemporary shorts and features from around the world. Their foresight paid off, however, and today they are all thriving businesses coveted and copied by corporate giants.

The changes that have occurred in the business of supplying this market have tended to happen at the later stages of development. In the beginning, there were a few colleges that would show good films and a few libraries in the country who, dissatisfied with the films available from local theatres, began to organize community groups to screen the more worthwhile films that were becoming increasingly available from the small commercial distributors. There was no such thing as the high school market in those days. High schools were places where if you saw films at all they were usually about the insides of a frog. The concert market didn't exist either. As a matter of fact if you rented a film to a customer who was charging admission you were probably violating your agreement with producers and angering both 35mm distributors and theatres.

Today, films are an indispensable part of every student's school experience. The teaching film still exists but has been supplemented by the fiction film and classic documentaries. And not only are college students being exposed to these experiences, but also high school students and (wonder of wonders) elementary school kids as well.

We are in a time when film is so much a part of every man's experience of life that our business can no longer be considered simply a leisure time activity. We are actively engaged in the total education of the inheritors of our culture and we owe it to them to retain our taste, our courage and, most important, our sense of humor when faced by the small disasters that are our everyday lot.
Masterworks
For On-Campus
Presentation
from
Columbia
Cinematheque
Elvira Madigan

Available November, 1969
accident
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
MORGAN!

GEORGY GIRL
The Endless Summer
IN COLD BLOOD
THE PROFESSIONALS

"TO SIR, WITH LOVE"
Important acquisitions are part of our expanding collection. To obtain complete information, call collect 

(212) 751-7529

or write

COLUMBIA CINEMATHEQUE
711 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
The recent MPAA survey conducted for the benefit of the motion picture industry has brought to light several important facts relating to the prejudices and age of the “modern” patron of cinematic art.

It is trite and self-evident to say that the so-called “star system” is either dead or rapidly dying, but it is not a fact which is entirely wasted on the major producers and distributors of motion pictures. Neither are these industry forces oblivious to the growth and dimension of the “new” generation of theatergoers which numbers about half its membership in the college-aged ranks, and an ever increasing percentage in the ranks of the college-educated viewer.

The effects of these changes within the cinema market place have been profound and should continue to dominate the trends of the industry for years to come. The effects of these changes within the world of 16mm distribution have been, perhaps more pronounced, and therefore more readily identifiable.

In the first place, there are far more companies actively interested in the 16mm college market. Allied Artists is one of several of the major film producers and distributors to directly enter into the 16mm market in the past several years. In so doing, these new distributing subsidiaries of larger parent film companies are competing with the older more established 16mm houses who, in times past, have had a practical monopoly on the college markets using as the bulk of their product, films from the so-called “majors” which these newly created subsidiaries will now distribute.

Secondly, there is a growing realization that the 16mm college market is no longer willing to accept film product solely on the basis of the success or failure of a particular picture in the 35mm commercial movie houses. There are any number of films which have performed respectfully for the major studios which will not be released into the college market because the subject matter or the quality of the film is unsuited to a successful 16mm “run.”

Happily, the corollary of this inescapable truth is that there are films basically unsuited to release in the 35mm commercial market which have a ready-made market in the colleges of this country. There is, accordingly, less prejudice and resistance among the large commercial producers and distributors to new and commercially untried product. The 16mm market place is becoming an independent economic factor of such importance that film product is often acquired today with an eye to the returns which college distribution can guarantee to the distributor. Films which the “majors” would not have considered several years ago are now being screened and more remarkably, bought with surprising regularity.

The result, so far as the student consumer is concerned, should be more and better new film product in the 16mm market. The effect which the younger generations are having on the public tastes in 35mm commercial film will be far greater and accelerated when reflected into the 16mm market. The growing awareness among consumer and distributor alike that the 16mm college market is a dynamic and often distinct force in the motion picture industry can lead to semi-autonomous acquisition programs designed exclusively to service the 16mm college market. When the resources of the large film distributors are used, in part, to seek out and acquire for college distribution new product of young and untried writers and directors, the basic nature of the 16mm industry will be altered to make room for the original and often revolutionary ideas which are so much a part of the college learning experience of today.
The Lamp of Learning
-A Projection Bulb

BY SUSAN J. WALSH
Feature Film Consultant
Trans-World Films, Inc.

Where's it at, man?
The student of the 1960's asks for it straight and there are many willing to offer him the answers. Like Professor Mc. Luhan of Toronto whose message is the medium. Or ex-Professor Leary of Harvard who advises: "Tune in, turn on, drop out."

There are other voices, too, penetrating the ivied halls to counsel the questioning student. Like those of publisher-philosopher Hugh Hefner, revolutionary-diarist Che Guevara, folk-poet Bob Dylan or mystic-guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. And then there is the film.

More than any other medium, movies reflect the mood of our times. In them the student of today can see his own passion for causes and crazes or fulfill the need for catharsis. He watches them because they mirror his world, stimulate his sensitivities, and sharpen his sensibilities. He watches them because he likes them.

It was almost inevitable that college crowds should be drawn to the film. Film was in the midst of a creative renaissance. The best of the post-war movie makers were addressing themselves and their films to real problems. They were posing relevant questions and searching for meaningful solutions.

Aided and abetted by a number of 16mm distributors, the significant new movie makers found some of their best audiences among the earnest young crowds that filled campus halls and auditoriums. Instead of being endured as an audio-visual "aid," their films were being appreciated and enjoyed for their own sakes.

In an earlier decade, a film like Lattuada's "Mandragola" might have been consigned to a corner of the language arts laboratories, if it was lucky. Written by the 16th century political theorist Niccolo Machiavelli, "Mandragola" glimmers with the Florentine statesman's icy wit and darkly realistic philosophy. With subject matter too tough for most teachers and subtitles that were too much trouble for the general public, it was discovered by an audience more concerned with substance, sex and satire than proper pronunciation—the college and university film societies.

Instead of obscurity, foreign films found important and honored places on campus movie programs. The names of their major directors and performers became familiar until today they draw crowds even in neighborhood theaters. Film, considered the international art until the end of the silent era, has emerged again to girdle the global village.

Commitment

In the 1960's the university ceased to be a world apart. The image of the ivy tower went the way of the nickelodeon. Students looked around them and saw injustice and inequality. They took stands and learned to sit-in. Rejecting mere information, they demanded participation. They became activists.

More and more the student audience wanted movies that "tell it like it is." Honesty and courage were valued more highly than slickness or style. They wanted real issues confronted realistically.

Only in this way could a movie like "One Potato, Two Potato" be made. Produced a full three years before the much publicized "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?" "Potato" told the unsugared story of an inter-racial marriage. Young people who had put their own lives on the line during the civil rights' summers in the Deep South could sense the difference between a gesture and a genuine statement.

The mood of today, summed up in a word, is commitment. In the decade past America's campuses have been sown with an action ideal. If the "old politics" leaves something to be desired the young will go out and beat the bushes on behalf of the new.

That mood applies to the film as well. Cinema classics, as well as the best recent work of the world's major studios, are received intelligently and enthusiastically by campus audiences. Inspired by their familiarity with fine cinema and dissatisfied by those films that don't quite measure up to their expectations, the "now" generation is even ready to make its own. The active and expanding film co-operatives in New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Toronto demonstrate the dynamic vitality of the student movie makers and their underground movement. For the collegians-with-a-camera, the lamp of learning is a projection bulb.

"MANDRAGOLA," a Europix-Consolidated Corp. film, is distributed to campuses by Trans-World Films, Inc.
Book For Campus Showings Now!

"Fascinating...remarkable!" — Newsweek Magazine

PICTURES and CARL FOREMAN present

COLUMBIA
Produced by SAM JAFFE and PAUL RADIN

Send for our BIG — New 1969-1970 RENTAL CATALOGUE

COLUMBIA PICTURES
Presents a HAROLD HECHT Production

CAT BALLOU

in COLUMBIA COLOR

Available NOW from Films Incorporated

- Paul Newman in Hombre, George Peppard in The Blue Max, James Garner in Frankenheimer’s Grand Prix, Michael Caine in Alfie - Lee Marvin is ruthless in Point Blank and The Dirty Dozen - Raquel Welch in One Million Years B.C. and Fantastic Voyage - In Like Flint - Barefoot in the Park - Two for the Road - Mitchum and Wayne in El Dorado

BOOK NOW FOR THE FALL SEASON!

Films Incorporated

16mm rental films • exchanges nationwide

ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • HOLLYWOOD • NEW YORK
CITY • PORTLAND • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN DIEGO • SKOKIE, ILL.
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Those of us who "wheel and deal" in the world of motion pictures sometimes refer to this world as an industry or business. It is. Then there are those of us who believe this world also to be an art medium or a cultural influence. It is that, too. Can it be both, you ask? Does a Renoir have a purchase price? Can a ticket be purchased for a concert at Philharmonic Hall? The answers are obviously affirmative. And just as each medium communicates in its own language, so does the motion picture speak in a manner that is unlike any other. It is because of the motion picture's ability to communicate clearly, easily yet strongly, that it has found a well-deserved and much-needed place in the educational systems throughout the world and has grown in importance as a tool of contemporary education.

I do not mean to imply that 16mm films which are used on the campuses of schools and colleges everywhere are geared specifically for educational programs. (There are companies which produce 16mm motion pictures precisely for that purpose, in the same manner that industrial films and training films for the Armed Services are produced.) I am referring to the motion picture produced in a large screen process for commercial entertainment in large cinema houses, then reduced to 16mm for later distribution to educational institutions. Again you may ask, can such commercial films be considered an "art form" and contribute to cultural and educational enlightenment and advancement? A sold-out Van Cliburn concert is no less musically rewarding because of its box-office success. Youngsters may squeal when listening to the commercially successful music of the Beatles but two of them, Paul McCartney and John Lennon, have written contemporary music as impressive and critically acclaimed as any other composers of our time. If, then, you accept the fact that popular entertainment can also provide an expansion of human experience and thus contribute to growth and understanding, you will realize that the entertainment film in 16mm has found a ready and eager student audience—an audience of youth who are constantly searching for new and wider experiences and have found in the motion picture an ideal medium for the communication of ideas.

As Director of UA/16, a division of the United Artists Corp., it has been my good fortune to distribute to the many schools, colleges and universities within this country more than two hundred feature motion pictures from the great United Artists' library of films (plus short subjects and cartoons). The response has been most enthusiastic and rewarding.

Not long ago, a theater just outside of Boston, Mass., cradle of many schools and colleges, discovered its greatest box office success was with a number of old Humphrey Bogart films. Soon Bogey became the "anti-hero" hero of the "in" college set and Bogart Film Festivals sprung up all over the country. Bogart was not only "in" with the college audiences; he seemed to speak for them in their anti-establishment views. Suddenly theater exhibitors were inundated with requests for other fine motion pictures of the recent past with such stars as James Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, Errol Flynn, John Garfield, etc. Perhaps these stars represented the rebellious spirit of today's youthful audience but no more or less than Paul Newman, Clint Eastwood, James Coburn, Lee Marvin and other popular stars of today.

I realized that Bogart, Cagney, Robinson, Flynn, Garfield, etc., all were all contract stars at Warner Bros. and that United Artists had acquired rights to all of their films—their films plus many, many more with such stars as Bette Davis, Paul Muni, Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, George Ariss, Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler—some of the greatest of motion pictures released in the 30's and 40's. We had rights for the first talking picture, Al Jolson's "The Jazz Singer," and even seven silent films made in the 1920's with such stars as John Barrymore, Milton Sills, Richard Barthelmess, Colleen Moore and others.

I started to dig further. I decided the time was right and started the huge undertaking of assembling the best of all of this film product (including more than 220 feature sound films) for distribution to the college circuit. A catalog is currently being prepared titled "A Golden Treasury of Motion Pictures—25 Years of Film Creativity 1924 to 1950."

Yes "16mm—University Style" is a business. But it also is a challenge with rewards beyond the monetary.
International Award Winning Motion Pictures

- Foreign and American Features and Shorts
- Classics of the Silent Era
- Experimental and Independent Cinema
- The Works of Great Directors including Antonioni, Bergman, Bunuel, Chaplin, Cocteau, Chabrol, Fellini, Godard, Griffith, Huston Keaton, Kramer, Kurosawa, Lumet, Resnais, Ray, Truffaut, Varda, Welles, Zinnemann

Write for Free 16mm Catalog

Battle of Algiers
Contempt
La Dolce Vita
Darling
Juliet of the Spirits
Les Biches
Nazarin
The Pawnbroker
Shop on Main Street
To Die in Madrid

AUDIO FILM CENTER, INC.
34 MacQuesten Parkway So.
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550
(914) MO 4-5051

2138 East 75th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60649
(312) MU 4-2531

406 Clement Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94118
(415) Skyline 2-4800

PLANNING A COLLEGE CONCERT?
Read...

A Billboard Book
88 pp. 5¼ x 8
De Luxe Hardcover Edition
$4.95 per copy

an "A" to "Z" Guidebook of all that goes into the planning, organization and production of Successful College Concerts.

- For every college committee-man involved in the booking and coordination of professional entertainment on campus.
- For every artist touring the college circuit.
- For artists' booking agents and personal managers handling college contract negotiations.
- A "must" for artists' roadmen and independent producers.
- For everyone with any kind of stake in the overall music, record and entertainment field.

INVOLVED WITH CAMPUS BROADCASTING?
You need...

De Luxe hardcover edition.
288 pp.
5½ x 8½.
$12.95 per copy.

MANAGING TODAY'S RADIO STATION
by Jay Hoffer, Station Manager of KRAK, Sacramento, Calif.—one of today's most knowledgeable station executives.

Everyone involved with the broadcasting industry will find something of interest in this new 288-page business manual. A series of informative essays outline the major principles evolved by Mr. Hoffer in his wide 20-year broadcasting career. The book is presented in three detailed sections: Part I—Management Thinking, Part II—Programming, and Part III—Sales. Covering every facet of broadcasting, this book is ideal reading for broadcasters on campus!
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Film as perhaps the youngest and most vital of the arts, has in the last decade become an integral part of campus entertainment. Film societies, student unions, fraternities, clubs, professors, school administrators, and various campus groups have been programming film in an ever-increasing volume.

Simultaneous to this tremendous expansion of film programming, campus audiences have become significantly larger and more sophisticated in their cinematic tastes. To supply the demands of this large audience, film programmers have had to plan well-balanced cinema programs to include new and unusual products. To do this, programmers have had to face two very basic problems: the complications of finding the right product, and the difficulties of supporting the product financially. The problem of finding the right film product was difficult, but programmers found that intelligent and careful research produced good solid programs. Monies to support these programs, however, were not so easily found.

Until recently, most film groups have approached the monies problem backwards. They looked for additional budget monies from every place but the one source that was most obvious—their own cinema programs. Campus cinema has now swung into "concert format." By following a simple formula, film groups have been able to increase their budgets, which in turn paid for their program expansion. The secret formula is simply stated: A+P+QC=BO

P.S.—Proper Scheduling requires an adequate auditorium booked in advance for a time when there is very little additional campus activity. Auditoriums should be large enough to hold estimated ticket holders. If the auditorium is too small, groups should schedule multiple screenings.

A—Advertising is most important and should be well planned. Ads must be attractive, with the announcement ad at least ¼ of a page in size. Do not be afraid of the cost of this announcement ad. If you follow the rest of the formula, the ad will pay for itself many times over.

P—Promotion is also very important. Remember that great publicity takes hard work, but costs are relatively low compared to the results. Utilize the materials supplied by the distributor and, most of all, seek his advice.

QC—Quality Cinema—is self-explanatory, but BE SUSPICIOUS! Just as audiences are increasing, so is the availability of cinema products. It therefore becomes very important to KNOW the film product before buying.

BO—Box Office receipts in large figures are the fruits of labor that complete the formula cycle. The formula really works! It is simply applying the same "concert format" effort that goes into a live entertainment concert. It seems the obvious modus operandus on first thought, but the early pattern of limited screenings to small audiences in small auditoriums with little or no advertising beyond a poster, has been so ingrained that it has taken this long to reach the "concert format."

But look out, because cinema is sockin' it to us, right in the middle of our mass media!
If your job is to bring GOOD ENTERTAINMENT to your campus... you need some good assistants:

- Games
- Jokers
- Boom
- Thoroughly Modern Millie
- Express File
- Madigan
- PJ
- To Kill a Mockingbird
- Beau
- All Quiet on the Western Front
- The Red Shoes
- Expectations
- My Little Chickadee
- Horse Feathers
- Shanghai Express
- The Raven
- Frankenstein
- Murders in the Rue Morgue
- I'm No Angel
- The Importance of Being Earnest
- The Sign of the Cross
- Cleopatra
- The Scarlet Empress
- File
- Madigan
- PJ
- To Kill a

W. C. Fields
Mae West
The Marx Brothers
Marlene Dietrich
Michael Caine
Freud
Frankenstein
Gregory Peck
Hamlet
Julie Christie
Alfred Hitchcock
Romeo
Juliet
C. B. DeMille
Beau Geste
Oliver Twist
Laurence Olivier
Oscar Wilde
Julie Andrews
Paul Newman
Peter Ustinov
Marlon Brando
Ernst Lubitsch
Bela Lugosi
Jeanette MacDonald
Tallulah Bankhead
Henry V
Jean Anouilh
Josef von Sternberg

...and many more — from the classics of the 1930s to the award winners of today! May we send you our free catalog of 16mm feature films for sophisticated college audiences.

Name
School
Address
City/State/Zip

An Activity of Universal Education and Visual Arts.
A Division of Universal City Studios, Inc.
Favorite
16MM Films
on Campus

As reported by some of the leading film libraries based on rental frequency

ALLART CINEMA SIXTEEN
A MAN AND A WOMAN
Directed by Claude Lelouch; featuring Anouk Aimee, Jean-Louis Trintignant
BELLE DE JOUR
Directed by Luis Bunuel; featuring Catherine Deneuve, Pierre Clementi
BILLY BUDD
Directed by Peter Ustinov; featuring Peter Ustinov, Terence Stamp, Robert Ryan
FRIENDLY PERSUASION
Directed by William Wyler; featuring Gary Cooper, Anthony Perkins
THE BRIDGE
Directed by Bernhard Wicki; featuring Gunther Hoffman, Karl Michael Balzer

BRANDON INTERNATIONAL FILMS
LOLA MONTES (France)
Directed by Ophuls
HERE'S YOUR LIFE (Sweden)
Directed by Troell
THE RED AND THE WHITE (Hungary)
Directed by Jancso
THE THREE SISTERS (USSR)
Directed by Samsonov
LA GUERRE EST FINIE (France)
Directed by Resnais
LOVE AFFAIR, OR THE CASE OF THE MISSING SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR (Yugoslavia)
Directed by Makavejev
THE HAWKS AND THE SPARROWS (Italy)
Directed by Pasolini
ACCATTONE! (Italy)
Directed by Pasolini
THE DEATH OF THE APE MAN (Czechoslovakia)
Directed by Balik
THE THREEPENNY OPERA (Germany)
Directed by Pabst

CONTEMPORARY FILMS
THE WAR GAMES
The British Broadcasting Corp.; directed by Peter Watkins
WOMAN IN THE DUNES
Directed by Hiroshi Teshigahara
CHILDREN OF PARADISE
Directed by Marcel Carne
THE GODARD REVOLUTION
Including BREATHLESS, ALPHAVILLE, MY LIFE TO LIVE and A WOMAN IS A WOMAN, all directed by Jean-Luc Godard
SHORT SUITE
Two evenings of short films. One evening devoted to the animation films of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, as presented at the Museum of Modern Art. The second evening, a selection of short films from the United States, Hungary, Great Britain, France and Poland.
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RIMS INCORPORATED

THE AMERICANIZATION OF EMILY

BLOW-UP
MGM release featuring Vanessa Redgrave, David Hemmings, Sarah Miles in Michelangelo Antonioni's first English film.

GREED
MGM silent film based on novel by Frank Norris; produced by Irving Thalberg; directed by Erich von Stroheim; featuring Gibson Gowland, Zasu Pitts, Tempe Pigott

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
MGM film produced by Irving Thalberg; directed by Sam Wood; featuring Groucho, Chico & Harpo Marx, Kitty Carlisle, Allen Jones

ALFIE
Paramount film based on the play by Bill Naughton; produced and directed by Lewis Gilbert; featuring Michael Caine, Shelley Winters, Millicent Martin

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S
Paramount release based on novel by Thomas Copate; produced by Martin Jurow and Richard Shepard; directed by Blake Edwards; featuring Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal

HUD
Paramount release based on novel by Larry McMurty; produced by Martin Ritt & Irving Ravetch; directed by Martin Ritt; featuring Paul Newman, Patricia Neal, Melvyn Douglas

LOLITA
MGM release based on novel by Vladimir Nabokov; produced by James B. Harris; directed by Stanley Kubrick; featuring James Mason, Sue Lyon, Shelley Winters

THE LOVED ONES
MGM production based on novel by Evelyn Waugh; featuring Jonathan Winters, Robert Morse, Milton Berle, Rod Steiger, Margaret Leighton, Liberace, Dana Andrews, James Coburn, Sir John Gielgud

NIGHT OF THE IGUANA
MGM production based on play by Tennessee Williams; produced by Ray Stark; directed by John Huston; featuring Richard Burton, Ava Gardner, Deborah Kerr, Sue Lyon

SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD
Paramount production based on novel by David Cornwall; produced and directed by Martin Ritt; featuring Richard Burton, Claire Bloom, Oskar Werner, Peter Van Eyck, Sam Wanamaker, George Vokkovec

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH
MGM production based on the play by Tennessee Williams; produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed by Richard Brooks; featuring Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Ed Begley, Rip Torn, Mildred Dunnock

ZORBA THE GREEK
20th Century-Fox film based on novel by Nikos Theodorakis; produced and directed by Michael Cacoyannis; featuring Anthony Quinn, Alan Bates, Irene Papas, Lila Kadrova, Eleni Anovsaki

JANUS FILMS, INC.

L'AVVENTURA
Michelangelo Antonioni

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Jean Cocteau

BLACK ORPHEUS
Marcel Camus

400 BLOWS
François Truffaut

GRAND ILLUSION
Jean Renoir

JULES AND JIM
François Truffaut

RASHOMON
Akira Kurosawa

THE SEVENTH SEAL
Ingmar Bergman

THE VIRGIN SPRING
Ingmar Bergman

WILD STRAWBERRIES
Ingmar Bergman

ANUS FILMS, INC.

SYMPHONIE PASTORALE
Ingmar Bergman

MANS WORLD FILMS

ONE POTATO, TWO POTATO (U.S.)
MANDRAGONI (Italy)

MEXICAN BUS RIDE (Mexico)
MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT (Britain)

KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS (Britain)
SYMPHONIE PASTORALE (France)

Continued on page 80
FAVORITE 16 MM FILMS ON CAMPUS

Continued from page 79

UNITED ARTISTS

TOM JONES
Produced and directed by Tom Richardson; based on Henry Fielding’s novel; featuring Albert Finney, Susannah York, Dame Edith Evans

A THOUSAND CLOWNS
Produced and directed by Fred Coe; based on Herb Gardner’s play; featuring Jason Robards, Barbara Harris, Martin Balsam

TWELVE ANGRY MEN
Produced by Reginald Rose; directed by Sidney Lumet; based on TV play; featuring Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Ed Begley, E. G. Marshall

THE KNACK
Produced by Oscar Lewenstein; directed by Richard Lester; based on play by Ann Jellicoe; featuring Rita Tushingham, Michael Crawford, Donal Donnelly

HELP!
Produced by Walter Shenson; directed by Richard Lester; featuring The Beatles, Leo McKern

A HARD DAY'S NIGHT
Produced by Walter Shenson; directed by Richard Lester; featuring The Beatles, Wilfrid Brambell

WHAT'S NEW PUSSYCAT?
Produced by Charles K. Feldman; directed by Clive Donner; featuring Peter Sellers, Peter O'Toole, Romy Schneider

THE GREAT ESCAPE
Produced and directed by John Sturges; based on book by Paul Brickhill; featuring Steve McQueen, James Garner, Richard Attenborough

IRMA LA DOUCE
Produced and directed by Billy Wilder; featuring Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
Produced and directed by John Sturges; featuring Yul Brynner, Eli Wallach, Steve McQueen

UNIVERSAL CINEMA 16

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
Universal; directed by Lewis Milestone; featuring Lew Ayers, Slim Summerville, Louis Wolheim

HAMLET
J. Arthur Rank; directed by Laurence Olivier; featuring Olivier, Eileen Herlie, Basil Sidney, Jean Simmons

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
Universal; directed by Robert Mulligan; featuring Gregory Peck, Brock Peters, Phillip Alford

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE
Universal; directed by Edward Cline; featuring W. C. Fields, Mae West

DUCK SOUP
Paramount; directed by Leo McCarey; featuring the Marx Brothers, Margaret Dumont, Edgar Kennedy

THE IPCRESS FILE
Universal; directed by Sidney J. Furie; featuring Michael Caine, Nigel Green, Guy Doelman

CHARADE
Universal; directed by Stanley Donen; featuring Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn, Walter Matthau, James Coburn

THE BANK DICK
Universal; directed by Edward Cline; featuring W. C. Fields, Una Merkel

THE BIRDS
Universal; directed by Alfred Hitchcock; featuring Tippi Hedren, Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette

FRANKENSTEIN
Universal; directed by James Whale; featuring Boris Karloff, Dwight Frye, Edward van Sloan
MOVIES ARE IN
PUT MOVIES IN YOUR PROGRAM
16mm—PRE-RELEASE—35mm
TOP FOREIGN FILM HITS ARE NOW BEING BOOKED
by the oldest, most experienced national distributor
of high-quality motion pictures in America
BRANDON FILMS
Theatre & Concerts
221 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
212 Circle 6-4867

"I WANT TO EXPRESS MY UNBOUNDED ADMIRATION of Jan Troell's 'Here's Your Life.' You don't just watch the film, you live through it. Here, Sweden, is your life."
—Vernon Young, FILM IN SWEDEN

SVENSK & BRANDON FILMS PRESENT A FILM BY JAN TROELL
HERE'S YOUR LIFE

Directed, photographed, edited by Jan Troell & screenplay by Mr. Troell & Producer Bengt Forslund. Based on a novel by Eyvind Johnson. Music by Erik Nordgren (Wild Strawberries, Seventh Seal, Smiles of a Summer Night, etc.). Starring Eddie Axberg, with Ulla Sjoblom, Per Oscarsson, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Ulf Palme. A Svensk Filmindustri Picture. Released by Brandon Films.

"IMMEDIATELY THERE'S A THRILL OF EXPECTATION, that this film is in the hands of a director with a vision of his own, and the expectation is quickly confirmed. The film is generally lovely, made with an ingenuity that enriches its materials. Superb photography!"
—Stanley Kauffmann, NEW REPUBLIC

"IT IS UNCOMPROMISING IN ITS ARTISTRY, HONESTY AND HUMANITY. And it really is your life — yours, mine, everybody's — examined and illuminated!"
—John Simon, NEW LEADER
16 MM Film Libraries

An asterisk (*) indicates the company rents 16mm sound projection equipment in addition to films.

ALABAMA
- **BIRMINGHAM**

ALASKA
- **ANCHORAGE**

CALIFORNIA
- **BERKELEY**
  *AV Services, 1840 Alcatraz Ave. 94703. Tel: (415) 654-3006. Frank H. Smith.
- **BURBANK**
  *United Productions of America, 4440 Lakeside Dr. Tel: (213) 951-6066. Fiona Fowler, Millard Segal.
- **GARDEN GROVE**
  *Cottage Films 9628 Garden Grove Blvd. 92641. Tel: (714) 537-4315. H. B. Means.
- **HAYWARD**
  *Association Films, Inc., 2538 Cypress Ave. 94544. Tel: (415) 783-0100.
- **HOLLYWOOD**
  *Audio Film Center/Ideal Pictures, 2138 E. 5th St. 90021. Tel: (404) 635-2651.
- **LOS ANGELES**
  *Audio Film Center, Inc., 1612 S. Broadway. 90203. Tel: (213) 465-5481. George Crittenden.
- **PACIFIC GROVE**
  *Pacific Film Library, 104 Fountain Ave. 93950. Tel: (408) 375-5560. Roger K. Lee.
- **SAN DIEGO**
- **SAN FRANCISCO**
  *Audio Film Center, 1619 N. Cherokee 94118. Tel: (415) 483-8220. William E. Kenney.
- **SAN JOSE**
  *Audio Film Center, Inc., 207-209 E. Patapsco Ave. 21225. Tel: (301) 355-7220. J. Ralph Neill.
- **SAN LEANDRO**
  *Films, Incorporated, 2494 Tea Garden St. 94577. Tel: (415) 483-8200.

COLORADO
- **DENVER**
  *Akin & Bagshaw Film Library, 2027 E. Colfax Ave. 80206. Tel: (303) 355-2391. Don Cromar.

CONNECTICUT
- **GREENWICH**
  *Pfa Film Service, Inc., 14 Milbank Ave. 06830. Tel: (203) 669-0703. Sherman D. Gregory.
- **HARTFORD**
  *Rockwell Film and Projection Service, 187 Allyn St. 06103. Tel: (203) 557-7271. R. Rockwell Sad.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
- **WASHINGTON**
  *The Film Center, 915 12th St., NW. 20005. Tel: (202) 3931255. C. T. Chandler.

FLORIDA
- **MIAMI**
  *Ideal Pictures, 55 N.E. 13th St. 33132. Tel: (305) 355-7200. F. L. Hurn Jr.
- **ORLANDO**

GEORGIA
- **ATLANTA**
  *Association Films, Inc., 2227 Faulkner Rd, N.E. 30324. Tel: (404) 635-2651.
- **SAVANNAH**
  *L. Hurn Pictures, PO Box 1959. 31402. Tel: (912) 355-7200. F. L. Hurn Jr.

HAWAII
- **HONOLULU**
  *Film Service of Hawaii, Ltd., 742 Ala Moana Blvd. 96813. Tel: (808) 581-928. Floyd W. Fitzpatrick.

ILLINOIS
- **CHICAGO**
  *Audio Film Center/Ideal Pictures, 2138 E. 5th St. 60616. Tel: (312) 944-2531. Dorothy Desmond.
- **IL**
  *Audio Film Center, Inc., 20 E. Wabash St. 60611. Tel: (312) 337-2855.
- **LA GRANGE**
  *Association Films, Inc., 501 Hillgrove Ave. 60525. Tel: (312) 352-3377.
- **PEORIA**
- **ROCKFORD**

ILLINOIS
- **CHICAGO**
  *Audio Film Center/Ideal Pictures, 2138 E. 5th St. 60616. Tel: (312) 944-2531. Dorothy Desmond.
- **IL**
  *Audio Film Center, Inc., 20 E. Wabash St. 60611. Tel: (312) 337-2855.
- **LA GRANGE**
  *Association Films, Inc., 501 Hillgrove Ave. 60525. Tel: (312) 352-3377.
- **PEORIA**
- **ROCKFORD**

SKOKIE
*Films, Incorporated, 4420 Oakton St. 60076. Tel: (312) 516-1808.

WILMETTE

INDIANA
- **INDIANAPOLIS**
  *Ideal Pictures, 15 E. Maryland 46204. Tel: (317) ME 2-6383. Mrs. Marty Markey.
- **SHOEMAKER MOTION PICTURE CO., 243 N. Capital 46204. Tel: (317) 633-1497. Don Shoemaker.

SOUTH BEND
*Burke's Audio-Visual Center, 434 Lincoln Way, W. 46601. Tel: (219) 229-6958. F. E. Burke.

IOWA
- **CEDAR RAPIDS**
  *Sound Film, Inc., 129 Third Ave., SW. 52404. Tel: (319) 365-0567. Mrs. Louise Nordstrom.

LOUISIANA
- **NEW ORLEANS**

MAINE
- **CAPE ELIZABETH**
  *Herbert O. Parker Co., 7 Oakwood Rd. 04107. Tel: (808) 560-091. Howard Holt.

MARYLAND
- **BALTIMORE**
- **KUNTZ, INC., 207-209 E. Patapsco Ave. 21225. Tel: (301) 355-7220. J. Ralph Neill.

CUMBERLAND
*Davis Motion Picture Service, 103 N. Center St. 21502. Tel: (301) 722-3056. Robert L. Davis.

MASSACHUSETTS
- **BOSTON**
  *Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St. 02116. Tel: (617) CO 7-0200. Irwin S. Buchdahl.
  *Films, Incorporated, 161 Massachusetts Ave. 02115. Tel: (617) KE 6-1653. William Travis.
  *Ideal Pictures, 42 Melrose St. 02116. Tel: (617) HA 6-1133. Edw. Kondzajat.
  *Wholesale Film Center, Inc., 20 Melrose St. 02116. Tel: (617) 426-0155. Norman R. Poretsky.

LITTLETON
*Association Films, Inc., 490 King St. 01460. Tel: (617) 466-3458.

SPRINGFIELD
*Valley Cinema, Inc., PO Box 37. 01109. Tel: (617) 799-6603. Herbert G. Parker.

MICHIGAN
- **DETROIT**
  *AVE Audio Visual Education, 15920 Grand River 48227. Tel: (313) 838-5850. Leo Leddy.
  *Englemann Visual Education Service, 14533 Second Ave. 48203. Tel: (313) 883-3733. Lewis M. Lash.
  *Standard Film Service, PO Box 50 Box 452. Tel: (313) 272-5272. Dennis R. Atkinson.
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MANUFACTURERS OF SUPER 8 CAMERAS

Agfa-Gevaert, Inc.
275 N St.
Teterboro, N. J. 07608
Tel: (201) 384-4810

American Sankyo Corp.
95 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
Tel: (212) 260-2800

B&H & Howell Photo Sales Co.
5100 McCormick Rd.
Chicago, Ill. 60605
Tel: (312) 362-1600

Bolex Div., Paillard, Inc.
1900 Lower Rd.
Linden, N.J. 07036
Tel: (201) 381-5600

Camera Specialty Co., Inc.
705 Bronz River Rd.
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
Tel: (914) 237-5500

Cinema Baudouin
921 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Tel: (213) 477-4647

DeJur-Amsco Corp.
45 Northview Blvd.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Tel: (212) 841-8000

Eastman Kodak Co.
343 State St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14650
Tel: (716) 325-2000

Eumig Inc.
101 W. 31 St.
New York, N.Y. 10001
Tel: (212) 565-3411

GAF Corporation
140 W. 57 St.
New York, N.Y. 10020
Tel: (212) 582-7600

Hanima Inc.
3725 Morse Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60645
Tel: (312) 676-0700

Interstate Photo Supply Corp.
310 Park Ave. S.
New York, N.Y. 10010
Tel: (212) 68-4710

Kallmar, Inc.
2644 Michigan Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63119
Tel: (314) 317-0747

3M Company
3M Center
St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Tel: (612) 733-1110

Nikon, Inc., Div. of E.P.O.M.
623 Stewart Ave.
Garden City, N.Y. 11530
Tel: (315) 248-5200

Peters-Kin Camera Co., Inc.
889 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10003
Tel: (212) 41-0306

Ponder & Best, Inc.
1210 W. 78th Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90044
Tel: (213) 478-1011

Yashica, Inc.
50-17 Queens Blvd.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Tel: (212) 67-5566

MANUFACTURERS OF 16MM CAMERAS

Arrilex Corp of America
25-20 Brooklyn-Queens Expwy.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Tel: (212) 932-3403

Bach Avricon, Inc.
6590 Romaine St.
Hollywood, Calif. 90038
Tel: (213) 932-3403

441 W. Whisman Rd.
Mountain View, Calif. 94040
Tel: (415) 988-6220

Bell & Howell Photo Sales Co.
7100 McCormick Rd.
Chicago, Ill. 60605
Tel: (312) 362-1600

Binks & Sawyer, Inc.
6424 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90028
Tel: (213) 466-5168

Bolex Div., Paillard, Inc.
1900 Lower Rd.
Linden, N.J. 07036
Tel: (201) 381-5600

Burgers & James, Inc.
333 W. Lake St.
Chicago, Ill. 60606
Tel: (312) 372-5427

Cannon U.S.A., Inc.
550 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10025
Tel: (212) 581-2970

Cinema Baudouin
921 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Tel: (213) 477-8647

Eastman Kodak Co.
343 State St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14650
Tel: (716) 325-2000

Eclair Corp. of America
726 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90046
Tel: (213) 932-7128

FAB/Ceco, Inc.
315 W. 43 St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
Tel: (212) 292-8900

P.O. Box 171
Richmond, Va. 23210

Garden Enterprises
3602 N. Callejona Blvd.
North Hollywood, Calif. 91601
Tel: (213) 985-5500

Magnaphoto Productions, Inc.
49 Berkeley St.
Boston, Mass. 02116
Tel: (617) 482-5580

Magnaphoto Corp.
84 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10011
Tel: (212) 924-7600

J. A. Maurer, Inc.
37-01 31 St.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Tel: (212) 74-6600

Mitchell Camera Corp.
666 W. Harvard St.
Glendale, Calif. 91209
Tel: (213) 245-1085

National Cine Equipment, Inc.
37 W. 65 St.
New York, N.Y. 10023
Tel: (212) 799-4602

Osberry Div., beyer Technical Corp.
25-15 50 St.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Tel: (212) 932-4040

Paillard, Inc.
1900 Lower Rd.
Linden, N.J. 07035
Tel: (201) 381-5600

Perkin-Elmer Aerospace Systems
2855 Metropolitan Pk.
Pomona, Calif. 91767
Tel: (714) 393-3581

Radiant-Roth
8220 N. Austin Ave.
Morton Grove, Ill. 60053
Tel: (212) 405-3126

Red Lake Laboratories, Inc.
2971 Carvin Dr.
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
Tel: (408) 739-3034

MANUFACTURERS OF ANAMORPHIC PROJECTOR LENSES

Bauch & Lamb, Inc.
83768 Lomb Park
Rochester, N.Y. 14602
Tel: (716) 222-6000

Bell & Howell Photo Sales Co.
7100 McCormick Rd.
Chicago, Ill. 60605
Tel: (212) 362-1600

Hollywood Camera Co.
6838 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. 90026
Tel: (213) 58-6138

Pictorial Co.
27045 Grand Ave.
New Castle, Ind. 47362
Tel: (317) 529-7728

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
271 11th Ave.
East Orange, N.J. 07018
Tel: (201) 676-5700

MANUFACTURERS OF 16MM SOUND PROJECTORS

Allied Impex Corp.
300 Park Ave. S.
New York, N.Y. 10010
Tel: (212) 473-4710
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arriflex Corp. of America</td>
<td>25-20 Brooklyn-Queens Expwy., W. Woodside, N.Y. 11377</td>
<td>(212) 932-3403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Photo Sales Co.</td>
<td>7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago, Ill. 60607</td>
<td>(312) 362-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birns &amp; Sawyer, Inc.</td>
<td>642-250 Brooklyn-Queens Expwy., N.Y. 10011</td>
<td>(212) 924-7560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boles Div., Paillard, Inc.</td>
<td>1900 Lower Rd., Linden, N.J. 07036</td>
<td>(201) 381-5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busch Film &amp; Equipment Co.</td>
<td>214 S. Hamilton Rd., Saginaw, Mich. 48602</td>
<td>(517) 793-3633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinema Beaulieu, Inc.</td>
<td>921 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90038</td>
<td>(213) 464-5166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dura-Sell Corp.</td>
<td>41 E. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017</td>
<td>(212) 687-1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastman Kodak Co.</td>
<td>343 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14650</td>
<td>(716) 252-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon Enterprises</td>
<td>5552 N. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. 91601</td>
<td>(213) 985-5550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graflex, Inc.</td>
<td>3730 Monroe Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14603</td>
<td>(716) 586-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Photo Supply Corp.</td>
<td>300 Park Ave., S., New York, N.Y. 10010</td>
<td>(212) 584-4710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-W Photo, Inc.</td>
<td>15451 Cabrillo Rd., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406</td>
<td>(213) 781-0457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magna Film Productions, Inc.</td>
<td>704 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. 02116</td>
<td>(617) 482-5580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magniphotograph Corp.</td>
<td>85 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011</td>
<td>(212) 924-7560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menell, Jerome, Co., Inc.</td>
<td>30 E. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017</td>
<td>(212) MU 2-3452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micronetica</td>
<td>147 Via Madame Christine, Torino, Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie-Mite Corp.</td>
<td>1004 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48207</td>
<td>(313) 961-5540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paillard, Inc.</td>
<td>1900 Lower Rd., Linden, N.J. 07036</td>
<td>(201) 381-5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralke Co., Inc., Audio Visual Center</td>
<td>641 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90036</td>
<td>(213) 933-7111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelePro Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>Cherry Hill Industrial Center, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034</td>
<td>(609) 426-1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Animatograph Corp., Div. of Kalart Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Plainsville, Conn. 06062</td>
<td>(203) 747-1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Components, Inc.</td>
<td>200 W. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10019</td>
<td>(212) JJU-2-4540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewlex, Inc.</td>
<td>Broadway Ave., Holbrook, N.Y. 11741</td>
<td>(516) 589-6600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtreme Div., Carbons, Inc.</td>
<td>10 Saddle Rd., Cedar Knolls, N.J. 07927</td>
<td>(201) 207-8320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xetron Div., Carbons, Inc.</td>
<td>10 Saddle Rd., Cedar Knolls, N.J. 07927</td>
<td>(201) 207-8320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANUFACTURERS OF TRIPOD & WALL PROJECTION SCREENS

- Aurora Industries, Inc. 6025 Madison St., Morton Grove, Ill. 60053 | (212) 381-9377 |
- Brilliant Screen and Tripod, Inc. 262-272 Johnson Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07304 | (212) 432-2221 |
- Brumberger Co., Inc. 1968 Trueman St., Maspeth, N.Y. 11378 | (212) 50 8-6221 |
- Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. Warren, Ind. 46090 | (219) 267-8101 |
- Eastman Kodak Co. 343 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14650 | (716) 325-2000 |
- Knox Mfg. Co. 9715 Soreng Ave., Skokie Park, Ill. 60076 | (312) 676-1666 |
- Radiant Mfg. Co. 8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, Ill. 60053 | (312) 406-3126 |
- Raven Screen Corp. 124 E. 124th St., New York, N.Y. 10035 | (212) 324-8408 |
- Schultz Mfg. Co., Inc. 272 Johnston Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07304 | (212) 432-1212 |
- Technicolor Corp. 63 Seabring St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231 | (212) MA 4-6429 |

HUNTING FOR THAT HARD-TO-FIND INFORMATION!

Billboard makes it easy-to-find for everyone.
Presenting the world's finest

gary burton quartet
Down Beat "jazzman of the year"

donald byrd quintet
The original "Cristo Redentor"

john eaton's electronomusic live
Composer and syn-ket virtuoso

john eaton ensemble
Richard Davis, bass/Freddie Waits, drums
Guest artist: William O. Smith, clarinet

redd foxx
The funniest man in the world

rufus harley quartet
The first and only jazz/rock bagpiper

earl "fatha" hines
With Quartet or Big Band

j. j. johnson quintet
The boss trombone

yusef lateef quartet
Autophysiopsychic music

marian mc partland trio
The First Lady of Jazz

mitchell-ruff duo
The best of two worlds

Write or call for
contemporary artists...

oliver nelson
Down Beat "arranger of the year"

newport jazz festival stars
Ruby Braff, Barney Kessel, Don Lamond,
Red Norvo, Larry Ridley, George Wein

max roach quintet
"The greatest drummer of all time"

symphony jazz quintet
Four guys and a gal from the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra

joe venuti
The first jazz violinist

also

in association with
JACK WHITTEMORE, 80 Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10019 • (212) 986-6854

art blakey's jazz messengers
miles davis quintet
bill evans trio
With guest artist Jeremy Steig, flute
gil evans
chico hamilton quintet
herbie hancock sextet
roland kirk quartet
thelonious monk quartet
horace silver quintet
sonny stitt trio
tony williams trio
Address inquiries directly to Mr. Whittemore

We can package a music festival
especially tailored to your campus
Don't trust anyone over 30?

Lorin Hollander is 24.
Book him now.
He doesn't have much time left.
DAVE BRUBECK:

"The Light in the Wilderness"

An

Oratorio

For

Today

For baritone soloist, the Dave Brubeck Trio, and your college chorus and orchestra (optional)

Music And Drama associates
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 50

FORD, PHIL, & MIMI HINES PM: Raymond Katz
Ents.; BA: Larry Bastian
FORD, TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) PM: James
Laukis; BA: Willard Alexander
FORD THEATRE (ABC) PM: Fred Cenedella; BA:
Lordly & Dame
FOREMOST AUTHORITY (GNP Crescendo) PM: 2-D
Produ's; BA: Howard King
FORMATIONMGMA PM: Gene Kaye
FOREST, NORM BA: Marty Landau
FORTUNES, THE (United Artists) BA: Premier Talent
Assocs.
FORUM QUORUM (Decca) PM: Gus Pardalis; BA:
Willard Alexander
Foster, Frank (Blue Note) PM & BA: Hilly Saunders
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH (Colgems) PM: Wm. Panza;
BA: American Entertainment
Fountain, Pete (Coral) PM: Wm. Morris
FRIENDS OF WHITNEY SUNDAY PM: Alfred R. Quade
FRIENDS (Atco) PM: A.I.D. Mgmt.
FRIEDMAN, DON (Prestige) BA: LBW Concert Agency
FREEDOM HIGHWAY PM: George H. Smith; BA:
West Pole
FREETOPIC (Coral) PM: Eddie Cochran
FRIENDS, THE BA: APA
FOUR SEASONS (Philips) BA: Ashley Famous
FOUR SONICS (Sipia) PM: New Concept Talent
FREDDIE & THE SOUL SEARCHERS (Ref-O-Ree) PM:
FREDDIE & THE DREAMERS (Mercury) BA:

FRANCIS, SERGIO (RCA) PM: Ammie Harris; BA:
Wm. Morris
FRANK, CONNIE (MGM) BA: Associated Booking
FRANK & VIVIAN (Sen-Town) PM: Ervin Thomas;
BA: Chartwell Artists
FRANKLIN, ARETHA (Atlantic) PM: Ted White; BA:
Wm. Morris
GEE TEE'S, THE (Soundtrack) PM: National Booking
GEZZISLAW BROTHERS, THE (Capitol) PM: Shan
Grenier; BA: Wm. Morris
GENE & FRANCESCA BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
GENERATION GAP, THE (Buena Vista) PM: Marge
Alley; BA: Wm. Morris; also Chartwell Artists
GERTY, BOBBY (Capitol) BA: Ashley Famous
GETS, STAN (Verve) BA: American Theatre Prod'ns
GIBSON, DON (RCA) BA: Moeller Talent
GIFFON, JOHN (RCA) PM: Joe Cisida; BA: Wm. Morris
GOSPEL KEYS, THE (Peacock) BA: Curtis Keys
GOSPEL KEYNOTES (Nashboro) BA: CMA
GRANT, EARL (Decca) PM & BA: William Grant
GRAY, DORIS (Capitol) PM: Faye Dorris; BA:
Wm. Morris
GREEN, RUDY BA: Jackson Artists
GREENE, JACK (Decca) BA: Hal Smith
GREENHILL, MITCH (Fontana) BA: Folklore Produc-
tions
GREEN, AL BA: Bennett Morgan
GRIER, ROSEY (Be) PM: Kragen-Fritz (Ron Mason); BA:
CMA (Mike Medavoy-Dick Howard)
GRIFFIN, JIMMY (Vival) PM: Barbara Belle-Lee New-
am; BA: Belcourt Artists (Irving Schacht)
GROSSMAN, STEFAN (Atlantic) PM: Samuel Greenhill
GROTONS ANALYSIS (Binky) BA: Mace Prod's
GROUP THERAPY (Philips) PM: Michael Gruber
GRUMPUS, SO (Bell) PM: Windfall Music
GUASIN, DAVE (Decca) BA: CMA
GUSE, THE (Atlantic) PM: Clayton-Davis; BA:
Celebrities Unlimited
GUTHRIE, ARLO (Reprise) PM: Harold Leventhal
GUY & DAVID (ABC) PM: William Lob Jr.
GUY, BUD (Vanguard) PM: Richard A. Waterman; BA:
Avallon Prod's
H.P. MOVEMENT (Hideout) PM: Ed Andrews; BA:
New Talent Prod's
HAGARD, MERLE (Capitol) PM: Charles "Fuzzy"
Owen; BA: Omac Artist Corp.
HALEY, BILL, & THE DRIFTERS (United Artists) BA:
Jolly Joyce Agency
HALL, FRANK BA: Beacom & Assocs.
HALL, JOANIE (ABC) PM: Entertainment Assocs.; BA:
Lubber Long
HALL, TOM T. (Mercury) BA: Key Talent
HALLIDAY, JOHNNY (Philips) PM: Heather Goldgran
HAMRUD, LEONID (Project 3) BA: Music & Drama
Assocs.
HAMILTON, CHICO PM: Pure Cane Mgmt.
HAMILTON IV, GEORGE (RCA) PM: Wesley Rose; BA:
Auzell Rose (Howard Forrester)
HELMS, JIMMY (Oracle) PM: Helmsmen Prod'ns; BA: Ashley Famous
HELMS, DORI (Little Darlin') PM & BA: Don Howard
HELLO PEOPLE
HAVENS, RICHIE
Billboard Campus Attractions
HENDERSON, FLORENCE PM: Greengrass
HEART, THE (Reprise) PM: Associated Talent Mgmt.; BA: Wm. Morris
HAYDN, MAUREY PM: Windfall Music
HAYDS, JOE (Columbia) PM: John Rose
HAYDOCK, BRIAN (RCA) PM: Phil Walton; BA: Leo; Mgmt.: Mace
HEATH man.
Not that you need another reason to write home for more money,

but...

The Illinois Speed Press
This group was one of the biggest hits at the recent Newport Pop Festival. Listen to "Hard Luck Story" and you'll know why. CS 9792

Hoyt Axton—My Griffin Is Gone
His strong contemporary folk style has already made him a legend in Northern California. The rest of the country gets a chance with this, his first album. CS 9766

Tim Hardin—Suite for Susan Moore and Damion
We Are—One, One, All in One
He wrote "If I Were a Carpenter" among others. This album was recorded without formality in his Woodstock, New York home. CS 9787

Mark Spoelstra
Mark's folk roots were established during his early days of accompanying Bob Dylan. If you're a part of the underground scene, you already know about Mark. CS 9793

Leonard Cohen—Songs From a Room
You probably thought it would never come, but it has. His second album. The beautiful mind triumphs again. CS 9764

The Byrds—Dr. Byrds and Mr. Hyde
Critics are saying it's the best Byrds yet. A whole new direction and a whole new sound. CS 9755, 18 10 0575, 14 10 0575

Moby Grape '69
This new album puts them on top of everybody's head. Just plain great hard grape. CS 9696

Al Kooper—I Stand Alone
Al Kooper—performer, arranger, singer, songwriter. CS 9718, 18 10 0596, 14 10 0596

On Columbia Records and Tapes.
JOHNSTON, HERB, & THE IMPACTS BA: Bennett Morgan
JOHNSON, LUTHER (Douglas) PM: Robert A. Messenger
JOHNSON, MARV (Gordy) PM: IMS
JOINT EFFORT (Event) PM: Guardian Prod's
JON (Abnak) PM: Bankers Mgmt. & Svcs.; BA: Abnak Agency
JON & ROBIN (Abnak) PM: Bankers Mgmt.; BA: Abnak
JON & ROBIN & THE IN CROWD (Abnak) PM: Bankers Mgmt.; BA: Abnak
JONES, JONAH P. (Decca) PM: Ray Reneri; BA: Associated Booking
JONES, KENNY (Monument) PM: Dub Albritten; BA: J. Price
JONES, LORI (Columbia) PM: Mike Morgan; BA: Epic

JOHNSON, CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS

BILLY JOE ROYAL & Band
JOE SOUTH & The Believers
THE TAMS REVUE

JOEY & THE SWINGIN' MEDALLIONS
THE CLASSICS IV
TOMMY ROE & Band

THE CANDY MEN

THE SENSATIONAL EPICS

also THE TIP TOPS and others...

BILL LOWERY TALENT INC., ATLANTA, GEORGIA
AC (404) 237-6317—233 3962

March 22, 1969
concert division

The first and foremost talent agency in the concert field—with a youth division conceived for the express purpose of “SERVING” the needs of the college campuses of America

HAD A HAND IN BRINGING TALENT YOU'VE ENJOYED TO YOUR CAMPUS!

CREATIVE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES

600 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 935-4000

211 East Chicago Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 943-7100

9025 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210
(213) 273-2400

LONDON
ROME
PARIS
Continued from page 94

CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS

KOERNER, "SPIDER" JOHN (Elektra) PM: Manuel Greenhill
KOINSMEN BA: Triangle Talent
KOLE, RONNIE/TRIO (Jewel-Paula) BA: R.K. Prod'ns
KRAL, ROY (see Jackie Coin)
KRIS 'N' DAVE BA: Beecom & Assoc.
KRUSCHEN, JACK PM: B. H. Goldberg; BA: CMA
KUBAN, BOB, & THE IN-MEN (Musicland) BA: America's Best Attractions
KUSH & THE HUSTLERS (Kuddy) PM: Mike Kanagy; BA: National Booking
KUHN, BILL (Reprise) PM: Albert
KUSHMAN, ALYSE (C. B. B. C.) BA: Westing
KWESKIN, JIM/JUG BAND (Reprise) PM: Albert
KUSHNICK, HOWARD (Columbia) PM: Albert
KUTZ, THE BA: Oceanic Prod'ns
KYPROS, JAMES & THRASHER BA: Metro Music At-

LEADERS, THE PM:3: PM & BA: Mace Prod'in
LEFEBRE, MICHAEL (ABC) PM: Ascola Kay; BA: Universal Attractions
LEITNER, HARRY (Columbia) PM: Albert
LEIBNER, MEL (ABC/ABC) PM: Albert
LEIGH, LAURANCE, THE PM:3: PM & BA: Universal Attractions
LENNON SISTERS (Dot) BA: Wm. Morris
LEONARDS, DAVE (Accent) PM: James E. Foster; BA: Allen-Warren
LEONDA, BOB (Epic) PM: Robert A. Messinger
LEONETTI, TOMMY (Decca) PM: Arnold Mills; BA: CMA
LESSAC, MICHAEL BA: Beacon & Assoc.
LESTER, PAUL (Country Town) BA: Middle Georgia Music
LETTERMAN, THE (Capitol) PM: Jess Rand; BA: Wm. Morris (Jay-Jacobs in New York, Bob Heller in Los Angeles)
LEWIS, BOBBY (United Artists) BA: Mal Smith; also Action Talents
LEWIS, GARY, & THE PLAYBOTS (Liberty) BA: Ashley Famous
LEWIS, JIMMY (Tangerine) PM: Ray Charles Ents.
LEWIS, JOHN (RCA) PM: Monte Kay BA: Music & Drama assoc.
LEWIS, MEL/THAD JONES (Solid State) BA: Ashley Famous
LEWIS, RAMSEY (Cader) BA: Associated Booking
LIBERACE (Dot)
LICORICE PAN DOWDY PM: Ed Labunski; BA: Ruston & Bremer
LIGHT OF MOURNING PM & BA: Civil War Prod'ns
LIGHTFOOT, GORDON (United Artists) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous
LIL EARRIE (Mervin) PM & BA: Fats Washington
LILLY, BROTHERS BAND (Prestige) BA: Folklore Prod'ns
LIMELITERS, THE (Warner Bros.-7 Arts) PM: Martin Cohen
LINCOLN ST. EXIT (Ecco) PM: Tommy Bee; BA: Stinger Talent
LIND, BOB (World Pacific) PM: Doug Weston & Assoc.
LINDY & THE LAVELL'S (Lavette) BA: Lyndy Bleskey; BA: Lavette Booking
LIQUID BLUE (Cinema) PM: Don R. Gomez; BA: Associated Artists
LITTER, THE (Kendrick) BA: Central Booking alliance
continued on page 98
In jazz, the only constant is change. Styles change, trends live and die, artists rise and fall from favor with merciless swiftness. Occasionally, however, a great art comes along who breaks all the rules and creates his own special status, above constant change yet alive and growing. An artist esteemed by his fellow artists and yet apart from them by virtue of the security of his talent, his strength, his inventiveness and his craftsmanship. Such a man is Stan Getz.
Always Our Warmest Wishes

The Lettermen
Tony Jim Gary
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 98

MILLER, FORREST, & THE CALCULATIONS (Sly Drule)
PM: Alan Gettel; BA: Hot Line Ents.

MILLER, JOY (Capitol) PM: Entertainment Assocs.; BA: Hubert Long; also Marty Landau

MILLER, MARIANNE (Pretty Girl) PM: self-managed; BA: P. G. Talent

MILLER, ROGER (Smash) PM: Bernard/Williams/Price; BA: CMA

MILLER, STEVE/BAND (Capitol) PM: Franklin Fried; BA: Ashley Famous

MILLS BROTHERS, THE (Dot) BA: CMA

MILSAPE, RONNIE (Scepter) PM: Wand Mgmt.

MILLSAP, RONNIE (Scepter) PM: Wand Mgmt.

MILSTEIN & HANNAH (Sved) PM & BA: Mace Prod'ns

MILTSCHER, JOE (Embers) PM: Bill Guidry; BA: American Songwriters

MITCHELL, WILLIE/GROUP (Hi) BA: Continental Artists

MITCHELL-RUFF DUO (Epic) BA: Music & Drama assoc.

MITCHELL-RUFF TRIO BA: Richard Fulton

MIZE, BILLY (Imperial) PM & BA: Don Howard

MOBLEY, MARY ANN PM: Raymond Katz Ent's.; BA: Contemporary Artists

MORY GRAPES (Columbia) PM: Michael Gruber; BA: Associated Booking

MOCKA CHIP PM: Peter Casperson

MODERN COUNTRY QUINTET PM: Adrian Willis; BA: Bee-Gees Prod's.

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET (Atlantic, Apple Corps) PM: Monté Kay; BA: Associated Booking; also Music & Drama assoc.

MOJO MEN (Reprise) PM: Leonard S. Poncher; BA: CMA

MONARCHS BA: Joni Agency

MONITORS (VIP) PM: MVC

MONKEYS, THE (Colgems) PM; Lawrence Spector Assoc.; BA: Chartwell Artists

MONN, JEFF (Vanguard) PM: Rod Sheldon

MONROE, BILL, & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS (Decca) BA: Folklore Prod'ns

MONTAGE, THE (Laurie) PM: Joyce Norden

MONTE, LOU (RCA) PM: George Brown

MONTEJO, JOSE BA: Musical Artists

MONTOVANI (London) BA: Leverett Wright

MONTY, CARLOS (United Artists) BA: Associated Artists

MONTY, JAY (Vanguard) PM: Ward May; BA: Bowmar Prod'ns

MOODY BLUE (Decca) BA: Associated Artists

MOODY, CLYDE (Decca) PM: Mrs. Glenn Thompson; BA: Big 3 Engrs.

MOONBAKERS PM: Claridge Mgmt.

MOON, THE PM: Troy Nossel Prod's

MOORE, BETH (Capitol) PM: Cliffie Stone

MOORE, JOHNNY PM: Fats Washington

MORANDI, GIANNI (RCA) PM: Nemperor Artists

MORGAN, CHRIS (Bell) PM: Medley, Patterson, West; BA: Sennes/Baker

MORGAN, GEORGE (Starday) PM: Tomeny Hill; BA: Bob Taylor

MORRIS, ARTIE (Challenge) PM: Entertainment Assocs.

MORRISON, HAROLD (Capitol) PM: Hubert Long

MORRISON, VAN (Warner Bros./7 Arts) PMs: Schwaid-Merenstein; BA: CMA

MORSE, PETER PM: Bill Weems

MORSE, WAYNE (La Louisanne) PM & BA: Dick White

MOTHER BLUES PM: Arkham Artists

MOTHER CROW PM: Arkham Artists

MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Bizarre) PM: Herb Cohen; BA: Bizarre Prod'ns; also Ashley Famous

MOTLEY, FRANK PM: Frank Motley Agency (Canada); BA: Claiiborne Agency

MOUNTAIN DEW BOYS (Yale) PM: Steve Sabatino; BA: Smokey Warren

MOVERS, THE (1-2-3) BA: Bill Lowery

MOVING SIDEWAYS, THE (Tentara) PM: Steve Ames; BA: Ames Prod'ns

MULLINS, DEE (SSS Int'l) BA: Key Talent

MUNK, THE (Juliette) PM: Otto Neuber; BA: Lake Front Talent

MURAD, JERRY, & HIS HARMONICATS (Columbia) BA: Jimmy Richards

MURDOCH, BRUCE (Limeight) PM: Jacob Richard Solman & Jean Powell

MURITY, BOB, & HIS ORCHESTRA BA: America's Best Attractions

MUSIC EXPLOSION (Laurie) BA: Premier Talent Assocs.; also Action Talents

MUSIC PROJECTION BA: Beacon & Assocs.

MUSSELWHITE, CHARLIE/GROUP (Vanguard) PM: Schwaid-Merenstein; BA: CMA

MUSTANGS, THE (Jetstar) PM: Bankers Mgmt.; BA: Associated Artists

MYSTIC Moods ORCHESTRA (Philips) PM: Brad S. Miller

N R B Q PM: Frank Scinlaro; BA: Kaleidoscope Prod'ns

continued on page 102

. . . A San Francisco based rock agency acting as exclusive agents for:

Grateful Dead
Santana
It's A Beautiful Day
Linn County
Cold Blood

Country Weather
Fruminous Bandsnatch
Aum
Dancing, Food and
Entertainment

All the above groups are the happening sounds of San Francisco. The quality of their presentations are displayed throughout the year on the stages of Fillmore East and West.

For booking information, call The Millard Agency at either phone number.
Ask for Barry or Patrick.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94103 415-781-7566 415-621-0487
EXCLUSIVE BOOKING AGENTS:

Entertainment Associates
56A York St., Toronto 1, Canada
416 — 363-3261
Telex 02-2632

PUBLIC RELATIONS:

Paul Jaulus Associates
1650 Broadway, Suite 310
New York, New York 10019
212 — 586-6988
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
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NAKED TRUTH (Jubilee) PM: Lou Loufrode; BA: Associated Booking (Irza Blocker)
MALLE, BILLY PM: Arthur D. Zinberg
NAYLOR, JERRY (Tower) BA: Marty Lundau
NAZZ THE (SGC) PM: John Kurland; BA: CMA
NEIL, FRED (Capitol) PM: Herb Cohen; BA: Bizarre Prods
NELSON, NOVELLA PM: J. Foster
NELSON, OLIVER (Impulse) BA: Music & Drama Associates
NELSON, RICK (Decca) PM: Maury Faladare; BA: Wm. Morris
NELSON, WILLIE (RCA) BA: Stan Greeson; BA: Chartwell Artists
NEUMAN PLUS BA: Beacom & Assocs.
NERO, PETER (Tower) PM: Peter Nero
NELSON, WILLIE (RCA) BA: Wm. Morris
NELSON, NOVELLA PM: Bob Newman
NEIL, FRED (Colgems) PM: Jack Nitecap;
NEW ZEALAND TRADING CO. (Cotdet) PM: Charles O. Mathes
NEWMAN, JIMMY (Decca) BA: Key Talent
NEWMAN, JOE (Sarco) PM: Barbara Belle/Lee Newman; BA: Belcourt Artists (Ivyng Schacht)
NEWMAN, PHYLLIS BA: APA
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL ALL-STARS BA: Musical Artists
NEWTON, BOBBY, & THE GRAVITIES (Mercury) PM: Jesse James; BA: Universal Attractions
NEWTON, WAYNE (MGM) BA: Wm. Morris
NEXT FINE, THE (Wand) PM: Con Merten
NICHOLS, ERNIE, & THE NASHVILLE SOUNDS BA: Lake Front Talent
NICHOLS, PENNY PM: Billy James; BA: Beacom & Assocs.
NICKEL REVOLUTION (Mercury) BA: Central Booking alliance
NILSSON (RCA) PM: Dennis Bond & Assocs.; BA: Wm. Morris
1900 STORM (Cinema) PM: Steve Long; BA: Associated Artists
1910 FRUIT GUM COMPANY (Buddah) BA: Premier Talent Assocs.; also Action Talents
19TH AMENDMENT BA: Beach & Associates
ALTAR OF LOVE (Buddah) BA: Beach & Associates
OLIVER, NATE (N.Y. YANKEES) PM: Showcase Mgmt.
OLIVIA & THE NIGHTINGALES (Stax) PM: Sandy Newman; BA: Universal Attractions
OLSON, CHERYL PM: D. Chris Poullos; BA: Dimensions in Talent
OLYMPICS, THE (Atlantic) BA: Bob Price; BA: Associated Booking
ONE WAY STREET, THE (Smash) BA: Rodgers Agency
ONDREJKA, B.1 PM: Tony Baretz; BA: Universal Artists
OREILLY'S MEN (Sounds of the World) PM: Les Weinsten; BA: Entertainment Assocs. (Canada)
NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND (Vanguard) PM: Fred Sokolow
NOW (Atco) BA: National Artists Attractions
NULL, CECIL & ANNETTE (Jed) PM: Dotti O'Brien
NUTTER, MAY PM: Raymond Katz Ents.
NYLES, THE (Path) BA: Central Booking alliance
NYRO, LAURA (Columbia) PM: David Geffen; BA: Ashley Famous
NYTE, THE PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowmar Prods
OAK RIDGE BOYS (Inspirational) PM: Wm. Golden; BA: Don Light Talent
OBERMAN, MARK (Smash) PM: Paul E. Fishkin
OCNS, PHIL BA: Richard Fulton
OCTOBER COUNTRY, THE (Epic) PM: Larry Kartiganer
ODETTA PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Wm. Morris
OHIO EXPRESS (Rutha) BA: Premier Talent Assocs.; also Action Talents
OHIO PLAYERS BA: Action Talents
O'JAYS, THE (Bell) BA: Ashley Famous
OLATUNJI, MICHAEL (Columbia) PM: Bennett Morgan
OLAY, RUTH (ABC) PM: Lee Magid
OLIVER, NATE (N.Y. YANKEES) PM: Showcase Mgmt.
OLLIE & THE NIGHTINGALES (Stax) PM: Sandy Newman; BA: Universal Attractions
OLSON, CHERYL PM: D. Chris Poullos; BA: Dimensions in Talent
OLYMPICS, THE (Atlantic) BA: Bob Price; BA: Associated Booking
ONE WAY STREET, THE (Smash) BA: Rodgers Agency
ONDREJKA, B.1 PM: Tony Baretz; BA: Universal Artists
OREILLY'S MEN (Sounds of the World) PM: Les Weinsten; BA: Entertainment Assocs. (Canada)

BURLESQUE
GOES TO COLLEGE
ROBERT COSDEN presents
JERRY LESTER & DAGMAR
in JOEY FAYE'S hilarious
ANATOMY OF BURLESQUE

Ginna Carr
Lou Wills
Richard Poston

ALSO STARRING
Dexter Maitland
Singing Star of "The Night They Raided Minsky's" and the scintillating chorus of ANATOMICAL ADORABLES.

Write or Wire—Tour Mgmt.
V-I-P PRESENTATIONS
527 Lexington Avenue
(Shelton Towers, Rm. 436)
New York, N. Y. 10017
(212) 751-5213-4

Bourloune
RCA'S International Recording Artist
HOT NEW CAMPUS STAR
HAS CRITICS DANCING IN THE STREETS
"Sings in rich, robust tones reminiscent of Mario Lanza." — TIME Magazine.
"May have the most powerful voice in the world today." — Bill Kennedy (Mr. L.A.), L.A. Herald Examiner.
"A soaring voice that fills the theatre." — Scott, L.A. Times.
"Electrifying singing voice ... new song star is born ... received roaring approval." — John Scott, L.A. Times.

"CASINO de PARIS" RETURNING JUNE 1969
Booked Exclusively by
ASHLEY FAMOUS AGENCY INC.
ARTISTS MANAGER

Billboard Campus Attractions * March 22, 1969
...with Doug Clark & The Hot Nuts. Their comedy catalog has created a hair-raising, side splitting revolution from Berkeley to Barnard. Get in on the action Doug Clark & The Hot Nuts is where the sales action is!

**gros**

*also available in eight track stereo and cassette*

---

Nuts To You

On Campus

DOUG CLARK AND THE HOT NUTS

HOMECOMING

DOUG CLARK AND THE HOT NUTS

...with Doug Clark & The Hot Nuts. Their comedy catalog has created a hair-raising, side splitting revolution from Berkeley to Barnard. Get in on the action Doug Clark & The Hot Nuts is where the sales action is!

**gros**

---

A Subsidiary of Jubilee Industries, Inc., 1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
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ORIGINAL CASTE, THE (Dot) PM: John W. Powell;
BA: Chartwell Artists

ORIGINAL DRIFTERS REVIEW (Smash) BA: America's
Best Attractions

ORIGINALS, THE (Soul) PM: IMC

ORLONS, THE BA: Universal Attractions

O'SHAUGHNESSY & DJOYCE COURT BA: America's Best
Attractions

ORPHANS, THE (Epic) PM: Peter Casperson; BA:
Lordly & Dave

ORPHEUS (MGM) BA: Premier Talent Assocs.

OXFORDS (Union Jack) BA: Joni Agency

OWENS, BUCK (Capitol) BA: Omac Artist Corp.

OWENS, BUDD (Capitol) PM: Jack McFadden; BA:
Omac Artist Corp.

OWENS, JIMMY (Columbia) PM: Bill Crawford Agency

OWENS, ROBERT (Capitol) PM: Bill Crawford Agency

OWENS, PAUL (Soul) PM & BA: IMC

OWENS, TERRY (Capitol) BA: USA Management, Inc.

OWENS, WORLDS (Capitol) PM: Bennett Morgan

OVERTON, HALL (Columbia) BA: Music & Drama
Assocs.

OWENS, BONNIE (Capitol) PM: Charles "Fuzzy"
O wen; BA: Omac Artist Corp.

OWENS, BUCK (Capitol) PM: Jack McFadden; BA:
Omac Artist Corp.

Oxford blue PM: Ben l. Griffin Jr., BA: Buc-
c;er t. Booking

OxForDS (Union Jack) BA: Joni Agency

Pacific gas & Electric BA: Ashley Famous; also
Beacom & Assocs.

PACK, THE (Delron) PM: Jim Atherton, BA: Delta
Promo

Page, Patti (Columbia) PM: Jack Reel, BA: CMA

Pair Extraordinaire, The (Liberty) PM: Krigan/
Fritz; BA: Ashley Famous; also Beacom & Assocs.

PAPPALARDI, FELIX PM: Windfall Music

paradise lost (Hot Line) PM: Gary Levine; BA:
Hot Line Ents.

paramount four, THE (Southern City) PM: Harold
Gilbert; BA: Pittsburgh Talent Agency

Paris, JACK/ANN Marie MOSS BA: Bennett Morgan

Paris, Mike PM: Jack MIlman; BA: Music Indus-
dries

Paris, Priscilla (Bell) PM: A.I.D. Mgmt.


Parker, BEN, & TROUBLE's HALF BROTHERS
(Camaro) PM: Style Wooters; BA: Style Booking

PARKER, EDGIE (Ashford) PM: New Concept Talent

PARKER, JOHN T. PM: August Sims

Parker, PAULETTE (Spectacular Prod'ns) PM: Mike
Jeklley; BA: Queen Booking

Parker, Robert BA: Memphis Continental Artists

Parkman, Horace (Blue Note) PM & BA: Hilly
Saunders

Parliaments, The, BA: Joni Agency

Parrish, Bobby (Epic) PM: Peter Casperson; BA:
Lordly & Dave

parson, DOLLY (RCA) BA: Top Billing

Passions, THE (Tower) PM: Leo Austrill Sr.

Patsy & The Playmates (Stop) BA: Dotti O'Brien

Patterson, Bobby (Jetstar) PM: Bankers Mgmt.; BA:
Abnas

Patterson, Bobby, & The Mustangs (Jetstar) PM:
Bankers Mgmt.; BA: Abnak

Patterson Specials BA: George W. Albright

Paul, les BA: Baich & Mallon

Paulette PM: King Mgmt.

Paupers, (MGM) PM: Albert B. Grossman

Paxton, Tom (Elektra) PM: Tom Cummings; BA:
CMA

Paycheck, Johnny (Little Darlin') PM: Aubrey
Mayhead; BA: The Paycheck Co.; also Don
Howard (West Coast)

Payne, Freda BA: APA

Payne, Jimmy (Epic) PM & BA: Glaser Prod'ns

Peace (Eyes) PM: Jim Hollingsworth; BA: Syndicated

Peaches & Herb (Date) PM: Daedalus Mgmt.; BA:
Associated Booking

Peanut Butter Conspiracy (Columbia) PM: Billy
James; BA: Wm. Morris

Pearl & The Pealelettes PM: Joe De Angelis; BA:
Universal Attractions

Pearls Before Shine (Apple) PM & BA: Edmiston/
Rothchild Mgmt.

Peck, DON, & TROUBLE's Half Brothers

Pearson, Duke (Blue Note) BA: Bennett Morgan

Péderson, BETH PM: John W. Powell

Peltier, TOMMY, & THE JAZZ CORPS (Liberty) PM:
Ralph Morris; BA: Music Industries

Pendragon (Tower) PM: Arkham Artist

Penn, Don (Columbia) BA: New Beat Mgmt.

Penn's Whistlers (Elektra) BA: Folklore Prod'ns

Pentler, Keith, & The Challenges PM: Con
Merten

People (Capitol) BA: Premier Talent Assocs.

People Tree, The (Atlantic) PM: Wally Amos; BA:
Wm. Morris

Peppermint Fish, The, BA: Marques Agency

Peppermint Rainbow (Decca) BA: Silver Spoon
Mgmt.; BA: Action Talent

Peppermint Trolley Company (Dot) PM: Dan
Dalton; BA: Arnold Koolentz

Perfections, The PM: Art Esigian; BA: Arnold
Agency

Perkins, Carl (Columbia) BA: Soul Holiff

Permenter, John (Toucan) PM: John L. Balzer;
BA: Associated Artists

Permanent Motion (Dial) PM & BA: Triangle Tal-
ent

Personalities, The BA: Wm. "Sandy" Johnson;
BA: Wm. "Sandy" Johnson; also Queen Booking

Perspectives BA: Beacom & Assocs.

Peter, Paul & Mary (Warner Bros.;7 Arts) PM:
Albert B. Grossman; BA: Ashley Famous

Peters, Jimmie (Columbia) PM: Bill C. Crawford;
BA: Bill Crawford Agency

Petersen/Paterson PM: Joseph R. Mallon

Petersen, Oscar/Trio BA: Associated Booking

Petites, The PM: Joe De Angelis; BA: Universal
Attractions

Petriks (MTA) PM: Bob Thompson; BA: MTA
Productions

Pfiefer, Ashman, Kickbush (Nico) PM & BA: Ter-
rance Phillips

Phillips, Diane (Ebb Tide) PM: Bob Ferguson;
BA: Empire Prod'ns

continued on page 106
FRANK ZAPPA
and THE MOTHERS
OF INVENTION

TIM BUCKLEY

LINDA RONSTADT
STONE PONEYS

HERB COHEN,
BIZARRE PRODUCTIONS,
213 933-5966
5455 WILSHIRE BLVD.,
SUITE 1713,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90036.
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 104

PHOENIX, THE PM: George H. Smith; BA: West Pole
PHOENIX SINGERS, THE PM: Walter Gould & Lloyd Greenfield
PIAZZA, MARGUERITE PM: Raymond Katz Enns.
PIERCE, SHERRY (Pretty Girl) PM: LaVerne McKissick; BA: P.G. Talent
PIERCE, WEBB, & MAX POWELL (Decca) PM & BA: Moeller Talent
PIERSOL, JEANNIE (Cadet/Concept) PM: William A. Piersol
PILGRIMS, THE (Atlantic) BA: Ruston & Brenner
PINETOPPERS, THE (Decca) PM: Roy Horton
POCO PM: APA
PONCE, PONCIE (Worcester) PM: Joseph S. Schribman
PONY EXPRESS CO., THE (Crest) PM & BA: New Buhl Mgmt.
POOLES, THE (Southern City) PM: Harold Gilbert; also James Brinkly; BA: Pittsburgh Talent Agency
POOLE, CHERYL (Paula) PM: Entertainment Assocs.; BA: Marty Landau
POOR GIRLS, THE PM: Richard Bedrick; BA: Lake Front Talent
POPULAR FIVE (Minst) BA: Wm. Morris
POWDERPUFFS PM: Mrs. Ava Ave; also Ben Arden assoc.; BA: Ben Arden & assoc.
POWELL, JANE (Ranwood) PM: James Fitzgerald, BA: Wm. Morris
POWELL, MAX (see Webb Pierce)
POZO-SECO SINGERS (Columbia) PM: Albert B. Grossman; BA: Wm. Morris
PRESCRIPTION, THE (Antler) PM: Personality Prodc's; BA: Campus Concert Consultants
PRESTON, JOHNNA (ABC) PM: William Hall; BA: CMA
PRICE FLOWER SHOP PM: Jim Hollingsworth; BA: Syndicated Prodc's
PRICE, GILBERT (Columbia) BA: Ashley Famous
PRICE, JAY PM: Julian Portman; BA: George Soares
PRICE, KENNY (Boone) BA: Hal Smith
PRICE, RAY/ORCHESTRA WITH DIANA TRASK PM: Dub Albritten; BA: Ashley Famous; also One-Nighters
PRIDE & JOY, THE (CEI) BA: Lake Front Talent

BOOKINGS:
MRS. EARL SCRUGGS
201 DONNA DRIVE
MADISON, TENN. 37115
(615) 895-2254
895-6473

FLATT & SCRUGGS ARE DOING "HEIR THING ALL OVER THE COUNTRY - SO WHY NOT HAVE THEM ON YOUR CAMPUS."

FLATT AND SCRUGGS ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

BbB

FLATT & SCRUGGS
Nashville Airplane
Flat&Scruggs

continued on page 108
THE HAPPENINGS

Booking Agent:
William Morris Agency, Inc.
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019
(212) 586-5100

The Happenings, Inc.
55 Liberty Street
New York, N.Y. 10005
(212) 233-0317

Business Manager:
Harold A. Thau
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN ON CAMPUS TODAY . . .
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN . . .
THE GREATEST . . .

Exclusively
KING RECORDS

Produced By
JAMES BROWN ENTERPRISES

james brown
the incredible and unpredictable

SLY AND THE FAMILY STONE
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 108

SEVEN SEAS BA: Ben Arden & Associates.
SHADES OF BLUE (Heritage) PM: Gene Kaye
SHADOWS OF KNIGHT, THE (Team) PM: Super K
SHAKESPEARE (Action) BA: Bennett Morgan; also Action Talents
SHAFER, WHITEY (RCA) PM: Ray Baker; BA: Jimmie Nicol
SHAMAN, HAPPY (London) PM & BA: Basch & Malloy
SHANATYS (K-Town) BA: America's Best Attractions
SHA-RAE, BILLY (Sepia) PM: New Concept Talent
SHARP, DEE GEE (Gamble) BA: Bennett Morgan; also Action Talents
SHAW, RAY (Karma) BA: Sam Coplin Theatricals
SHAYERS, CHARLIE BA: Bennett Morgan
SHAW, SKEETS/TRIO (American) PM: Phil Bernard
SHEARING, GEORGE (Capitol) BA: CMA
SHEETS, GEORGE (Gospel Singers) (Designer) PM: Style Wooten; BA: Park Ave. Talent
SHELTONS, THE (Dot) PM: Tommy Bee; BA: Stinger Talent
SHEP (Vanguard) PM: Jacob Richard Solman; BA: Wm. Morris
SHERMAN, DOUG, (Epic) BA: Associated Booking
SHERMAN, DON PM: Greift-Darris Mgm.; BA: Chartwell Artists
SHERMAN, JULIE (TA) PM: Larry Phillips; BA: Talent Attractions
SHERMAN, TONY (Tyler) PM: Tyler Willliams; BA: Wayne Ent. 2
SHERWOOD, ROBERTA (Deca) PM: Bill Ficks; BA: Coast Artists
SHERWOODS, THE (Cinema) BA: Associated Artists
SHILED, GOSPEL SINGERS PM: Patricia McGuire; BA: John H. Phillips
SHINNER, MURV (MGM) Motier Talent
SHIRKIES, THE (Scotter) BA: Associated Booking
SHIRLEY & SHEP (Whit) PM: Sure-Shot Mgm.; BA: APA
SHIRLEY & THE CAROUSELS PM: Eddie Robinson; BA: Bee-Gee Prod's; also Jim Gemmill
SHIRLEY, DON (Columbia) BA: CAMI
SMOND (Tyler) PM: Tyler Williams; BA: Wayne Ent. 2
SHONDCELL, TROY (TX) BA: Key Talent
SHORE, DINAH (Deca) BA: Wm. Morris
SHOREKUTS, THE (Pepper) PM: Gary Reames; BA: National Artists Attractions
SHOWMEN, THE (Brunnerwick) PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowmar Prod's
SHOWTIME, PARTS 1 & 2 (Candy Floss) BA: Central Booking alliance
SIGHTS OF SOUND/FEATURING ARLIN & GAYLE PM: Don Galloway; BA: Oceanic Prod's
SIGNATURES, THE (Argosy) PM: Herbert Paloff Assocs.; BA: Associated Booking
SILVER APPLES (Columbia) PM: Lee Magid; BA: CMA
SILVER BABY (Kapp) PM: Barry Bryant; BA: CMA
SILVER CABOOSE LTD. (Buddah) PM: Silver Caboose Ltd.
SILVERMAN (Columbia) BA: CMA
SOMETHING DIFFERENT (Thunder) PM: G. Knight
SOMER, BEAT (Capital) BA: Dominic Sicilia; BA: Sicilia Artists
SONICS, THE (Uni) BA: General Entertainment Corp.
SONNETS, THE BA: M. Morris
continued on page 112

The New Young Breed of Entertainment from GREAT MEMPHIS SOUND, INC.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

BAR-KAYS
JUDY CLAY
FRED DAWSON
ALBERT KING
TONI MASON
OLLIE & THE NIGHTINGALES
STAPLE SINGERS
CARLA THOMAS
& RAITEN & LYNN—COMEDIANS

GREAT MEMPHIS SOUND, INC.

54 WEST 55TH ST., NYC 10019 265-2940-41

SANDRA NEWMAN—PRESIDENT

School organizations internationally know...

- One Standard of Service

AMERICAS BEST ATTRACTIONS
Your Complete Entertainment Service
SUTE 201, 1800 BURLINGTON ST.
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO 64116
PHONE: 816-421-1124
24 Hr. Service

THE NEW YOUNG BREED OF ENTERTAINMENT FROM GREAT MEMPHIS SOUND, INC.
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 111

SONNY & CHER
Continued from page 111

NOW BOOKING FALL COLLEGE CONCERT TOUR

920 BOOKING CONTACT
BAND PRODUCTIONS, 349 Canaday St.
Millbrae, California. Phone (415) 697-8383

SOUND

SOULMOBILE BA: Ruston & Brenner

SOULMASTERS, THE (Solid Soul) BA: America's Best

SOUL

SOUL STIRRERS, THE (Chess) PM: Jessie Farley; BA: Ruston & Brenner

SOUNDTRAX, THE (PM: Bob M.); BA: Webster Prod's

SOUP (Vanguard) PM & BA: Amphon

SOUTH FORTY PM: Arrhan Artists

SOUTHERNERS, THE (Jewel) PM: Robert E. Ford

SOUTHBOUND SOUL UNIT (United Artists) PM: Hubert Long

SOVINE, RED (Standby) PM & BA: Moeller Talent

SPACE (Community Prod's) PM: Elan Assoc.; BA: L. L. Caulfield Ent's

SPANKY & OUR GANG (Merceys) PM: Curley Tait; BA: CMA

SPARKS, OTIS (Bluesway) PM: Robert A. Messinger

SPARKS, RANDY (American Gramophone) PM: Billy Liebert; BA: Chartwell Artists

SPARKS, RANDY/COLLECTION, THE (American Gramophone) PM: Randy Sparks; BA: Chartwell Artists

SOUNDING WOOD AFFAIR (Kapp) PM: Daedalus Mgmt.; BA: Wm. Morris

SPHERE, JIMMY PM: Billy James

SPINNERES (Motown) PM: IMC; BA: Queen Booking

SPIRIT (Ode) PM: Lou Adler; BA: Carma Agency

SPIRITUAL CONSULATORS (Designer) PM: Style Wooten; BA: Park Ave. Talent

SPOELSTRA, MARK (Columbia) PM: Larry D. Fitzgerald

SPRINGFIELD, DUSTY (Philips) BA: CMA

SPRINGFIELD RIFLE, THE (Jorden) BA: General Entertainment Corp.

STACK PM: A.J.D. Mgmt.

STAIRSTEPS & CUBIE BA: Action Talents

STAPLES, THE (Stax) BA: Ashley Famous

STARDUSTERS PM & BA: Anark Music

STARK NAXED & THE CAR THEIVES (Sunburst) PM: Attack-Weller; BA: TheatreCorp. of America

STARLIGHTS, THE PM: Marianne Cook

STARR, BOBBY & THE VARIATIONS BA: Rodgers Agency

STARR, GORDON (Gandy) PM: IMC

STARR, KAY (Dot) PM: Bill Weems; BA: Wm. Morris

STARR, LUCILLE (Epic) BA: Marty Landau

STARR, RETA (Malas) PM & BA: Dick White

SOUNDS OF MODIFICATION (Jubilee) PM: Lou Fredo; BA: Associated Booking (Ira Blacker)

SOUNDS OF TYME PM: Bowie G. Martin; BA: Bowman Prod's

STATIC REACTIONS (Tyler) PM: Tyler Williams; BA: Wayne Ent's

STACER BROTHERS QUARTET (Columbia) PM: Saul Hoff; BA: CMA

STEARS, JUNE (Columbia) PM: Vic McAlpine; BA: Jimmie Klein

STEPHENWOLF (Dunhill) PM: Reb Foster; BA: Wm. Morris

STEVENS, APRIL (see Nina Tempo)

STEVENS, BOBBY/FAMILY (Designer) PM: Bobby Stevens; BA: Designer Gospel Attractions

STEVENS, BONITA (Pretty Girl) PM: Bobby Stevens; BA: P G Talent

STEVENS, CONNIE PM: Raymond Katz Ent's.; BA: Wm. Morris

STEVENS, MARK BA: Bennett Morgan

STEWARD, BILLY/CHOICE (PM: Billy Allen); BA: Universal Attractions

STEWARD, WYN (Capitol) PM: Jack McDadden; BA: Epic Artists Corp.

STILLROVEN, THE (A&M) BA: Central Booking alliance

STORM, BILLY (Ode) BA: Carma Agency

STONE COUNTRY BA: Wm. Morris

STIRRING, THE (Columbia) PM: Greif-Garris Mgmt.; BA: Associated Booking

STONE PONIES (see Linda Ronstadt)

STONEMAN, SCOTTY (led) BA: Bennett Morgan

STONEMAN, THE (MGM) PM & BA: Moeller Talent

STOVALL, VERN (Monument) PM: Dewey Groom; BA: Neon Artists

STRANGELOVES (Sire) PM: Roy Rickland

STRAWBERRY ALARM CLOCK (Uni) BA: Wm. Morris

STREET, BAR: Action Talents

STRIEDL, GENE (Atlantic) PM & BA: General Entertainment Corp.

STRIDERS, THE (Columbia) BA: Lindy Blakes; BA: Levitte Booking

STROMME, CAROL (Petie) BA: William Felber

STUCKEY, NAT (RCA) PM: Dick Heard; BA: Joe Taylor

SUGAR & SPICE (Kapp) PM: Guy Draper; BA: Wm. Morris

SUGAR BUSH, THE (Areial) PM: Mike Duckman

SUGAR CREEK (Metro-Media) PM: Peter Casperson

SUGAR, NANCY (Abnak) PM: Bankers Mgmt.; BA: Abnak

SUGAR SHOPPE, THE (Capitol) PM: Greengrass Ent's.; BA: CMA

SULLIVAN, CAROLYN (Philips) PM: Le Bill Music; BA: Mark V

SULLIVAN, JOHN L. (Nugget) PM: Bill C. Crawford; BA: Bill Crawford Agency

SULLIVAN, MAXINE BA: Bennett Morgan

SUMAC, YMA (Capitol) BA: Coast Artists

SUNNY & FAYETTE (Uni) PM: Le Bill Music; BA: Mark V

SUNSHINE COMPANY (Liberty) BA: APA

SUNSHINE RUBY (Ebb Tide) PM: Chas. Wright; BA: Empire Prod's

SUPA HEAT BA: Action Talents

SURPRISE PACKAGE (LHI) BA: General Entertainment Corp.

SWAN, BETTYE, & BAND (Capitol) BA: America's Best Attractions

SWEET INSPIRATIONS (Atlantic) BA: Queen Booking

SWEET ROLLE PM & BA: General Entertainment Corp.

SWEET YOUNGUNS BA: Rodgers Agency

SWINGIN' MEDALLIONS (Capitol) BA: Bill Lowery

SWINGING PLAYBOYS BA: Rodgers Agency

SYKES, KEITH PM: Bennet-Browsky Mgmt.

SYLVIA & MURS STRINGFIRE BA: Ben Arden Assoc's.

SYMPHONY JAZZ QUINNTE BA: Music & Drama Assoc's.

SYNDICATE OF SOUND (Amary-Mala) PM: Premier Talent Assocs.

SZABO, GAROR (Impulse) PM: Norman Schwartz

T C ATLANTIC (Candy Floss) BA: Central Booking alliance

T.I.M.E. (Liberty) BA: Wm. Morris

T.S.U. TORNADOS (Atlantic) PM: Skipper Lee Frazier/Bill McKay; BA: Associated Booking

TABBERT, BILL BA: Bennett Morgan

TAILGATE RAMBLERS, THE (Valon) BA: TheatreCorp. of America

TAJ MAHAL (Columbia) PM: Robert Fitzpatrick; BA: APA

TAMETTS (TA) PM: Larry Phillips; BA: Talent Attractions

TAMS, THE (ABC) PM & BA: Bill Lowery

TATE, GRADY (Skye) PM: Norman Schwartz

TAWNEY, JERRY (Tower) PM: A.D. Mgmt.

TAYLOR, BILLY/TRIO BA: Musical Artists

TAYLOR, BOBBY (Gardy) PM: IMC

continued on page 114
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AL CAPP ON CAMPUS

JUBILEE RECORDS

Nationally distributed by JAY-GEE RECORD CO., INC.
A Subsidiary of Jubilee Industries, Inc., 1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
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TWO GUITARS, PIANO, DRUM & DARRYL BA: Wm. Morris
2-3, FEATURING TOM CONOBOY (Chartmaker) PM:
Collage Prod's; BA: Ashley Famous
TYMER-BECKLEY UNION, THE PM: Ted Beckley; BA:
S&H Ent's
TYMES, THE (Columbia) PM: Billy Jackson; BA:
Wm. Morris, also Bennett Morgan
TYNER, MCCOY (Blue Note) BA: LJBQ Concert Agency
UGGAMS, LESLIE (Atlantic) PM: SRO Artists; BA:
Wm. Morris
ULTIMATE SPINACH (MGM) PM: Amphon; BA: Action
Talent
UNCLE CLYDE (Bryte) BA: Tex Clark
UNDERBEATS, THE (Some) BA: Central Booking
alliance
UNION GAP (see Gary Puckett)
UNIQUES, THE (Paula) PM: Joe Stampley; BA:
Dennis Cooke
UNITED PARCEL, THE PM: Showcase Mgmt.
UNSPoken WORD BA: Universal Attractions
UPSTAIRS LTD.: BA: Ben Arden & Associates
U.S. AIR FORCE BAND 8, SINGING SERGENTS PM.
Postmaster
U.S. FORCE BAND & SINGING SERGENTS PM:
Capt. Albert A. Bader, BA: CWO Robert J. Dunn
U.S. MALES THE (Britania) PM: Bankers Mgmt.;
BA: Abnak
U.S. 69 (Buddah) PM: Tord Nossel Prod's
US FOUR BA: Joni Agency
VALE, JERRY (Columbia) PM: Anfa Mgmt.; BA: CMA
VALENTE, CATHERINE (London) BA: Wm. Morris
VALENTE, JOE (Ron) PM & BA: Don Logan
VALENTE, PATIENCE (Pazz) PM: J. W. Alexander,
BA: Associated Booking
VALERY, DANa (ABC) PM: Jack Rael BA: CMA
VALLEY, JIM PM: Billy James
VALI, FRANKIE & THE FOUR SEASONS (Philips) BA:
Wm. Morris
VALI, JUNE BA: Wm. Morris
VAN DYK, JERRY BA: Wm. Morris
VAN DYKE, LEO (Warner Bros.-7 Arts) PM: Gene
Nash; BA: Hubert Long
VAN DYKE, VONDA KAY BA: APA
VAN RONK, DAVE (MGM) PM: Bennett Glotzer
Dennis Katz
VANILLA FUDGE (Ato) PM: Phil Besile
VARECATIONS, THE (Dinn) PM: James Ross; Gilda
Woods; BA: Ernie Pep
VARE & BAILLY CO., CHANTEURS DE PARIS (Bar-
clay) PM & BA: Wildcard Shoppe
VARISCO, PAUL & THE MILESTONES (A&M) PM &
BA: Stanley Chassion
VARNER, DON PM: William Crump
VASSY, KIN (American Gramaphone) PM: Randy
Sparks; BA: Chartwell Artists
VAUGHN, CARL (Monument) PM: Carl Patton; BA:
Marie Patton
VAUGHN, FATHER TOM (Capitol) PM: Shells & Bruno;
BA: Ashley Famous, also Bennett Morgan
VAUGHN, SARA (Mercury) BA: Associated Booking
VAUGHN, SHRILY (Chumley) PM: Otis Pollard
VEE, BOBBY (Liberty) PM: Arnold Mills; BA:
Wm. Morris
VELVET KNIGHT (Metro Media) PM: Terry Phillips;
BA: Ruston & Brenner
VENTURAS (Commonwealth) PM: Adrian Willis; BA:
Bee Gee Productions
VENTURES, THE (Liberty) PM: Nick Savano
VENUTI, JOE (Columbia, Gold Crest) BA: Music &
Drama Assocs.
VERA, BILLY (Atlantic) BA: Wm. Morris
VERNON, KENNY (Charly) PM: Jack McFadden; BA:
Gm & Artist Corp.
VERROS, KAREN PM: Raymond Katz Ent's
VERSATILES (SteeleTown) PM: Gordon Keith; BA: BJ
Ent's
VIBRATIONS, THE (Epic) PM: Irv. Nathan; BA: Queen
Booking
VICAR AND THE DEACON BA: Beacons & Associates
VICKERY, MACK (Boone) BA: Hal Smith
VIN D IN LIN, AL (Blondie) PM & BA: Mace Prod'n's
VINCENT, GREG BA: Jackson Artists
VINTON, BOBBY (Epic) BA: Wm. Morris
VIVATONES, THE (Soultrack) BA: National Booking
VOGUES, THE (Reprise) PM: Elmer Willett; BA:
Wm. Morris, also America's Best Attractions
VOICES FOUR, THE (Monitor) PM: David M. Koffman
VON SCHMIDT, ERIC (Prestige) PM: Manuel Green-
hill

WADE, ADAM (Warner Bros.-7 Arts) PM: Mort Cur-
ris-Al Wilde; BA: Wm. Morris
WAGNER, BERT (Atlantic) BA: Top Billing
WAKELY, JIMMY (Shasta) BA: Marty Lundau
WAKELY, JOHNNY (Decca) BA: Marty Lundau
WALK ON WATER PM: Frank Borsa Associates; BA:
Collegiate Associates
WALKER, BILLY (Monument) BA: Top Billing
WALKER, JERRY JEFF (Atco) PM: Bennett-Brovsky
Mgmt.; BA: Ashley Famous
WALKER, JUNIOR, & THE ALL-STARS (Soul) BA:
Universal Attractions
WALL OF SOUND BA: Dennis Cooke
WALLACE, JERRY (Liberty) PM: Cliffie Stone; BA:
Key Talent; also Marty Lundau
WALLIS, SHANI (Kapp) BA: CMA
WALTERS, MAMIE (Tyler) PM: Tyler Williams; BA:
Wayne Ent's
WALTON, WILBUR JR. (1-2-3) PM: Paul Cochran;
BA: Bill Stowers Talent
WARD, CLARA/SINGERS (Capitol, Dot) PM: William
Lob Jr.; BA: Eshman Boomer
WARD, REE PM & BA: Dick White
WARING, FRED (Decca) PM: Murray Luth; BA: Wm.
Morris
WARNER, ROY, & THE WARNER BOYS (Camaro) PM:
Style Wooten; BA: Style Booking
WARNER, SONNY BA: Ted Bodnar
WARRREN, W. D. (Soultrack) BA: National Booking
WARWICK, DEE-DEE (Mercury) PM: Jean Powell; BA:
Queen Booking
WARWICK, DIonne (Scepter) PM: Wand Mgmt.;
BA: Wm. Morris
WAS HING, ALBERT (Fraternity) PM & BA: Tri-
angle Talent
WASHINGTON, ELZA NA (Sound Stage 7) BA: Key Talent
WASHINGTON, JACKIE (Vanguard) BA: Folklore
Productions
WASHINGTON, LOU (Steeltown) PM; Gordon Keith;
BA: Ent's
WATEROOF TINKERTOY THE (Laurie) PM: Ed
Vallone; BA: Associated Booking
WATERS, MUDDY (Chess) PM: Robert A. Messinger
WATERS, VIC & THE ENTERTAINERS (Capitol) PM:
Jay-Beach Artist & Promotions; BA: Rodgers Agency
WATSON, DAVID PM: Raymond Katz Ent's; BA:
Robert Lantz

continued on page 118

Call or write for brochures and availabilities if you wish to arrange for concerts with these or other folk singers.

FOLKLORE PRODUCTIONS
176 Federal Street
Boston 10, Massachusetts
(617) 267-1287
Manuel Greenhill, manager.

JOAN BAEZ
CHARLES RIVER VALLEY BOYS
REV. GARY DAVIS
FLATY & SCRUGGS
JESSE FULLER
JIM MITCH GREENWILL
JOHN HAMMOND
SPREE, JOHN KOERNER
LILLY BROTHERS BAND
NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS
PENNYWISTLERS
JEAN KEDPATH
TONY SALETTA
MIKE SEIGER
ERIC VON SCHMIDT
JACKIE WASHINGTON
DOC WATSON
BOOKER WHITE

THE TRUE SOUND OF THE BLUES
SLIM HARP0
"BEST OF SLIM HARP0"
EXCELO #LP 8010

LIGHTNIN' SLIM
"ROOSTER BLUES"
EXCELO #LP 8000

LOOK FOR OTHER SOULFUL
EXCELO LP ALBUMS

- RAINING IN MY HEART; SLIM HARP0
- BELL SANGER-LIGHTNIN' SLIM
- BABY SCRATCH MY BACK
- SLIM HARP0 EXCELO #LP 8000
- TRUE BLUES-LAZY TESSER/EXCELO #LP 8001
- SWEET SOUL/THE KELLY BROTHERS/EXCELO #LP 8002
- THE REAL BLUES/VARIOUS ARTISTS/EXCELO #LP 8013
- LONESOME SUNSHINE/LONESOME SUNSHINE/EXCELO #LP 8012

NASH BORO RECORD CO., INC.
1011 Woodland Street
Nashville, Tennessee
37206

118
A Sure Bet for a Full House!

Bud Logan and the Blue Boys

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
MARY REEVES
REEVES ENTERPRISES

BOOKINGS
JIMMIE KLEIN TALENT AGENCY
P.O. BOX 9520
PEABODY, MASS. 01961
617/873-5332
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS

Continued from page 116

WATSON, DOC (Vanguard) PM: Manuel Greenhill
WATSON, JAMES (Lehar) PM: Lee C. Plaster
WATSON, JOHNNY "GUITAR" (Venture) BA: Lee Craver's Prod'ns
WATTS 103RD STREET RHYTHM BAND (Warner Bros. 7 Arts) PM: Pure Cane Mgmt.; BA: CMA
WATTG, DONNY B. (Vanguard) PM: & BA: Amphion
WAYNE, BUDDY (Capitol) PM: Cliffie Stone
WAYNE, PAULA (Colgems) PM: Alan Sherr; BA: Ashley Famous
WE FIVE (A&M) BA: Chartwell Artists
WE THE LIVING PM: Scott A. Cameron & Assocs.; BA: CBC Enter.
WECHTER, JULIUS, & THE BAJA MARIMBA BAND (A&M) BA: CMA
WEDGE, THE (Hot Line) PM: Gary Levine; BA: Hot Line Ent.
WEEDS, THE PM & BA: Ron Sweeney
WELLINGTONS BA: Triangle Talent
WELLS, JEAN (Calla) PM: Clyde Otis; BA: Universal Attractions
WHITE, BOOKER (Arhoolie) BA: Folklore Productions
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE (Splitsound) PM & BA: Michael Whalen
WEST, DOTTIE, & THE HEARTACHES (RCA) PM & BA: Avalon Prod'ns
WELLS, JUNIOR (Blue Rock) PM & BA: Avalon Prod'ns
WELLS, KITTY (see Johnny Wright)
WELLS, JEAN (Calla) PM: Clyde Otis; BA: Universal Attractions
WELLS, KITTY (see Johnny Wright)
WELLS, MARY (LeMar, PM: Lee C. Plaster
WELLS, RANQUI (Pete) PM: Chris Peterson
WRIGHT, SANDRA (see John Wright)
WRIGHT, JIMMY (Steeltown) PM: Gordon Keith; BA: BJ Ent.
WRIGHTSON, EARL, & LOIS HUNT BA: Wm. Morris
WRIGHT, JOHNNY (Armour) PM: Si Bowlby; BA: Avalon Prod'ns
WHITE, AL, & THE HI-LITERS (Folkways) PM: Evelyn Jones; BA: National Booking
WHITE, BOOKER (Ardoot) BA: Ancier Productions
WHITE JR., JOS (United Artists) PM: Yorktown Talent Assocs., BA: Associated Booking
WHITE, JUDY (Buddah) PM: Schwab-Merstein; BA: Wm. Morris
WHITE LIGHTNING PM: BA: Beacomm & Assocs.; also Terrance Phillips
WHITING, MARGARET (London) PM: Lloyd Greenfield
WHITMAN, SLIM (Imperial) PM: Moeller Talent; BA: Moeller Talent, also Don Howard
WICHITA FALL (Liberty) PM: Bernard/Williams/Price
WILD, BOBBY (Canary) PM: Janice Miles; BA: Earl Miles
WILDEWODS, THE (Cedart/Concept) PM: Trod Nossel Prod's
WILKES, BEVERLY (Pretty Girl) PM: Style Wooten; BA: P.G Talent
WILLIAMS, ALEX, & THE MUSTANGS (Soultrack) BA: National Booking
WILLIAMS, ANDY (Columbia) PM: Bernard/Williams/Price; BA: Chartwell Artists
WILLIAMS, BOBBY (MGM) PM: Bill Starnes
WILLIAMS, DICK PM: Robert Appere; BA: Lil Cumber
WILLIAMS, ELTON (Banner) PM: Bill C. Crawford; BA: Bill Crawford Agency
WILLIAMS, FRANK, & THE ROCKATEERS (Phil-L.A. Soul) BA: America's Best Attractions
WILLIAMS, GREG/ERI (Capitol) PM: David Schine
WILLIAMS, HANK JR. (MGM) PM: Buddy Lee; BA: Aud-Lee
WILLIAMS, JOE (Liberty) PM: John Levy; BA: Ashley Famous
WILLIAMS, LARRY (Bell) PM: Si Siman; BA: Top Talent
WILLIAMS, DONNY (MGM) PM: Kragen/Fritz (Ron Martin)
WILLIAMS, MAURICE, & THE ZODIACS (United Artists) PM: Harry Goins; BA: Bowman Prod'ns
WILLIAMS, PAT (MGM) BA: Peter Faust
WILLIAMS, ROBERT PETE PM & BA: Avalon Prod'ns
WILLIAMS, ROGER (Kapp) PM: Walter Kramer; BA: CMA
WILLIAMS, TEX (Boone) PM: Jim Halsey
WILLIS BROTHERS (Starday) PM & BA: Moeller Talent
WILL-O-GHEES (S.C) PM: Arkham Artists; BA: Wm. Morris
WILSON, AL (Soul City) PM: Marc Gordon Jr.; BA: Associated Booking
WILSON, NANCY (Capitol) PM: John Levy; BA: Ashley Famous
WILSON, RON (Columbia) PM & BA: Ron-Brian Music
WILSON, STAN (Fantasy) BA: Brainerd Agency
WINGS (Dunhill) PM: Mike Martrineau; BA: Associated Booking
WINNERS CIRCLE, THE PM: Herbert Palloff Assocs.; BA: Admiral Talent
WINTERS, JUANITA (Accent) PM: Scott Seely
WINTERS, RUBY (Diamond) PM: Bill Sizemore; BA: Nadeg Talent
WINTERS, SUEY, (Giibbi) PM: James Ross/Gilda Woods; BA: Ernie Pep
WISE, DEAN (Accent) PM: James E. Foster, BA: Allen-Warren
WISEMAN, MAC (MGM, Dot) BA: Mac Wiseman
WITHERSPOON, JIMMY (Bluesway) PM: Concert House, BA: Bennett Morris; BA: Hubert Long
WOLFE, NEIL/TRIO BA: CAMI
WOLFMAN, JACK (AGC) PM: Bob Price
WOMACK, BOBBY (Minist) BA: Ashley Famous
WOMACK, JIM (Pax) PM: Shelly Feinberg
WONDER, STEVIE (Tamla) PM: ICM; BA: Wm. Morris
WOOD, BRENTON (Double Shot) PM: Sure-Shot Mgmt.; BA: APA
WOOD, GRAY (Canyon) PM & BA: Earl Miles
WOOD, E. ZANE & THE DOMINION (Proctor) BA: McConkey Artists
WOODS, CHICO (Blue Rock) PM & BA: National Booking
WOODS, DAVID PM: Herbert S. Dart
WOODY'S TRUCK STOP (Smash) PM: Paul E. Fishkin
WOODY, SHEF (MGM) PM: Doug Cooper; BA: Omac Artist Corp.
WORKMAN, ELEANOR (Reena) PM: Mark Royner; BA: Worldwide Christian Fellowship Music Assn.
WRIGHT, BETTY (Atlantic) PM: Willie Clark; BA: Music Talent Assocs.; also Universal Attractions
WRIGHT, EUGENE/JAZZ 69-70 PM: Robert M. Gewald
WRIGHT, JIMMY (Steeltown) PM: Gordon Keith, BA: BJ Ent.
WRIGHT, KITTY WELLS SHOW (Decca) PM & BA: Moeller Talent
WRIGHT, SANDRA, & CANNED SOUL SHOW (Coral) PM: Denver Anderson; BA: Hubert Long
WRIGHTSON, EARL, & LOIS HUNT BA: Wm. Morris
WRONG BLACK BAG (Mainstream) PM: Trod Nossel Prod's
WYATT, GENE (Paula) PM: Entertainment Assocs.; BA: Don Logan
WYNNE, TAMMY (Epic) PM: Jack Raet; BA: Hubert Long
TANCY, EMILY BA: Wm. Morris
YANKEE DOLLAR, THE (Dot) PM: Claridge Mgmt.
YARBROUGH, GLENN (Warner Bros. 7 Arts) PM: Martin Cohen; BA: Ashley Famous
YARBROUGH, MARTIN (Argo) BA: Brainerd Agency
YARKONI, YAPPA, & ERIC Semon Assocs.
YELLOW BALLOON (Canterbury) BA: Associated Booking
YELLOW BRICK ROAD, THE (Laurie) PM: Victor Piccardello/Dennis Lorenzo
YELLOW PAYGES BA: Action Talents
YOUNG, BILLY (Shout) PM: Phil Walden; BA: Walden Artists & Promos
YOUNG, Faron, & THE DEPUTIES (Mercury) PM & BA: Moeller Talent
YOUNGHEARTS (Minist) PM: Bobby Sanders; BA: Universal Attractions; also Lee Craver's Prod'ns
YOUNG IDEAS, THE (Date) PM: Henry Casella; BA: Associated Booking
YOUNG JOHN (Mercury) PM: Max Holley; BA: Top Talent
YOUNG, RALPH (see Tony Sandler)
YOUNG SAVAGES BA: Universal Attractions
YOUNGBLOOS, THE (RCA) PM: Herbert S. Garf; BA: Wm. Morris
YOUNGER, LOUIS (Speck) PM & BA: John Benhinds
YOUNGER SOCIETY (Mercury) PM: Silver Spoon Mgmt.; BA: Action Talent
YOUR FATHER'S MUSTACHE BA: Assoc. Booking & Promo
YOUR FATHER'S MUSKETEER BA: Bosch & Mallon; also Ashley Famous
YUKO, TIMI (Liberty) PM: Lee Magid
ZAPPA, FRANK (Bizarre) PM: Herb Cohen; BA: Bizarre Prod's
ZARATHUSTRA BA: Beacomm & Assocs.
ZEITLIN, Denny BA: Bennett Morgan
ZITO'S MAGIC SHOPPE BA: Gino Grasso (see John Zeito)
ZODIACS, THE (Canary) PM: F. C. Leavens; BA: Associated Booking
ZOUNDS, THE (Hot Line) PM: Gary Levine; BA: Hot Line Ent.
CONDUCTORS

ABRAXANUEL, MAURICE (Vanguard) BA: Hurok
ALCANTARA, THEO PM & BA: David Schiffmann
ANTONINI, ALFREDQ BA: Thora Dispeker
BALAZS, FREDERIC (CRI) BA: Music & Drama assoc.
BARBENBOIM, DANIEL (Angel) BA: Hurok
BELLIUCCI, PIERO BA: Hurok
BLOOMFIELD, THEODORE BA: Hurok
BONYNCE, RICHARD (London) BA: Colbert Artists
BORGHE, VICTOR BA: APA
BOULEZ, PIERRE (Columbia, Nonesuch) BA: Hurok
BUCKLEY, EMERSON BA: Herbert Barnett
BUKETOFF, IGOR BA: Herbert Barrett
BYRD, DONALD (Blue Note) PM & BA: David Schiffmann
BUONNGE, RICHARD (London) BA: Colbert Artists
BELLUGI, PIERO BA: Hurok
BARENBOIM, DANIEL (Angel) BA: Hurok
ALCANTARA, THEO PM & BA: David Schiffmann
ABRAVANEL, MAURICE (Vanguard) BA: Albert Kay Assocs.

CHAMBER GROUPS

ACCADEMIA MONTEVERDIANA (AMBROSIAN CONSORT) (Vanguard) PM & BA: Albert Kay Assocs.
AEOLIAN CHAMBER PLAYERS (CRI) PM & BA: Mildred Shagal
ALMA TRIO (Decca) BA: Mariedi Anders
AMADEUS QUARTET (DDG) BA: Mariedi Anders
AMATI ENSEMBLE BA: CAMI
AMERICAN ARTS TRIO BA: Anne J. O'Donnell
AMERICAN BRASS QUARTET BA: Herbert Barnett
ARS NOVA TRIO PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
BALSAM-KROLL-HEIFITZ TRIO BA: Colbert Artists
BAROQUE FESTIVAL PM: Antony J. Graves; BA: International Artists
BARTOK QUARTET (Vanguard) PM & BA: Ann Sumner
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC OCTET (DDG) BA: Mariedi Anders
BERENDE QUARTET BA: Colbert Artists
BRIGGS, JOHN/CONSORT WITH SALLY TERRI PM: Antony J. Graves; BA: International Artists
BOSTON SYMPHONY CHAMBER PLAYERS (CRA) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
BRASS ARTS QUINTET PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
BRAZILIAN QUARTET BA: Colbert Artists
CADIR QUARTET BA: Beverly Hoffmann
CALIFORNIA CHAMBER PLAYERS BA: Artists' Alliance
CAMERATA BARILOCHE BA: Herbert Barnett
CHAMBER PLAYERS (Institute of Chamber Music) BA: New York Review Presentations
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CHAMBER SYMPHONY FROM THE SYMPHONY OF THE NEW WORLD (BENJAMIN STEINBERG) PM & BA: Mary Specter

CHUNG TRIO OF KOREA BA: CAMI

CLARINET TRIO AND STRING QUARTET BA: Melvin Kaplan

CLARION WIND QUARTET BA: Eric Semons Associates

CONNECTICUT CHAMBER ORCHESTRA BA: Frithingham Mgmt.

CONSORT OF VIOLS (NEW YORK PRO MUSICA) BA: CAMI

CUERDA SORIANA PM: Alberta Nomin

CUMBERLAND TRIO, THE BA: Michael Podolli

DANIELA DI CAMPO DUO BA: Tornay Mgmt.

DEAN WATERMAN DUO BA: Eriko Horihata

DELLER CONSORT (Vanguard, Harmony Mundia) BA: Marledi Anders

DERIDDER, STUART & LINDA BA: Albert Kay Associates

DORIAN QUARTET BA: CAMI

EARLY MUSIC QUARTET BA: Colerton Artists

EASTMAN BRASS QUARTET (Vox, Turnabout) PM & BA: Eastman Boomer

EASTMAN QUARTET BA: Herbert Barrett

ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA BA: Hurok

ENGLISH CONSORT OF VIOLS BA: Melvin Kaplan

FESTIVAL PLAYERS OF CALIFORNIA PM: Dorese Reid

FESTIVAL WINDS BA: Melvin Kaplan

FINE ARTS QUARTET (Milwaukee) BA: New York Review Presentations

FIRST LUTE QUARTET BA: Melvin Kaplan

FIRST STRING TRUMPET QUARTET (ARM) PM & BA: Eastman Boomer

FRANCESCO CHAMBER TRIO BA: Thea Dispeker

GARWERI STRING QUARTET (RCA) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway

GANGNAM STRING QUARTET (Seraphim) BA: Colerton Artists

IOWA STRING QUARTET BA: Albert Kay Associates

JULLIARD STRING QUARTET (RCA, Columbia) BA: Colerton Artists

KEMP, EMME/TRIO PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick

KOECKERQ QUARTET BA: Colerton Artists

KROLL STRING QUARTET PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

LARK WOODWIND QUARTET PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

LA SALLE QUARTET (DGG) BA: Marledi Anders

LENOX QUARTET BA: Herbert Barrett

LONDON GABRIELI BRASS ENSEMBLE (DGG) PM & BA: Eastman Boomer

LOS ANGELES BRASS SOCIETY BA: Artists' Alliance

LOS ANGELES STRING QUARTET (Crystal) BA: Artists' Alliance

LYRIC ARTS TRIO PM: self-managed

MASTERS VIRTUOSI OF NEW YORK, THE (Master Virtuosi Records Society) PM: Robert M. Gewald

MELOS ENSEMBLE (Angel, L'Oiseau Lyre) BA: Hurok

MINNEAPOLIS BRASS QUARTET BA: Tornay Mgmt.

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET (Apple) BA: Music & Drama Associates

MODERN STRING WIND QUARTET FROM ARGENTINA BA: Tornay Mgmt.

MUSIC FROM MARLBORO BA: CAMI

MUSICA VIVA TRIO PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

MUSICAL ARTS TRIO BA: CAMI

NEW ART STRING TRIO PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

NEW BOSTON PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE PM & BA: Eastman Boomer

NEW PERCUSSION QUARTET BA: Gieser Mgmt

NEW YORK BRASS QUARTET BA: CAMI

NEW YORK CHAMBER SOLOISTS BA: Melvin Kaplan

NEW YORK LYRIC ENSEMBLE PM & BA: Bernard & Rubin

NEW YORK PERCUSSION TRIO BA: Phil Tippin

NEW YORK PRO MUSICA BA: CAMI

NEW YORK STRING SIXTEKT BA: Colerton Artists

NEW YORK TRIO DA CAMERA BA: National Music League

NEW YORK WOODWIND QUINTET BA: Herbert Barrett

NIEUW AMSTERDAM TRIO (Decca) PM & BA: Judith Lieger

NORTHERN SYMPHONIA (Mace) PM & BA: Albert Kay Associates

NORTHWEST WINDSOUND ENSEMBLE BA: Virginia Symphony Concert Div.

OCTET FROM THE SYMPHONY OF THE NEW WORLD PM & BA: Mary Specter

ORCHESTRE DE CHAMBRE DE BRUXELLES BA: Albert Kay Associates

ORIGITAL PIANO QUARTET, THE BA: Elwood Emerick

P. D. Q. BACH (Vanguard) PM: Peter Schickele; BA: Hurok

PACIFIC STRING TRIO BA: Albert Kay Associates

PARRENIN QUARTET (HMV) BA: Marledi Anders

PHILADELPHIA STRING QUARTET (CRI) PM & BA: Mildred Shagal

PHILIPPIA WOODWIND QUINTET PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

PHILHARMONIA TRIO (CRI) BA: Herbert Barrett

PHILHARMONIA WOODWIND QUARTET & BA: Anne J. O'Donnell

PRAGUE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA BA: CAMI

PRINCETON STRING QUARTET BA: Albert Kay Associates

PROKOFIEV QUARTET BA: Marledi Anders

QUARTETTO DI ROMA BA: Albert Kay Associates

RICHARDS QUARTET BA: Albert Kay Associates

ROTH QUARTET BA: Eric Semons Associates

SCHOENFELD TRIO BA: International Artists

SOLISI DI ROMA PM & BA: Ann Summers

SYMPHONY JAZZ QUARTET BA: Music & Drama Associates

SYNTAGMA MUSICUM PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

TOLEDO STRING QUARTET BA: Lorraine Shaffer

TOULOUSE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA (Philips) BA: Marledi Anders

TRIO DI TRIESTE (DGG) BA: Marledi Anders

TRIO FLUITO DOLCE BA: Melvin Kaplan

VENIEN BRASS BA: Melvin Kaplan

VIENNA BAROQUE ENSEMBLE (Musical Heritage Society) BA: Gewald Mgmt.

VIRTUOSI DA CAMERA BA: Eric Semons Associates

WESTWOOD WIND QUARTET BA: Artists' Alliance

WYSZYNSKI CHAMBER ENSEMBLE PM & BA: R. Wysynski

ZURICH CHAMBER OCTET BA: Albert Kay Associates

INSTUMENTAL DUOS

AUSTRIAN CHAMBER DUO BA: Eric Semons Associates

BAROQUE DUO PM & BA: Bernard & Rubin

BENCINI & LEE BA: Albert Kay Associates

CASADESUS, ROBERT & GARY (Columbia) BA: CAMI

COFFEE, MARY ANNIS & WARREN BA: Music & Drama Associates

CONTIGUGLIA, RICHARD & JOHN BA: Hurok

COX, JOHN/DUO PM: Antony J. Graves; BA: International Artists

DUE DRINKKALL DUO BA: Albert Kay Associates

DOMB DUO BA: Thea Dispeker

DUO GORINI-LORENZI BA: Albert Kay Associates

DUO DI HEIDELBERG (EDITHE HENRICI & HANS-HELMUT SCHWARZ) BA: Eric Semons Associates

HODGINS & HOWARD BA: CAMI

KAHNWISCHER, ALFRED & HEIDI PM & BA: Frithingham Mgmt.

KELLEY, FRANCES & ARNOLD BA: Michael Podolli

KONTAKSCHEN, ALFONS & ALOYS BA: Marledi Anders

LOFT ABRAM & ARIHAD BASILE BA: New York Review Presentations

LONGSTRETH & ESCOSA (Carriage) BA: CAMI

MA SI-CHON & TUNG KWONG-KWONG (Insignia) PM: Pacific World Artists BA: CAMI

MARRASSINO & CECCARONI BA: Antony J. Graves; BA: International Artists

MARLOWES, THE BA: CAMI

MASTROGIOACOMO, NORMA & LEONARD BA: Beverly Hoffman

MEDLEYS, THE PM & BA: Eastman Boomer

MENNIN, YALTAH & JOEL RYCE (Everest) BA: CAMI

MITCHELL-RUFF DUO (Epic) BA: Music & Drama Associates

NEAL-GADD DUO PM: Marjorie Jackson; BA: Otto Kapell Co.

NEELEY-DE KEYSER DUO BA: Thea Dispeker

NELSOVA & JOHANNESSEN BA: CAMI

PEINEMANN, EDITH, & JOGER DEMUS BA: CAMI

PHILLIPS & RENZULLI/DOU BA: Tornay Mgmt.

POMPONIO & ZARATE BA: Herbert Barrett

RABINO, BENNO & SYLVIA (Decca) BA: CAMI

RAINER TWINNS PM & BA: Roger Herriman

RAPOAL DI VETRON/LACROIX BA: Colerton Artists

READ-ABEL DUO BA: Thea Dispeker

RITTER-ALLEN DUO BA: Anthony J. Graves; BA: International Artists

ROLLINO & SHEFFIL PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer

ROMAN, JOSEFFE & YVETTE (Kapp) PM & BA: Mildred Shagal

SCHOENFELD DUO BA: International Artists

SMETENA DUO PM: Anthony J. Graves; BA: International Artists

STECHER & MOROWITZ (Everest) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway

VONSKY & RABINO (Decca, RCA) BA: CAMI

WEBSTER, MICHAEL & BEVERIDGE PM & BA: Roger Herriman

WEEKLY & ARGANBRIGHT BA: Eric Semons Associates

DUO WEISMAN/MIRANDA BA: Tornay Mgmt.

WHITMORE & LOWE (RCA, Capitol) BA: CAMI

WORTH/CREO DUO PM & BA: Richard Torrence

YANKOW & REDMOND BA: International Artists

ZADOR, ERIKA, & CHARLES GOULD BA: Michael Podolli

ZASLEV, BERNARD & NAOMI BA: New York Review Presentations

ACCORDION

LAVELL, TONY (Folkways) PM & BA: Martha Moore Smith

CELLO

BERBERIAN, VANE BA: self-booked

CHRISTENSEN, ROY BA: Music & Drama Associates

CHUNG, MYUNG WHA BA: CAMI

DAVIS, DOUGLAS BA: CAMI

DE SARAM, RONAN BA: Herbert Barrett

DOME, DANIEL BA: Thea Dispeker

DU PRE, ANHUIE (Angel) BA: Hurok

EPPERSON, GORDON BA: International Artists

FOSTER, LAWRENCE BA: CAMI

FOURNIER, PIERRE (Decca) BA: CAMI

continued on page 124
"The AKG Microphones that we are now using are: 3 D-24E, 1 D-202E and the D-1000E. This combination is giving us the best sound that we have ever been able to produce."

Rein Neggo, Jr.
Road Manager/Stage Director
Glenn Yarbrough Productions

Many professional stars personally select from the broad range of AKG condenser and dynamic microphones for their recordings and live performances.
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GARBUSOVA, RAYA PM & BA: Mildred Shagel
GREENHOUSE, BERNARD PM & BA: Sheldon Softer
GUTMAN, NATASJA BA: Mariedi Anders
HARAN, MICHAEL BA: Hurok
HONEYCUT, HENRI BA: Thea Dispeker
JANICR, ANTONIO (Vanguard, Bach Guild) BA: Hurok
JOACHIM, HEINRICH BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
KATES, STEPHEN (RCA) BA: Judson, D'Onelli, Beall & Steinway
KROSNICK, JOEL BA: Melvin Kaplan
MARKEVERTH, ARN: Ann-Vacinella Assocs.
MOORE, KERMIT PM: Benjamin Patterson
MUNKOE, LORNE BA: Tornay Mgmt.
NELSVA, ZARA (London, Vanguard) BA: CAMI
OLSFSKY, PAUL BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
Palm, SIEGFRIED (GGG, Vox Wergo, Concert Hall) BA: Mariedi Anders
PARISOT, ALOO BA: Herbert Barrett
PIATOSKY, GREGOR (RCA) BA: Hurok
PIOTROWSKI, MATTHEW PM & BA: David Schiffmann
R.M. ROVE, LEONE (Columbia) BA: CAMI
SANDBERG, JACOB (Columbia) BA: CAMI
SCHUTZ, JOSEPH (Vox) BA: Alexander Haas
SILBERSTEIN, JACOB BA: Judith Lieber
STARKER, JANOS (Mercury) BA: Colbert Artists
STEVENS, SYDNEY BA: Colbert Artists
WALEVSKA, CHRISTINE PM & BA: Frank E. Scully

CLARINET
DE MIKOV, GERVAIS (Angel, London) BA: Hurok
MILOS, VICHEL, CHESTER PM & BA: David Schiffmann

DOUBLE BASS
KARR, GARY PM & BA: Sheldon Softer
RHEIN, WILLIAM PM & BA: David Schiffmann

FLUTE
Baker, JULIUS PM: Pacific World Artists
BARON, SAMUEL PM & BA: Sheldon Softer
DEBOST, MICHEL (Angel) BA: Marieli Anders
GAZZELLONI, SEVERINO (RCA, RCA Italiana, Philips) PM & BA: Adam Summers
LARJEU, WARENE BA & BA: David Schiffmann
LAFOREST, YSUESF (Atlantic) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
RAMPAL, JEAN-PIERRE (Philips) BA: Colbert Artists
SCHAEFFER, ELAINE BA: Hurok
STEVENS, PAULA (Columbia) PM: Susan Wadsworth
WYSNICKI, RICHARD (Music Library) PM & BA: R. Wysnicky

FRENCH HORN
DE LEONE, CARMON BA: Music & Drama assocs.
RUT, WILLIE (Columbia) BA: Music & Drama assocs.

GUITAR
ALMEIDA, LAURINDO (Capitol) BA: Wm. Morris
BARBOSA-LIMA, ANTONIO CARLOS PM: Jay Hoffman
BREM, JULIAN (RCA) BA: Hurok
COFFEY, WARREN BA: Music & Drama assocs.
DE LA TORRE, REY (Epis) BA: Herbert Barrett
DIAZ, ALFIO (Vanguard, Angel) PM & BA: Mildred Shagel

GMILIA, OSCAR (Angel) BA: Colburt Artists
LORIMER, MICHAEL PM & BA: Ann Summers
MATTTHWS, WILLIAM PM & BA: Eastman Bohmer
MOREL, JORGE BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
NIELSEN, NICOLAI BA: National Music League
PARKER, CHRISTOPHER (Capitol) BA: CAMI
RAGGOSINN, KONRAD BA: Alpert Kay Assocs.
RAMOS, MANUEL LOPEZ BA: International Artists Agency
ROMERO, ANGEL (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMERO, CEGNIO (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMERO, PEPE (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMEROS, THE (Mercury) BA: CAMI
RUBIO, MIGUEL BA: American Program Bureau
SABICAS (RCA) PM: Marcel Ventura
SUGIOVA, ANDREES (Decca) BA: Hurok
VISER, DICK (Philips) PM & BA: Frothingham Mgmt.
WEBB, BUNYAN BA: Anne J. O'Donnell
WILLIAMS, JOHN (Columbia) BA: Hurok

HARP
DILLING, MILDRED (Urania) PM: N. Thompson
GOODMAN, GERARD (Troubadour-harpsit) PM: Durigon & Friscon
RAGGOSINN, KONRAD BA: Alpert Kay Assocs.
ROMERO, ANGEL (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMERO, CEGNIO (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMERO, PEPE (Mercury) BA: CAMI
ROMEROS, THE (Mercury) BA: CAMI
RUBIO, MIGUEL BA: American Program Bureau
SABICAS (RCA) PM: Marcel Ventura
SUGIOVA, ANDREES (Decca) BA: Hurok
VISER, DICK (Philips) PM & BA: Frothingham Mgmt.
WILLIAMS, JOHN (Columbia) BA: Hurok

HARP SICHORD
BREWER, EDWARD BA: National Music League
FULLER, ALBERT BA: Melvin Kaplan
KIPNIS, IGOR (Columbia, EMI, Kapp) PM & BA: Albert Kay Assocs.
KIRKPATRICK, RALPH BA: Herbert Barrett
LEWIS, DOROTHY BA: Quill Assocs.
MARLOWE, SYLVIA BA: New York Review Presentations
READ, WILLIAM BA: Thea Dispeker
ROG, IRA BA: Douglas A. MacTheather
VALENTI, FERNANDO (Westminster, Columbia) BA: Tornay Mgmt.

LUTE
LADONE, JOSEPH BA: Melvin Kaplan
RAGGOSINN, KONRAD BA: Albert Kay Assocs.

MANDOLIN
ANDEO, GIUSEPPE PM & BA: Sheldon Softer
OBOE
ADELSTEIN, STEPHEN PM & BA: David Schiffmann
ROSEMAN, RONALD PM & BA: Sheldon Softer

ORGAN
AKIN, NITA BA: Lilian Murtagh
ANDERSON, ROBERT BA: Lilian Murtagh
Baker, ROBERT BA: Lilian Murtagh
BIGS, E. POWER (Columbia) PM & BA: Johanna Giwosky
COCI, CLAIRE BA: Lilian Murtagh
CRAGHEAD, DAVID BA: Lilian Murtagh
CROZIER, CATHERINE (Apollon) BA: Lilian Murtagh
DUMMER, DONALD PM & BA: Richard Torrence
DURUFLE, MARIE-MADELEINE BA: Lilian Murtagh
DURUFLE, MAURICE BA: Lilian Murtagh
ELLSASSER, RICHARD (MGM, Kapp, RCA Red Seal, Sacred) BA: Elwood Emrick

Ferguson, RAY BA: Lilian Murtagh
FOX, VIRGIL (RCA, Capitol, Command, Decca) PM: Marshall Vaeger
GEOGHAGAN, FREDERICK PM & BA: Richard Torrence
HAMILTON, JERALD BA: Lilian Murtagh
HANCOCK, GEORGE BA: Lilian Murtagh
HOLLOWAY, CYTHE BA: Lilian Murtagh
HUNSFORD, PETER BA: Lilian Murtagh
JACKSON, FRANCIS BA: Lilian Murtagh
JEANS, SUSI BA: Lilian Murtagh
JENSEN, WILMA BA: Lilian Murtagh
JONES, JOYCE PM & BA: Richard Torrence
LANGLAYS, JEAN BA: Lilian Murtagh
LARSEN, LYN PM & BA: Richard Torrence
LIPPINCOTT, MARILYN BA: Lilian Murtagh
MASON, MARYLynn BA: Lilian Murtagh
MCDonald, DONALD BA: Lilian Murtagh
PARKEN, DAVID PM & BA: Frothingham Mgmt.
ROGGE, LIONEL (Vox) BA: Lilian Murtagh
SCHNEIDER, MICHAEI BA: Lilian Murtagh
SWALL, FREDERICK BA: Lilian Murtagh
TEAGUE, WILLIAM BA: Lilian Murtagh
THOMAS, LADD BA: Lilian Murtagh
WEATHER, JOHN BA: Lilian Murtagh
WEB, GILLIAN BA: Lilian Murtagh
WINTER, WILLIAM BA: Lilian Murtagh
WORTH, TED ALAN PM & BA: Richard Torrence

PERCUSSION
LATIMA, JAMES PM & BA: Frothingham Mgmt.
ROACH, MAX (Impulse, Atlantic) BA: Music & Drama Assocs.

PIANO
ADAMS, ARUNTA PM & BA: Sheldon Softer
AMADA, KENNETH BA: Thea Dispeker
ANDA, GEZA (DG) BA: CAMI
ANIEVAS, AGUSTIN BA: Colbert Artists
ARGERICH, MARTHA (DG) BA: Herbert Barrett
ARRAU, CLAUDIO (Angel, Philips) BA: CAMI
ASHKENAZY, VLADIMIR (London) BA: Hurok
AUER, EDWARD (Pathe-Marconi) PM: Susan Wadsworth
BACHARAVER, GINA (Mercury) BA: Hurok
BARENBOIM, DANIEL (Angel, Westminster) BA: Hurok
BAR-IILLAN, DAVID (RCA) BA: CAMI
BARRETT, HERINE PM: Susan Wadsworth
BECKFORD, MARTIN BA: National Music League
BERNSTEIN, SEYMOUR PM: Jay Hoffman
BISHOP, STEPHEN (Saxaphone, RCA) BA: Hurok
BLAKE, RAY (ESP) PM: Benjamin Patterson
BLANKENSHIP, JAM PM: self-managed
BLOCK, MICHEL BA: Herbert Barrett
BOLET, CORINE (RCA, Colpix, Everest) BA: CAMI
BRADLOWSKY, ALEXANDER (Columbia, RCA) BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
BROU, FRANS PM & BA: Eastman Bohmer
BROWNING, JOHN (RCA) BA: Herbert Barrett
BROWN, OLIVE (Columbia, Decca) BA: Music & Drama Assocs.
BROWN, ANDRE ELLIS PM: Serge de Munn
CARLOCK, SANDRA BA: National Music League
CASEDASUS, JEAN (Columbia) BA: CAMI
CASEDASUS, ROBERT (Columbia) BA: CAMI
CHAPLAIN, MONIQUE PM: Jay Hoffman
CLIBURN, VAN (RCA) BA: Hurok

continued on page 126
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sunn is
the sound of...

Noel Redding/Jimi Hendrix Experience
Jack Cassady/Jefferson Airplane
Peppermint Trolley Co.
Righteous Brothers
The Buckinghams
Houston Fearless
Blues Magoos
Gordian Knot
Steppenwolf
Fever Tree
The Aliis
The Who
Genesis
Cream
null
Ed Ames  Los Indios Tabajaras
Paul Anka  The In-Keepers
Eddy Arnold  Jefferson Airplane
Chet Atkins  Jack Jones
Bobby Bare  Keith
Harry Belafonte  Roslyn Kind
Don Bowman  Red Lane
Brotherhood  Bud Logan & The Blue Boys
Jim Ed Brown  John D. Loudermilk
Gary Burton  Peggy March
Archie Campbell  The Match
Lana Cantrell  Willie Nelson
Perry Como  Mickey Newbury
Cook E. Jarr  Nilsson
Floyd Cramer  Stu Phillips
Skeeter Davis  Charley Pride
Margie Day  Jerry Reed
Jimmy Dean  Rouvaun
José Feliciano  Shel Silverstein
Carolyn Franklin  Nina Simone
Friends of Distinction  Nat Stuckey
John Gary  Dottie West
Jim Glaser  John Richard Wilkinson
The Guess Who?  The Youngbloods
George Hamilton IV
John Hartford
Al Hirt
Homer & Jethro

RCA

52 ways
to make
campus tensions
easier
to live with.
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SHERMAN, ELIZABETH BA: William Felber
SIMON, JOANNA (Columbia, Command) BA: Thea Dispeker
SMITH, CAROL BA: Thea Dispeker
SPAIN, JOAN THOMAS PM & BA: Mary Spector
STANFORD, CAROLYN BA: Mariel Anderson
SUDICK, SHIRLEY PM & BA: Judith Liechner
THEOM, BLANCHE BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
TOURANGEAU, HUGUETTE BA: Colbert Artists
TOUREL, JENNIE (Columbia) PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
TROYANOS, TATIANA BA: Herbert Barrett
VANNI, HELEN BA: CAMI
VEASEY, JOSEPHINE BA: Herbert Barrett
VERRUET, SHIRLEY (RCA) Murok
WARD, CELIA BA: Ludwig Lustig
WARSFIELD, SANDRA (London) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
WINBURN, JANET BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
WOLFF, BEVERLY (Columbia) BA: CAMI

CONTRALTOS

ALLISTER, JEAN BA: Thea Dispeker
ARKHIPPOVA, IRINA BA: Hurok
BOESE, URSULA BA: Thea Dispeker
CARAGA, MARVELLETTA BA: William Felber
CHOOKASIAN, LILI (Columbia, RCA) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
FINNIAL, DIRIGIT (Philips) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
FORESTER, MAUREEN (Vanguard, Bach Guild) BA: Hurok
GEORGE, EDNA MAE BA: Hans J. Hofmann
GREEVY, BERNADETTA (Argo) BA: CAMI
HODGSON, ALFREDA PM & BA: David Schiffmann
KOEPFLE, FLORENCE (RCA, Columbia, Vanguard, Decca) BA: CAMI
MADEIRA, JEAN BA: Herbert Barrett
PARKER, LOUISE (Columbia) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
SACHS, EVELYN (RCA) PM & BA: Delores Sejda
TURNER, CLARAMAE BA: Ludwig Lustig
WATTS, HELEN (L'Oiseau Lyre) BA: Colbert Artists
WEST, LUCRETIA PM & BA: David Schiffmann

TENORS

ALEXANDER, JOHN (RCA, Columbia, London) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
ANTHONY, CHARLES BA: Ludwig Lustig
ARIIZU, RAY BA: Thea Dispeker
BARRERA, CARLOS BA: Hans J. Hofmann
BEHEH, ROBERT BA: William Felber
BERGELL, AARON PM & BA: David Schiffmann
BJEERLING, ROLF BA: Wm. Morris
BLENKSHIP, WILLIAM BA: Thea Dispeker
BRESSLER, CHARLES (Columbia, Decca) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
BREWER, BRUCE BA: CAMI
BROWN, WILLIAM PM & BA: Ann Summers
BULLARD, GENE BA: Hans J. Hofmann
BURROWS, STUART BA: Colbert Artists
BYNE, CONNELL BA: Hans J. Hofmann
CAMPOFA, GIUSEPPE BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
CASSITY, RICHARD BA: Herbert Barnett
CASTEL, NICO BA: Hans J. Hofmann
CATHICAT, ALLEN BA: Thea Dispeker
CLEMENS, DAVID BA: Ludwig Lustig
COCHRAN, WILLIAM BA: Thea Dispeker
CORDAY, KEN PM & BA: David Schiffmann
CRAIG, JOHN BA: CAMI

CRAIN, JON BA: CAMI
CUENDO, HUGHES BA: Melvin Kaplan
CURI, CESARE PM & BA: David Schiffmann
DANNÉR, HARRY BA: Thea Dispeker
DE MONACO, MARIO (London) PM: Marcel Ventura
DEMBAUGH, WILLIAM BA: Ludwig Lustig
D'VOLLE, RAY (Columbia) PM & BA: Albert Kay Assocs.
DICKIE, MURRAY BA: Herbert Barrett
DI GIUSEPPE, ENRICO BA: Ludwig Lustig
DI VIRGILIO, NICHOLAS BA: Herbert Barrett
DODDS, DAVID PM & BA: Bernard & Rubin
DOMINGO, PLACIDO BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
DRISCOLL, LOREN BA: Thea Dispeker
FERRANTE, JOHN (Counter tenor) PM & BA: Tornay Magill
FITCH, BERNARD BA: Hans J. Hofmann
FRIED, HOWARD BA: Ludwig Lustig
GEDDA, NICOLAI (Angel) BA: CAMI
GEIS, WAYNE BA: Anne J. O'Donnell
GILLAS, JOHN PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
GROBE, DONALD BA: Thea Dispeker
HARRIS, LOWELL PM & BA: David Schiffmann
HELMUTH-SMITH, OLIVIA BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
HIRST, GRAYSON PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
KHANZADIAN, VARKAN BA: Herbert Barrett
KING, JAMES BA: Thea Dispeker
KNESS, RICHARD BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
KOLK, STANLEY BA: Thea Dispeker
KONYA, SANDOR (DGG) BA: CAMI
KRAUS, HERBERT BA: Ludwig Lustig
LAMPI, MAURO BA: Ludwig Lustig
LEWIS, RICHARD BA: Herbert Barrett
LEWIS, WILLIAM PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
LIEBL, KARI BA: Hans J. Hofmann
LLOYD, DAVID (Columbia) BA: CAMI
LAMONACO, JEROME BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
MALM, DAVID National Assn. Artists Agency
MAREK, DAN BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
MARTELL, RICHARD BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
MAYO, PAUL BA: William Felber
McCOLLUM, JOHN (Desto, Decca, Westminster) BA: CAMI
MCLEOD, RICHARD PM & BA: Roger Herriman
MCDONALD, SETH BA: Herbert Barrett
McCRAKEN, JAMES (London, Angel) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
MILES, JOHN BA: National Music League
MOLESE, MICHELE BA: Colbert Artists
MORELL, BARRY (Westminster) BA: CAMI
NAZI, ROBERT BA: Ludwig Lustig
NASOM, HERBERT BA: Roger Herriman
NOVOL, SALVADOR (Columbia) BA: CAMI
PEAR'S, PETER BA: Hurok
PEARCE, TEN (Desto, Vanguard) BA: Hurok
PELLERIN, JEAN LOUIS BA: Hans J. Hofmann
PETROSKY, ADAM BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
PLATE, WILFRED BA: Thea Dispeker
PORRETTE, FRANK BA: Ludwig Lustig
PUMA, SALVATORE BA: Beverly Hofmann
SCHREIER, PETER (DGG) BA: Mariel Anderson
SCHWAEBACHER, JAMES BA: Thea Dispeker
SERGI, AKUTO (DGG) BA: Judson, O'Neill, Beall & Steinway
SHIRLEY, GEORGE (RCA, Decca, Columbia) PM & BA: Ann Summers
SIEGEL, JEROLD BA: Hans J. Hofmann
SIMONCAI, LEOPOLD BA: CAMI
SOFER, JOSEPH (Angelicum) BA: CAMI
STERN, BLAKE PM & BA: Judith Liechner
STEWART, JOHN BA: CAMI
SULLIVAN, BRIAN BA: CAMI
TAGLIAVINI, FERRUCCIO PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
TALLEY-SCHMITZ, EUGENE BA: Beverly Hofmann
TAR, ROBERT BA: Hurok

THEYARD, HARRY PM & BA: John B. Fisher
THOMAS, JESS (Angel) BA: Colbert Artists
TRIMBLE, MICHAEL BA: Hans J. Hofmann
TUCKER, RICHARD (Columbia) BA: CAMI
TURP, ANDRE BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
ULFUNG, RAGNAR BA: Thea Dispeker
VELLUCCI, LUIGI BA: Ludwig Lustig
WARD, JOSEPH BA: Thea Dispeker
WHITE, ROBERT BA: Melvin Kaplan
WILLIAMS, REED BA: Music & Drama assocs.

BARITONES & BASS-BARITONES

ALLEN, RICHARD BA: William Felber
ALLMAN, ROBERT BA: Beverly Hofmann
BARRERA, ROBERTO BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
BECK, WILLIAM BA: Ludwig Lustig
BECKZE, MIKLOS PM & BA: Bernard & Rubin
BERRY, WALTER BA: Colbert Artists
BILLINGS, JAMES BA: Hans J. Hofmann
BLANCAS, ANTONIO PM & BA: David Schiffmann
BOATWRIGHT, MCNERY (Columbia) PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
BOOTHMAN, DONALD BA: Albert Kay Magill
BOTTECHER, RON BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
BOUCHER, GENE BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
BRYN-JONES, DELME BA: Colbert Artists
CAREY, THOMAS BA: Ange J. O'Donnell
CASS, LEE BA: Hans J. Hofmann
CHRISTOPHER, RUSSELL BA: Hans J. Hofmann
CLATWORTHY, DAVID BA: Thea Dispeker
COLZAN, ANSELMO BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
COSA, DOMINIC BA: Hans J. Hofmann
CROSS, RICHARD (RCA) BA: CAMI
DAVIDSON, LAWRENCE BA: Meyer Magill
DEVLIN, MICHAEL BA: Hans J. Hofmann
DOOLY, WILLIAM BA: CAMI
DRAKE, ARCHIE BA: William Felber
D'YAR, JOHN BA: William Felber
EDEMANN, OTTO (Angel) BA: Hans J. Hofmann
ESTES, SIMON (Columbia) BA: CAMI
EVANS, GERALD BA: Colbert Artists
FARROW, NORMAN PM & BA: Roger Herriman
FAZAH, ADIB BA: Hans J. Hofmann
FERS, AMIN BA: CAMI
FIORITO, JOHN BA: Herbert Barrett
FISCHER-DIESKAU, DEITRICH (DGG, Angel) BA: Colbert Artists
FLAM, EUGENE PM & BA: David Schiffmann
FREDRICKS, RICHARD BA: Ludwig Lustig
GHAUROV, NICOLAI (Angel) BA: CAMI
GIBBS, RAYMOND BA: Hans J. Hofmann
GILBERT, ALAN BA: William Felber
GOODLOE, ROBERT PM & BA: David Schiffmann
GOODMAN, GEORGE (Philips) BA: Music & Drama Assocs.
GORIN, IGOR (Golden Crest, RCA) PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
GRAMM, DONALD (Columbia) BA: CAMI
GREEN, EUGENE BA: Hans J. Hofmann
GREGORI, ROBERT BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
GUERRA, FRANK (RCA) BA: CAMI
GUINN, LESLIE PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
HALE, ROBERT BA: Herbert Barrett
HECHT, JOSUA BA: Ludwig Lustig
HELDUND, RONALD BA: Eric Semon Assocs.
HERBERT, RALPH BA: Ludwig Lustig
HOWARD, MARK BA: National Music League
HOWELL, SHAPELHEIGH PM & BA: David Schiffmann
JONES, FRED PM & BA: Roger Herriman
JUSTUS, WILLIAM BA: Hans J. Hofmann
John W. Anderson - Kasandra
The Beach Boys
The Buckaroos
Glen Campbell
The Corporation
Four King Cousins
Bobbie Gentry
Merle Haggard
Hedge & Donna
The Human Beinz
The Insect Trust

Sonny James
The Lettermen
Mad River
Maffitt & Davies
The Magnificent Men
Danny McCulloch
Steve Miller
The Ohio Players
Buck Owens
Chris Parkening
Pollution

Quicksilver Messenger Service
Bob Seger
Joe South
SRC
John Stewart & Buffy Ford
Sons of Champlin
The Serfs
The Last Ritual
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KARLSRUHE, EDMONDO BA: Men of Song Ents.
KRAUSE, TOM (London) BA: CAMI
KRYGESEN, BERNARD BA: Colbert Artists
LAMBRINOS, THEODORE PM & BA: John B. Fisher
LONDON, GEORGE (RCA, Columbia, London) BA: CAMI
LUDGIN, CHESTER BA: Ludwig Lustig
LYNAM, CHARLES BA: Albert Kay Assoc.
MACURDY, JOHN BA: CAMI
MATTHEWS, BENJAMIN PM & BA: David Schiffmann
MCDANIEL, BARRY (DGG) BA: CAMI
McINTYRE, DONALD BA: Herbert Barrett
MEREDITH, MORLEY BA: Herbert Barrett
MERRILL, ROY (RCA, Columbia, London, Angel) BA: CAMI
METCALF, WILLIAM (Kopp) BA: Thea Dispeker
MEVEN, PETER BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
MICHALSKI, RAYMOND BA: CAMI
MILLER, NIVEN PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
MILNES, JESS MILLER BA: Thea Dispeker
MODENOS, JOHN BA: CAMI
MYERS, GORDON PM: Wallace Magill; BA: Elwood Emerick
MYERS, RAYMOND BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
NABOKOV, DMITRY BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
OPIE, ALLAN PM & BA: David Schiffmann
PALMER, THOMAS BA: Thea Dispeker
PAUL, ROBERT PM & BA: David Schiffmann
PREY, HERMANN (Angel, DGG, London, Turnabout, Vox) BA: Colbert Artists
QUILICO, LOUIS (Vanguard, Decca, DGG) BA: CAMI
RAYSON, BENJAMIN BA: Ludwig Lustig
REARDON, JOHN BA: Hans J. Hofmann
RIVERS, RICHARD BA: Beverly Hoffman
RUNGE, PETER-CHRISTOPH PM & BA: David Schiffmann
SCHWARTZMAN, SEYMOUR (Kolle) PM & BA: Delores Sejda
SERENI, MARIO BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
SNINAILN, VERN PM & BA: John B. Fisher
SOKOLOV, BORIS (Angel/Melodiya) BA: CAMI
SIEPI, CESARE (London) BA: CAMI
SMITH, KENNETH BA: CAMI
SOUSAY, GERARD (RCA) BA: Judson, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
STEWART, THOMAS (DGG) BA: Judson, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
TAJO, ITALO BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
TERMINE, ROBERTO PM & BA: David Schiffmann
TIPTON, THOMAS BA: Thea Dispeker
TORIGI, RICHARD BA: Ludwig Lustig
TOZZI, GEORGO (RCA, London) BA: Judson, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
TRENY, ROBERT BA: Hans J. Hofmann
TREIGLE, NORMAN (Westminster) BA: Ludwig Lustig
TUTHILL, BRUCE BA: William Felber
UKENA, PAUL BA: Ludwig Lustig
UPPMAN, THEODOR BA: CAMI
VANDENBERG, HOWARD BA: Hans J. Hofmann
VINAY, RAMON BA: Eric Semon Assoc.
WALKER, WILLIAM BA: CAMI
WARMFIELD, WILLIAM (Columbia, RCA, Capitol, MGM) BA: CAMI
WIXELL, INGVAR BA: Wm. Morris
WOLFF, WILLIAM BA: Jay Hoffman; BA: Sheldon Soffer
WOLOVSKY, LEONARDO BA: Hans J. Hofmann
WORKMAN, WILLIAM BA: Thea Dispeker
WRIGHT, BOB BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
YARNELL, BRUCE BA: CAMI
YIK-KWEI SZE BA: CAMI

BASSOS

ADAM, THEO (DGG) BA: Mariedi Anders
BEATTIE, HERBERT (Desto) BA: Ludwig Lustig
BERBERIAN, ARA BA: Herbert Barrett
BORG, KIM (DGG) BA: Thea Dispeker
DIAZ, JUSTINO BA: Hans J. Hofmann
ENNIS, HAROLD (RCA) BA: Judson, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
FOLDI, ANDREW BA: Thea Dispeker
GARRARD, DON PM & BA: David Schiffmann
HAYES, MARVIN PM & BA: Tornay Mgmt.
MINES, JEROME (Columbia, RCA) BA: Hurok
LAGGER, PETER BA: Thea Dispeker
LANGDON, MICHAEL BA: Thea Dispeker
MALAS, SPIRO (London, RCA) BA: Judson, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
MUNDT, RICHARD BA: Hans J. Hofmann
PAUL, THOMAS BA: Colbert Artists
RUNDKREIN, BENGT BA: Wm. Morris
SMITH, MALCOLM BA: Thea Dispeker
TALVE LA, MATTI (Angel, DGG, London, Philips) BA: Colbert Artists
TYL, NOEL JAK BA: Herbert Barrett
YORELALAS, ARNOLD BA: Ludwig Lustig
WARD, DAVID BA: Colbert Artists
COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH
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COMEDIANS

LEWIS & CHRISTY PM: Sheldon Kasten; BA: CMA.
LITTLE, RICH KERR PM: Gib Kerr; BA: Wm. Morris
MADDEN, DAVE BA: APA.
MARKHAM, PIGMEAT (Chooz) PM: Dick Allen; BA: Universal Attractions
MASON, JACKIE BA: Richard Fulton
MITCHELL, SCOBY BA: Wm. Morris
MONICA, CORBETT BA: Wm. Morris
NEWHART, BOB (Ward Bros.-7 Arts) PM: Bernard/Williams/Priest; BA: Chartwell Artists
NORMAN, ZACK BA: Wm. Morris
P. D. Q. BACH (Vanguard) PM: Peter Schickele; BA: Hurok
PAPON, BILLY BA: America's Best Attractions
PAULSEN, PAT (Rubicon River) PM: Kragen/Fritz; BA: CMA (Dick Basman).
PELHAM, JIMMY (Pel-nor) PM: King Mgmt.
PERRY, VIC PM: Irving Siders
POPE, RALPH BA: Wm. Morris
PRIOR, RICHARD BA: CMA
RICKLES, DON (Ward Bros.-7 Arts) BA: Wm. Morris
RIVERS, JOHN BA: Wm. Morris
ROONEY, MICKEY BA: Coast Artists
ROWAN & MARTIN (Epic) BA: APA
RUSSELL, NIPSEY BA: Richard Fulton
SANTORO, TONY BA: Bennett Morgan
SCOTT, RICK BA: Bennett Morgan
SMOTHERS BROTHERS BA: Wm. Morris
SMOTHERS BROTHERS (Rubicon River) PM: Kragen/Fritz; BA: Wm. Morris
STEELE & MAREA (Columbia) PM: Gerard W. Purcell; BA: Wm. Morris; also Richard Fulton
TIMES SQUARE TWO (The PM: New Dawn Artists; BA: Wm. Morris
VALVO, TONY BA: Bennett Morgan
VERNON, JACKIE (United Artists) BA: Wm. Morris
VERNON, JEREMY BA: Wm. Morris
VONN, FREDERIC BA: Michael Podell
WADE, ADAM (Ward Bros.-7 Arts) PM: SRO Artists; BA: Wm. Morris
WALKER, BETTY BA: APA
WATSON, IRWIN C. BA: Ashley Famous
WILLIAMS, BERL PM: Eddie Cochran
WILSON, FLIP (Atlantic) PM: Monte Kay; BA: Ashley Famous
WOODBURY, WOODY PM: Shells & Bruno; BA: Wm. Morris
YOUNG, DONNA JEAN BA: APA
YOUNGMAN, HENRY BA: Richard Fulton

DANCE

ALLEY, ALVIN/AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE BA: CAMI
ALBA, MARIA/SPANISH DANCE CO. PM: Coral Ventre; BA: Juddon, O'Neil, Beall & Steinway
AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE BA: Hurok
AMERICAN CONCERT BALLET COMPANY BA: CAMI
BAGUALI (ARGENTINA) PM: Pacific World Artists; BA: Tornay Mgmt.
BALLET AFRICAINES BA: Wm. Morris
BALLET AMERICA PM: Raymond Katz Ent.; BA: CMA
BALLET BRIO (THOMAS ANDREW) BA: CAMI
BALLET NACIONAL DE MEXICO BA: Int'l Artists Agency
BARRERA, JOSE/ZAMBA LAMENCA BA: Eric Simon Assocs.
BOLSHOI BALLET BA: Hurok
CELTON NATIONAL DANCE TROUPE BA: America's Best Attractions
CIO & BALLET FLAMENCO BA: Hurok
COFFEY, MARY ANNIS BA: Music & Drama assocs.

COMEDY IN DANCE (Marie Bowlin, Cynthia Fisk) PM: & BA: Eastman Boomer
CONDODINA, ALICE, & DANCE CO. PM & BA: Mary Siders
CORKRE, COLLEEN/DANCE COMPANY PM & BA: Mildred Shapal
D'AMBOISE, JACQUES BA: Wm. Morris
DANCES OF TWO WORLDS (Bnaskar & Alonzo Rivera) BA: Musical Artists
DANZAS VENEZUELA (Monitor) BA: CAMI
DARPANA DANCE-DANCE COMPANY BA: New York Review Presentations
DE LAVALLADE, CARMEN/TEATRE OF DANCE BA: Musical Artists
DESTINE, JEAN-LEON/AFRO HAITIAN DANCE CO. BA: Gieven Mgmt.
DEVY, RITHA PM: Pacific World Artists
DINIZULU DANCERS, SINGERS & DRUMMERS BA: Michael Podell
AN EVENING OF SPANISH MUSIC IN SONG & DANCE BA: Music & Drama assocs.
FESTA MEXICANA OF JAVIER DE LEON (Monitor) BA: CAMI
FIRST CHAMBER DANCE QUARTET BA: CAMI
FUENTE, LUIS PM & BA: Mary Siders
GRAHAM, MARTHA/DANCE COMPANY BA: Hurok
GRANDS BALLET CANADIENS, LES BA: Herbert Barrett
GRECO, JOSE, & COMPANY BA: Wm. Morris
HARNESS BALLET BA: Reginald S. Tony
HAWKINS, ERICK/DANCE CO. BA: Foundation for Modern Dance
HINDU NATIONAL KATHAK BALLET BA: Albert Key Assoc.
HOLDER, GEOFFREY ("MAN OF MANY MUSES") BA: Musical Artists
HOVING, LUCAS/DANCE CO. BA: Charles Reinhart
"INDIA" (BHASKAR SMALA & CO.) BA: Musical Artists
KALEIDOSCOPE PM & BA: Mary Siders
LENERING KIROV BALLET BA: Hurok
LIMON, JOSE/DANCE CO. BA: Musical Artists
MCKAYLE, DONALD/DANCE CO. BA: Charles Reinhart
MANHATTAN FESTIVAL BALLET PM: Pacific World Artists
MAZOWIJE (songs & dances of Poland) BA: Hurok
MOLINA, JOSE/BAILLES ESPANOLES BA: American Theatre Prod'
MONDES, LOLA, & HER SPANISH DANCERS PM: Anthony J. Graves; BA: International Artists
NAGRIN, DANIEL ("THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR") BA: New York Review Presentations
NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA BA: CAMI
NATIONAL BALLET OF WASHINGTON BA: CAMI
NIKOLAI, ALVIN/DANCE CO. Contact: Henry St. Playhouse (see under Personal Managers)
OKUMANSKY, VALENTINA/DRAMATIC DANCE ENSEMBLE BA: International Artists
PARRA, MARIANO & COMPANY EN DANZAS ESPANOLAS BA: Musical Artists
PEREZ, RUDY/DANCE THEATER PM: Arthur D. Zimbarg
PHAKAVALLI DANCERS (THAILAND) PM: Pacific World Artists
POMARE, ELEO/DANCE CO. PM: Pacific World Artists
PRIMUS, PEARL BA: Tornay Mgmt.
RAINER, YVONNE/DANCE COMPANY BA: American Program Bureau
RAO, SHANTA/INDIAN DANCERS & MUSICIANS BA: Charles Reinhart
REDLICH, DON/DANCE CO. BA: Charles Reinhart
REYES & SOLER/BALLET ESPANOL BA: Herbert Barrett
ROYAL BALLET, THE BA: Hurok
ROYAL DANISH BALLET BA: Hurok
ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET BA: Hurok
SANASARDO, PAUL, & CO. BA: Musical Artists
SCOTT, MARIAN/DANCE TRIO PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
SEGARRA, RAMON BA: Musical Artists

continued on page 140
THE NOW GENERATION

RICHARD FAUN. Accompanied American Quakers into North Vietnam. Relates their experiences in North Vietnam. "Voyage of the Phoenix"

JESSE JACKSON. Director of "Operation Breadbasket". Always articulate whether engaged in formal debate or in a discussion with his audience. Has had many repeat engagements at colleges and universities throughout the U.S. "America and the Third World"

KAHN-TINETA HORN. Acknowledged as the leading individual Indian campaigner in the fight for minority rights. Independent and unafraid to stand alone for what she believes. "Why Should We Wait?"

FULTON LEWIS III. Has lectured and debated extensively, reaching more than 750 college campuses. A skilled orator, he likes to take on liberals in debate. "Conservatism: The Progressive Approach to America's Problems"

WILLIAM W. TURNER. Best known as an outspoken critic of the Warren Report. Later investigated and wrote explosive series on CIA subsidies to the National Student Association. "The Police Establishment" "The Conspiracy of Assassinations"

DRAMA

AGNES MOOREHEAD. Star of stage, screen, TV, and radio. One of America's most distinguished and talented actresses, she is also one of this country's most gifted speakers. "Come Closer, I'll Give You An Ear Full!"

RICHARD ARMOUR. One of America's most distinguished and widely read writers of humor and satire. As witty and engaging on the platform as in his 38 books. "A Satirist Looks at the World"

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

SAUL ALINISKY. Called to troubled communities throughout the country and in great demand as a speaker at universities and colleges. "Power for the Poor" "The Democratic Dilemma"

THEATRE

THE ILLEGITIMATE THEATRE. If you are seeking a program full of laughter but with socially significant barbs that will make you think, then book The Illegitimate Theatre.

RALPH ABERNATHY. Recognized as a leader of the Negro movement for racial equality in the U.S. "Operation Breadbasket" "The Future of Integration"

NATIONAL AND WORLD AFFAIRS

U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie • Peter Hackes • U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond • Paul Douglas • U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright • Drew Pearson • U.S. Senator Charles Percy • Hubert Humphrey • U.S. Senator John Tower • Herb Kaplow

FILMS: RED CHINA • SOUTH AFRICA

For detailed information, available dates and fees on any personality or program

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE OR VISIT

CARLETON ROGERS, JR., PRESIDENT

104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603

(312) 782-2257
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SHIMAZAKI, NOBUKO (KABUKI) BA: Albert Kay
ASSOCIATES.
STUTTGART BALLET BA: Hurok
SVETLOVA DANCE ENSEMBLE BA: Eric Semon
ASSOCIATES.
TALLCHIEF, MARIE BA: Musical Artists
TAYLOR, PAUL/DANCE CO. BA: Charles Reinhart
TETLEY, GLEN/DANCE CO. BA: Charles Reinhart
VILLELLA, EDWARD, & PATRICIA MCBRIDE BA:
Musical Artists
WALKER, NORMAN, & DANCE COMPANY BA: Herbert
Burrell
WILSON, ANNE BA: Michael Podol
YURKO & CO: BA: Musical Artists

DIRECTORS
DE BLASIS BA: Ludwig Lustig
GUTTMAN, IRVING BA: Colbert Artists
HERBERT RALPH BA: Ludwig Lustig
HUBBICH, MANFRED BA: Thea Dispeker
LUCAS, JAMES BA: Ludwig Lustig
MANSOURI, LOFTI BA: Thea Dispeker
ROGERS, ROBERT BA: William Felber
ROSA, DENNIS BA: Tornay Mgmt.
WEBER, WOLFGANG PM & BA: David Schiffmann
WEBSTER, MARGARET BA: Phil Tippin

ELECTRONIC ENSEMBLES
CRYSTAL FOCUS LIGHT SHOW BA: Terrance Phillips
EATON, JOHN BA: Wm. Morris
LIQUID SPECTRUM LIGHT SHOW BA: Terrance Phillips
RILEY, TERRY PM: Benjamin Patterson
SONIC ARTS GROUP PM: Benjamin Patterson
THOMAS EDISON LIGHT SHOW BA: Terrance Phillips

HYPNOTISTS & MENTALISTS
AMAZING KRESKIN, THE BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
DENNISON, GENE BA: McConkey Artists
DUNNINGER BA: Phil Tippin

INDIAN ENSEMBLES
AHMED, SHAMIM PM: Jay Hoffman; BA: Sheldon Soffer
DARPA DA DANCE-DRAMA COMPANY BA: New York
Review Presentations
"INDIA! INDIA!" (BHASKAR SHALA & CO.) BA:
Musical Artists
Khan, Ali Akbar BA: CAM
Khan, Asitsh (sard) PM: Jay Hoffman; BA: Sheldon
Soffer
MUSIC OF INDIA BA: Herbert Barrett
RAO, SHANTA/INDIAN DANCERS & MUSICIANS BA:
Charles Reinhart
SHANKAR, RAVI (Angel) PM: Jay Hoffman; BA:
Sheldon Soffer
SHARMA, SHUJKUMAR PM: Jay Hoffman; BA:
Sheldon Soffer

LECTURERS
ABERNATHY, DR. RALPH D. BA: Richard Fulton;
also Programs Intl; also American Program
Bureau
ADLER, BILL BA: Richard Fulton
ADLER, STELLA PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
ALEXANDER, GEORGE BA: Programs Intl
ALI, MUHAMMED BA: Richard Fulton
ALINSKY, SAUL BA: Programs Intl; also American
Program Bureau
ALLEN, ALEXANDER BA: American Program Bureau
ALLEN, MEL BA: Richard Fulton
ALSWANG, RALPH BA: New York Review Presenta-
tions
AMAZING RANDI, THE BA: Richard Fulton
AMRAM, DAVID BA: Richard Fulton
ANDERSON, JACK BA: American Program Bureau
APTEKER, DR. HERBERT BA: American Program
Bureau
ARMOUR, RICHARD BA: Programs Intl
ASHBURY, JOHN BA: New York Review Presentations
ATKINSON, TI GRACE BA: American Program Bureau
AUERBACH, RED BA: American Program Bureau
AYO, DR. FRANK JR. BA: American Program Bureau
BAIRD, BILL BA: American Program Bureau
BAIRD, ROBERT W. BA: Richard Fulton
BAKER, SEN. HOWARD BA: Programs Intl
BALASZ, FREDERIC BA: Music & Drama assoc.
BALL, WILLIAM BA: New York Review Presentations
BANKS, MURRAY BA: Programs Intl; also American
Program Bureau
BARNES, CLIVE PM: Sheldon Soffer; BA: Sheldon
Soffer; also Richard Fulton
BARRON, ARTHUR BA: New York Review Presenta-
tions; also American Program Bureau
BARTH, JOHN BA: Edmiston-Rothchild Mgmt.
BAYT, SEN. BIRCH BA: Programs Intl
BEAN, ORSON BA: Richard Fulton
BEBLER, DR. ALES BA: American Program Bureau
BELL, DANIEL BA: Richard Fulton
BELL, JACK BA: Phil Tippin
continued on page 142
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BELL, MELVIN BA: Richard Fulton
BELLOW, SAUL BA: American Program Bureau
BELOVSKY, DMCE BA: American Program Bureau
BERING, ANDREW BA: Phil Tippin
BERNE, ERIC BA: American Program Bureau
BERNSTEIN, ELMER BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
BETTELHEIM, DR. BRUNO BA: Richard Fulton
BING, RUDOLPH BA: Richard Fulton
BJERRE, JENS BA: Programs Int'l
BLAIR, FRANK BA: American Program Bureau
BLOOMBECK, ERMA BA: Richard Fulton
BOND, JULIAN BA: American Program Bureau
BOOKSPAN, MARTIN PM & BA: Sheldon Sofer
BOYD, FATHER MALCOLM BA: Richard Fulton
BRADEN, TOM BA: American Program Bureau
BRETEL, JIMMY BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
BRIMLEY, DAVID BA: Richard Fulton
BROOKE, SEN. EDWARD BA: National Talent Service
BROSSARD, CHANDLER BA: New York Review Presentations
BROTHERS, DR. JOYCE BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
BROWN, CLAUDE BA: American Program Bureau
BROWN, JAMES BA: Richard Fulton
BUCK, PEARL S. BA: American Program Bureau
BUECHNER, THOMAS S. BA: New York Review Presentations
BURGESS, RUSS BA: American Program Bureau
BURKE, ALAN PM: Buddy Basch; BA: Basch & Mollard; also Richard Fulton
BURKE, DR. ALBERT BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
BURROWS, WILLIAM BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
BURTON, DONALD BA: American Program Bureau
CADERONE, DR. MARY BA: Richard Fulton
CAPELL, AL BA: Programs Int'l; also American Program Bureau
CARADINE, JOHN BA: American Program Bureau
CARSON, MRS. JOHNNY BA: Richard Fulton
CASS, JAMES BA: American Program Bureau
CERF, BENNETT BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
CHASE, ILKA BA: Phil Tippin
CHURCHILL, WINSTON BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
CIOFFI, LOU BA: American Program Bureau
CLARK, DR. KENNETH BA: Richard Fulton
CLARK, RAMESY BA: American Program Bureau
CLARK, SHIRLEY (WITH FILM "JASON") BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
CLUB, O. EDMUND BA: Richard Fulton
COHEN, LEONARD BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
COHEN, DR. SYDNEY BA: American Program Bureau
COMSTOCK, JIM BA: Bee-Gee Prod'ns
CONKLIN, ROGER BA: American Program Bureau
CONWEIR, HANS BA: American Program Bureau
CONYERS JR., REP. JOHN BA: Programs Int'l; also American Program Bureau
COOK, ROBERT "SONNY" BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
Cooke, MELSTAIR BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
CORBIN, BILL BA: American Program Bureau
COUSINS, NORMAN BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
CREELLY, ROBERT BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
CROTHEMS, SCAT MAN BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
DANCE, STANLEY BA: Music & Drama assoc's.
DARAK, ARTHUR BA: Music & Drama assoc's.
DAVIDOFF, Z. BA: Richard Fulton
DAVIS, OSIE & RUBY DE BA: Richard Fulton
DAWSON, DR. CLEO BA: American Program Bureau
DE ROSIER, GEZA BA: Programs Int'l
DONLEVAY, J. P. BA: New York Review Presentations
DONOVAN, DR. BERNARD BA: Richard Fulton

DOUGLAS, PAUL M. BA: Richard Fulton; also Programs Int'l
DOUGLAS, JUSTICE Wm. Q. BA: Phil Tippin
DU BAY, WILLIAM M. BA: Programs Int'l
DUDLEY, RAYMOND BA: Music & Drama assoc's.
DUFFY, WARDEN CLINTON T. BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
DUGGAN, FATHER ROBERT BA: National Talent Service
DUPEE, F. W. BA: New York Review Presentations
DURKES, LAWRENCE BA: Richard Fulton
EASTON, ROBERT PM: Vic Bari
ELLIS, ALBERT BA: Richard Fulton
ESTEROW, MORTON BA: American Program Bureau
ETTINGON, DR. ERNEST BA: Richard Fulton
ETTINGER, ROBERT BA: American Program Bureau
EVANS, BERGEN BA: Richard Fulton
FARB, PETER BA: American Program Bureau
FAULK, JOHN HENRY BA: American Program Bureau
FAUN, RICHARD BA: Programs Int'l
FELLER, BOB BA: American Program Bureau
FELRINGETTI, LAWRENCE BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.; also Richard Fulton
FIELD, LESLIE BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.; also Richard Fulton
FIELD, DR. FRANK BA: Richard Fulton
FORD, EILEEN BA: Richard Fulton
FORD, REP. BA: Richard Fulton
FOWLER, JIM BA: National Talent Services
FRANCIS, ARLENE BA: Richard Fulton
FRANKENSTEIN, ALFRED PM & BA: Sheldon Sofer
FRANZBLAU, ROSE BA: Richard Fulton
Fried, ALAN BA: American Program Bureau
FRIEDENBERG, EDGAR Z. BA: New York Review Presentations
FRIEDMAN, GEORGE A. BA: Richard Fulton
FRIEDMAN, DR. MAURICE BA: Richard Fulton
FRIEDMAN, STANTON BA: Programs Int'l; also American Program Bureau
FRIMM, ERICH BA: Richard Fulton
FULBRIGHT, SEN. J. WILLIAM BA: Programs Int'l
GABRIEL, ALEXANDER BA: American Program Bureau
GARON, WILLIAM BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
GARROWAY, DAVE BA: Richard Fulton
GAVIN, GEN. JAMES M. BA: Richard Fulton
GEARY, PHILIP BA: Phil Tippin
GEHMAN, RICHARD BA: American Program Bureau
GEIS, BERNARD BA: Richard Fulton
GILLESPIE, DR. JOHN BA: American Program Bureau
GINGOLD, HERMIONE BA: Richard Fulton
GINTOTT, DR. HAIM G. BA: Richard Fulton
GINSBERG, ALLEN BA: American Program Bureau
GLASER, YERA BA: American Program Bureau
GOLD, HERB BA: Richard Fulton
GOODMAN, PAUL BA: American Program Bureau
GOODWIN, RICHARD BA: American Program Bureau
GOSSMAN, ALBERT PM: Eddie Cochran
GOTTFRIED, MARTIN BA: New York Review Presentations
GRAHAM, VIRGINIA BA: American Program Bureau
GREGORY, DICK BA: American Program Bureau
GUTMANN, JOHN PM & BA: Sheldon Sofer
GUTMANN, LEA BA: Sheldon Sofer
HACKES, PETER BA: Programs Int'l
HAGERTY, JAMES BA: American Program Bureau
HALL, GORDON BA: American Program Bureau
HAGERTY, PETER BA: American Program Bureau
HAMMER, JOE BA: Music & Drama assoc's.
HANDEL, OSCAR BA: Richard Fulton
HARDWICK, ELIZABETH BA: New York Review Presentations
HARRINGTON, MICHAEL BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
HARRIS, ERNIE BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
HARRIS, SEN. FRED BA: Richard Fulton
HARRIS, SYDNEY J. BA: Richard Fulton
HARTKE, SEN. VANCE BA: Richard Fulton
HARTGOS, DR. RENATUS BA: Richard Fulton
HATCHER, ANDREW BA: American Program Bureau
MAUSER, DR. PHILIP M. BA: Richard Fulton; also Programs Int'l
NAVIGHURST, DR. ROBERT BA: American Program Bureau
NAUYEN, TOM BA: New York Review Presentations
NECHINGER, FRED M. BA: Richard Fulton
NECKLER, REP. MARGARET BA: American Program Bureau
NELLER, JOSEPH BA: American Program Bureau
NEISER, ROSS BA: Bee-Geo Prod'ns
NESSCHEL, ABRAHAM J. BA: Richard Fulton
NEWEY, HENRY BA: Richard Fulton
NEIBBS, DR. ALBERT BA: American Program Bureau
HIGHTOWER, JOHN PM & BA: Sheldon Sofer
ector, ABBIE BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
Hoffman, CALVIN BA: American Program Bureau
HOFSTADTER, RICHARD BA: Richard Fulton
HOLM, CECILIA BA: American Program Bureau
HOLZER, HANS BA: Richard Fulton
HORN, SIDNEY BA: Richard Fulton
HORN, KARN-TINETA BA: Programs Int'l
HOUWES, JOHN BA: New York Review Presentations
HOUWE, IRVING BA: New York Review Presentations
HUNTLEY, CRET BA: Richard Fulton
HUNTIS, ROBERT M. BA: Programs Int'l
INNIS, ROY BA: New York Review Presentations; also American Program Bureau; also National Talent Service
INOUT, SEN. DANIEL K. BA: Richard Fulton
JACKSON, JESSE BA: Programs Int'l
JACOBS, JANE BA: New York Review Presentations
JANSSEN, PETER BA: Richard Fulton
JAROFF, LEON BA: Richard Fulton
JASTROW, ROBERT BA: Richard Fulton
JAVITS, SEN. JACOB K. BA: Richard Fulton
JENNINGS, PETER BA: American Program Bureau
JONES, LEROI BA: American Program Bureau
KAIN, ROGER BA: Richard Fulton
KAPLOW, HERB BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
KARENGA, DON BA: American Program Bureau
KAZIN, ALFRED BA: Richard Fulton
KENT, STEPHEN P. BA: Phil Tippin
KERMODE, FRANK BA: New York Review Presentations
KERR, DR. CLARK BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
KESEY, KEN BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
KEYMOR, MAJ. DONALD BA: American Program Bureau
KILLIEN, JOHN OLIVER BA: Richard Fulton
KINSOLVING, LESTER BA: Programs Int'l; also American Program Bureau
KIRK, RUSSELL BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
KOLLENKO, WILLIAM BA: Programs Int'l
KOZOL, JONATHAN BA: New York Review Presentations
KRAMER, HILTON BA: New York Review Presentation
KRAISSNER, PAUL BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.; also Richard Fulton
KRONENBERGER, LOUIS BA: Richard Fulton
KUBL, GAIL PM & BA: Sheldon Sofer; also American Program Bureau
LEAP, DR. RALPH BA: American Program Bureau
LARNER, JEREMY BA: Richard Fulton
LEAR, DR. TIMOTHY BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
LEIGHTON, PENNY M. BA: Programs Int'l
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THE ALL AMERICAN TURTLES
WANT TO COME TO YOUR SCHOOL
SO THEY CAN PLAY FOR YOU:

IT AIN'T ME BABE ........................................... 1965
LET ME BE .................................................. 1965
YOU BABY .................................................. 1966
GRIM REAPER ............................................... 1966
CAN I GET TO KNOW YOU BETTER .............. 1966
HAPPY TOGETHER ......................................... 1967
SHE'D RATHER BE WITH ME ......................... 1967
YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN ......................... 1967
SHE'S MY GIRL ............................................... 1968
SOUND ASLEEP ........................................... 1968
STORY OF ROCK AND ROLL ......................... 1968
ELENORE ..................................................... 1968
YOU SHOWED ME ........................................ 1969

BOOKINGS: WM. MORRIS AGENCY • RECORD COMPANY: WHITE WHALE RECORDS • PRODUCTION COMPANY: BLIMP PRODUCTIONS
NOEL, TOM BA: American Program Bureau
OGINGA, HON. ONGINGA BA: American Program Bureau
OLSON, CHARLES BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
O'NEAL, FREDERICK BA: Richard Fulton
O'SULLIVAN, MAUREEN BA: Richard Fulton
O'SULLIVAN, CRAIG BA: National Talent Service
OVERTON, HALL BA: Music & Drama assoc.
PAPP, JOSEPH BA: Richard Fulton
PARIS, RABBI HAILU BA: Richard Fulton
PARKINSON, C. NORTHCOSE BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
PARKER, DREW BA: Programs Int'l; also American Program Bureau
PEEBLES, MELVIN VAN BA: American Program Bureau
PEL, MARIO BA: Richard Fulton
PELL, SEN. CLARBONE BA: Richard Fulton
PERCY, SEN. CHARES BA: Programs Int'l
PERKINS, JACK BA: Richard Fulton
PERREAUET, JOHN BA: American Program Bureau
PERRY, JAMES BA: American Program Bureau
PHILLIPS, REV. CHANNING BA: American Program Bureau
PIERSALL, JIMMIE BA: National Talent Service
PILMPTON, GEORGE BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
PLUM, J. BA: New York Review Presentations
POWELL, CONG. ADAM CLATTON BA: American Program Bureau
PRESSMAN, GASE BA: Richard Fulton
PRICE, ROGER BA: American Program Bureau
PRIMUS, PEARL BA: Tornay Mgmt.
PRINCE, HAROLD BA: New York Review Presentations
PROBST, LEONARD BA: Richard Fulton
PUTMAN, JOHN L BA: Programs Int'l
QUINN, CHARLES BA: American Program Bureau
RABI, I. I. BA: Richard Fulton
RABIN, GEN. ITZMAK BA: Richard Fulton
RAFFERTY, MAX BA: American Program Bureau
RAMSEY, LEROY BA: Richard Fulton
RANFORD, SEN. JENNINGS BA: Programs Int'l
RAPPORT, NATHAN H BA: Richard Fulton
RAU, PHAM KHAC BA: American Program Bureau
RAUHESCHER, ROBERT BA: Richard Fulton
REED, CAROL BA: Richard Fulton
REYNOLDS, FRANK BA: Richard Fulton
RICHARDS, BOB BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
RIESEL, VICTOR BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
RIEVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. BA: Music & Drama assoc.
ROACH, MAX BA: Music & Drama assoc.
ROBB, IREZ BA: Phil Tippin
ROBINSON, JACKIE BA: Richard Fulton
ROBINSON, RICHARD PM: Dominic Sicilia; also Sicilia Assocs.
ROCK, DR. JOHN BA: American Program Bureau; also National Talent Service
ROSEVELT, F. D. JR. BA: Richard Fulton
ROTE, KYLE BA: American Program Bureau; also National Talent Service
ROUD, PHILLIP BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
ROTHBERG, GERALD BA: Richard Fulton; also National Talent Service
ROYCE, ALLEN BA: American Program Bureau
RUBIN, JENNY BA: New York Review Presentations
RUBIN, DR. THOREDOE I BA: New York Review Presentations
RUFF, WILLIE BA: Music & Drama assoc.
RUSSELL, BILL BA: American Program Bureau
SALINGER, PIERRE BA: American Program Bureau
SALZMAN, ERIC BA: New York Review Presentations
SANDERS, MARLENE BA: American Program Bureau
SANDS, BILL BA: American Program Bureau
SARRIS, ANDREW BA: Richard Fulton
SCHALL, JOHN BA: American Program Bureau
SCHAP, DORE BA: Richard Fulton
SCHERER, ROBERT BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
SCHERER, RAY BA: American Program Bureau
SCHOENBRUN, DAVID BA: American Program Bureau
SCHONHEIM, RALPH BA: American Program Bureau
SCHOFIELD, DR. WUCHEM BA: Richard Fulton
SCHWAB, PETER BA: Richard Fulton
SCHWARTZ, ABBE BA: New York Review Presentations
SCOTT, TONY LEE BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
SEXTON, ANNE BA: American Program Bureau
SHEPARD, JEAN BA: American Program Bureau
SHERIDAN, HANNAH BA: American Program Bureau
SILVER, DAVID BA: American Program Bureau
SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS BA: Richard Fulton
SLOVIT, DAVID BA: American Program Bureau
SMITH, JUNE BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
SNODGRASS, W. D. BA: American Program Bureau
SNYDER, GARY BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
SORENSEN, TED BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
SOUTHERN, TERRY BA: Edmiston-Rothschild Mgmt.
SPENCE, CRAIG BA: American Program Bureau
STECCONE, EUGENE BA: American Theatre Prod's
STEEL, RONALD BA: New York Review Presentations
STEINER, RUDOLPH BA: Basch & Mallon
STEVENSON, ADALF BA: Richard Fulton
STORR, DR. ANTHONY BA: American Program Bureau
STOKES, CONG. LOUIS BA: American Program Bureau
STRAND, MARK BA: New York Review Presentations
SULLIVAN, WALTER BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
SUSKIND, DAVID BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
TEAGUE, BOB BA: Richard Fulton
TERRY, CLARK BA: Music & Drama assoc.
THEOBOLD, ROBERT BA: American Program Bureau
THUMFORD, SEN. STROM BA: American Program Bureau
TOBEY, ALTON PM & BA: Sheldon Soffer
TOWER, SEN. JOHN G. BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
TOWNSEND, DALLAS BA: National Talent Service
TRAILOVAC, MIRO BA: American Program Bureau
TUCKER, JOHN BA: National Talent Service
TURNER, WILLIAM W. BA: Programs Int'l
TYDINGS, SEN. JOSEPH BA: American Program Bureau
UNGEREIDER, DR. J. THOMAS BA: American Program Bureau
VAN DOREN, MARK BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
VANOCUR, SANDER BA: American Program Bureau
VENUTI, JOE BA: Music & Drama assoc.
VIDAL, GORE BA: New York Review Presentations
VOGEL, AMOS BA: New York Review Presentations
WADE, J. BA: American Program Bureau
WALKER, WILLIAM BA: Richard Fulton
WALLACE, JOE BA: Professionals Lecture Bureau
WALK, MIKE BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
WALTER, PAUL JR. BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
WALTON, RICHARD BA: American Program Bureau
WARD, A. L. BA: Richard Fulton
WARD, BARBARA BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
WARD, ROBERT PM & BA: Mary Specter
WARHOL, ANDY BA: American Program Bureau
WASHINGTON, WALTER BA: American Program Bureau
WATTS, DANIEL BA: Keedick Lecture Bureau
WEAVER, ROBERT BA: New York Review Presentations
WEISS, NAT BA: National Talent Service
WELCH, ROBERT BA: Richard Fulton; also American Program Bureau
WERMONT, Irv BA: American Program Bureau
WINTER, WILLIAM BA: Programs Int'l
WOLFF, ROBERT PAUL BA: New York Review Presentations
WOODWARD, KENNETH BA: American Program Bureau
WOODWARD, L. BA: American Program Bureau
WOODY, SEN. STEPHEN M. BA: Richard Fulton
ZINN, HOWARD BA: American Program Bureau
ZIPORYN, DR. MARVIN BA: Richard Fulton
ZWERNIC, MICHAEL BA: New York Review Presentations

MAGICIANS

GOSHMAN, ALBERT PM: Eddie Cochran
STOFER, GALE BA: York Theatrical Offices
TOM & SHERIE BA: America's Best Attractions
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Dion
Delfonics
The Times Square Two
Sam the Sham
and the Echoes
Boots
Golden Earrings
Free
Caravan
Silver Brothers

162 West 56th Street (Suite 207) • New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 581-5154

Zach Glickman, President
MIME & PANTOMIME

ARKIN, JUKI BA: Eric Semen Assess.
CRAIG, GEORGE PM & BA: Eddie Cochran
GOSLAR, LOTTE/PANTOMIME CIRCUS BA: Tornay Mgmnt.
KIPHUS MIME THEATRE BA: Herbert Barrett
NATIONAL PANTOMIME THEATRE BA: American Program Bureau

MISCELLANEOUS

CARAZINI (The Fabulous Chain Smoker) PM: Eddie Cochran
DINIZULU AFRICAN DANCERS, SINGERS & DRUMMERS BA: Michael Podolli
ELECTRIC CIRCUS BA: CAMI
FREE-DOM NOW SUITE” (MAX ROACH/ABBIE LINCOLN) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“SPEAKING” (JAMES CLOUSER/SONIA ZAREK) PM & BA: Mary Spector
IT’S TIME” (MAX ROACH/CHORUS) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
JO-JO THE CLOWN SHOW BA: Lake Front Talent
KENCYATTA, ROBIN/AFRICAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE (LPJF Concert Agency)
KUDU-BUX (Man with the X-Ray Eyes) PM: Eddie Cochran
“IrREASOMES” (PETER DALESTON/SONIA ZAREK) PM & BA: Mary Spector
“THE WILDERNESS” (MAX ROACH/CHORUS) BA: American Theatre Productions
“IN CIRCLES” BA: Landmark Mgmt.
“CARRIE” (one-man show) PM: Robert M. Gewald
“I PHENOMENA IN ASTRIS” (CIRCLE-IN-THE-SQUARE PRODUCTION BA: Giesen Mgmt.
“DON'T DRINK THE WATER” (WITH VIVIAN BLAINE, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS.
“PATENT LEATHER SUNDAY” BA: Herbert Barrett
“MURDER, MURDER” BA: American Program Bureau

THEATRE

A P A REPERTORY COMPANY BA: Wm. Morris
ARAGON, JACQUES (THE WORLD OF DYLAN THOMAS) BA: New York Review Presentations
ATELIE 212 (YUGOSLAV REPETORY) BA: American Program Bureau
ARBITA & AN AFRICAN HAPPENING BA: American Program Bureau
BARFOOT IN THE PARK” BA: Export Theatrical Corp.
BARRAUT, JEAN-LOUIS/ADELINE RENAUD (WITH THE NEW YORK CHAMBER SOLOISTS) BA: Melvin Kaplan
BARROW POSTS, THE BA: Herb Hurok
“THE BELIEVERS” BA: Wm. Morris
“DEAD AND MURDERED” BA: Giesen Mgmt.
BLACK ARTS THEATRE (LEO JONES) BA: American Program Bureau
“THE BLUES” (Geraldine Lust Production) BA: New York Review Presentations
BLAKE, DICK/“A LOOK AT LINCOLN” BA: Ben Arden & Assocs.
“CABARET” (AROLD PRINCE PRODUCTION) BA: American Theatre Prods
“COLOURED” (DON CULLEN/DONALD EWER) BA: Film & Drama assocs.
COMEDIE FRANCAISE BA: Hurok
“COMEDY FROM & TO Z” (RONALD BISHOP/EDWARD ZANG) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“COMEDY FROM B TO Z” (RONALD BISHOP/EDWARD ZANG) BA: Mary Spector
“CONTEMPO PLAYERS” “NO EXIT”/“ETHAN FROME”/“I LOVE AN ELEPHANT” PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
“COOPER, SLYVIA” BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“DON'T DRINK THE WATER” (WITH VIVIAN BLAINE, SAM LEVENSON) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“DORIANE & ELLIS” (“TWO FOR THE SHOW”) BA: Doraine & Ellis Prods
“EASTON, ROBERT” BA: Vic Beri
“FUTZ” (national company) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“GILBERT & SULLIVAN” (LEE CARLO) PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
“GOLDBERG & SULLIVAN” BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“HAPPY END” (see RESNICK, ETC.)
“HANSON PHILLIP” BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“HAPPY NIGHTS” (national company) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“HELLO DOLLY” (WITH YVONNE DE CARLO) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“HOLBROOK, HAL” “MARK TWAIN TONIGHT” BA: Wm. Morris
“IN CIRCLES” BA: Landmark Mgmt.
“JOHNSON, MAX” “PLAY OF DANIEL” “PLAY OF HERO” (NEW YORK PRO MUSICICA) BA: CAM
“THE LION” BA: American Program Bureau
“LIVE!!” BA: American Program Bureau
“MARY” “PROFILE OF HOLMES” “PROFILE OF BANJAMIN FRANKLIN” PM & BA: American Theatre Productions
“MURDER, MURDER” BA: American Program Bureau
“NEGRENO SING Quartet” BA: Ashley Famous
“PIRAIKON THEATRE” (NATIONAL GREEK THEATRE) BA: American Program Bureau
“PLAY OF DANIEL” “PLAY OF HERO” (NEW YORK PRO MUSICICA) BA: CAM
“THE PRICE” “by ARTHUR MILLER (PRODUCING MAN” PM & BA: American Theatre Productions
“RIVERS” REV. CLARENCE JOS. BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD” “HAMLIT” (PRODUCING MANAGER CO. WITH JOHN DILLON, DIRECTED BY PHILIP LAWRENCE) BA: American Theatre Productions
“SET BY SWANN” BA: Wm. Morris
“THE BOY” “HOLZER” (PRODUCING MANAGER CO. WITH JOHN DILLON, DIRECTED BY PHILIP LAWRENCE) BA: American Theatre Productions
“THE CANTERBURY TALES” (one-man show) PM: Robert M. Gewald
“THE DREAMERS” (MAN WITH A MISSION) PM: Vic Beri
“I, DO, I DO” (DAVID MERRICK PRODUCTION) BA: American Theatre Productions
“THEFT” (national company) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“THERE’S NO TIME” (CURRENT PRODUCTIONS BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“THREE DOGS” (DAVID MERRICK PRODUCTION) BA: Wm. Morris
“TWO FOR THE SHOW” (with VIVIAN BLAINE, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS.
“UNEXPECTED!” (ABBEY LINCOLN/MAX ROACH/DANCER) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“UPPER CLASS” BA: American Program Bureau
“VOLTAIRE” (production) PM: Walter Gould; BA: Herbert Barrett
“VOTAGE” (PROTEST SONGS JOHN LANGSTAFF/ROBIN ROBERTS HOWARD) BA: American Program Bureau
“WORLD OF CARI SABURUGO” (RAMPA READER) BA: Richard Fulton
“YOUR HONOR’S” “ZEV EMMAN-DOROTHY LOVE” (PRODUCTION) BA: American Theatre Prods

VENTRiloQUISTS

AARON & CHEE CHEE PM: Tyler Williams; BA: Wm. Morris
BERGEM, EDGAR BA: Coast Artists
DENNY & BENNY BA: CBC Ents.
EARL, BILLY PM: Self-managed; BA: William Shilling
HOUSTON, ALEX PM & BA: Joffinie Klein
LEWIS, RUSSELL PM: Eddie Cochran
TYLER, WILLIE & LESTER (Tamla) PM, INC. BA: Wm. Morris

CONCORDINA, ALICE, & DANCE CO. BA & BA: Mary Spector

COOPER, SLYVIA” BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“DON’T DRINK THE WATER” (WITH VIVIAN BLAINE, SAM LEVENSON) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“DORIANE & ELLIS” (“TWO FOR THE SHOW”) BA: Doriani & Ellis Prod’ns
“EASTON, ROBERT” PM & BA: Vic Beri
“FUTZ” (national company) BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“GILBERT & SULLIVAN” (LEE CARLO) PM & BA: Eastman Boomer
“HOLBROOK, HAL” “MARK TWAIN TONIGHT” BA: Wm. Morris
“I, DO, I DO” (DAVID MERRICK PRODUCTION) BA: American Theatre Productions
“IN CIRCLES” BA: Landmark Mgmt.
“THE PRICE” “by ARTHUR MILLER (PRODUCING MAN” PM & BA: American Theatre Productions
“THERE’S NO TIME” (CURRENT PRODUCTIONS BA: Bud Filippo Attractions
“THREE DOGS” (DAVID MERRICK PRODUCTION) BA: Wm. Morris
“TWO FOR THE SHOW” (with VIVIAN BLAINE, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS. RIVERS, REV. CLARENCE JOS.
“UNEXPECTED!” (ABBEY LINCOLN/MAX ROACH/DANCER) BA: Music & Drama assocs.
“UPPER CLASS” BA: American Program Bureau
“VOLTAIRE” (production) PM: Walter Gould; BA: Herbert Barrett
“VOTAGE” (PROTEST SONGS JOHN LANGSTAFF/ROBIN ROBERTS HOWARD) BA: American Program Bureau
“WORLD OF CARI SABURUGO” (RAMPA READER) BA: Richard Fulton
“YOUR HONOR’S” “ZEV EMMAN-DOROTHY LOVE” (PRODUCTION) BA: American Theatre Prods

VENTRiloQUISTS

AARON & CHEE CHEE PM: Tyler Williams; BA: Wm. Morris
BERGEM, EDGAR BA: Coast Artists
DENNY & BENNY BA: CBC Ents.
EARL, BILLY PM: Self-managed; BA: William Shilling
HOUSTON, ALEX PM & BA: Joffinie Klein
LEWIS, RUSSELL PM: Eddie Cochran
TYLER, WILLIE & LESTER (Tamla) PM, INC. BA: Wm. Morris

A PARTIAL LISTING OF TALENT

JAMES BROWN AND HIS FLAMES
PLUS
WILLIAM BELL
CHUCK BERRY
SOLOMON BURKE
JUDY CLAY
KING CURTIS
GREATFUL DEAD
DELFINOS
DEVONNES
ORIGINS
THE FIREBALLS
DAVID & THE GIANTS
THE GLORIES
SLIM HARPO
CLARENCE HENRY
ISLEY BROS.
J. J. JACKSON
FANTASTIC JOHNNY C
ALBERT KING
BARBARA LYNN
PIGMENT MARKHAM
BOOKER T & THE MG’S
OLLIE & THE NIGHTINGALES
CLIFF NOBLES
ORLONS
OVATIONS
JO JO BENSON & PEGGY SCOTT
FREDDIE SCOTT
JOE SIMON
“5” STARSTEPS
BILLY STEWART
JOE TEX
CARLA THOMAS
JR. WALKER
MARY WELLS
AND MANY OTHERS

For Bookings, Contact:
UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
INC.

200 West 57th Street
New York 19, New York, U.S.A.
JU 2-7575
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The Sandpipers

NOW PLAYING:
THE PRESIDENT’S CLASSROOM IN WASHINGTON, D.C.!
THE SANDPIPERS’ SPANISH ALBUM ON ALL RADIO STATIONS!
A 21-DAY CONCERT TOUR OF MAJOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE SOUTH!

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LAWRENCE H. DEUTZEN
652 NORTH LA CIENEGA
LOS ANGELES 90069
PHONE (213) 652-4091
CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS
Continued from page 148

CIVIL WAR PROD’NS, Inc., 10 Ramsey Pl., Albany, N. Y. 12208. Tel: (518) 438-5857
LILLIAN N. CLAIBORNE, 930 F St. N.W., Suite 615, Washington, D. C. 20004. Tel: (202) 247-3994
DAVE CLARK/WILLIAM WEBB, 467 Algonquin, Detroit, Mich. 48215
JON CLARK, Arnold Agency, 1280 W. Peachtree Blvd., Suite 300, Atlanta, Ga. 30309. Tel: (404) 873-2001
TEX CLARK, 14881 Overlook Dr., Newbury, Ohio 44065. Tel: (216) 564-2211
WILLIE CLARK, 495 S.E. 10th Ct., Hialeah, Fla. Tel: (305) 888-1685
THE CLAYTON-DAVIS ORGANIZATION, 408 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. 63102. Tel: (314) C 1-2266
GERRY COATES, 16348 Park Lane Cir., Los Angeles, Calif. 90049. Tel: (213) 476-5048
EDDIE COCHRAN AGENCY, 5523 Westwood Ave., Encino, Calif. 91316. Tel: (213) 987-1740
PAUL COCHRAN, PO Box 9747, Atlanta, Ga. 30319. Tel: (404) 261-8899
HERB COHEN, Biarre, Inc., 5465 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1713, Los Angeles, Calif. 90036. Tel: (213) 933-5966; also 150 W. 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
MARTIN COHEN, 5455 Wilshire Blvd., #1700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90036. Tel: (213) WE 7-3663
PATRICK COLECHIO ENTS., 9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 905, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 273-5521/3
SHERMAN L. COLEMAN, Scoulton Mgmt., 2527 12th Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90018. Tel: (213) 733-8468
COLLAGE PROD’NS, c/o Tamerlane Music, 6290 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1048, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 247-3994
DAN COLLINS, PO Box 3503, Wilson, N. C. 27893. Tel: (919) 237-6195

THE CONCERT HOUSE, INC., 102 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) 246-2302
MIKE CONNER, 1048 N. Carol Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90039. Tel: (213) CR 7-1103
BILL COOK, Rodgers Agency, 1555 Peachtree St. NE., Atlanta, Ga. 30306. Tel: (404) 874-3944
MARJANNE COOK, Forte Attractions, PO Box 4201, Miami Beach, Fla. Tel: (305) 754-7095
DOUG COOPER, 8721 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 667-8100
TED COOPER, 51 W. 52d St., New York, N.Y. 10019. GERALD COPLIN, Adolphus Tower Bldg., Dallas, Texas, 75207. Tel: (214) RI 2-2121
X. COSSE, ARCO Ents., 805 16th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 256-2699
GLORIA COTTON, 1440 W. 35th Pl., Apt. 204, Los Angeles, Calif. 90018. Tel: (213) 731-3635
IRVING COWAN, Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood Beach, Fla. Tel: (305) WA 3-8111
LEE CRAVER’S PROD’NS, 1752 W. Adams Blvd., Suite 16, Los Angeles, Calif. 90016. Tel: (213) 334-0140
BIL C. CRAWFORD, PO Box 330, Hendersonville, Tenn. 37075. Tel: (615) 924-9048, 859-9048
JIM CRAWLEY, Hubert Long Talent Agency, 806 16th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 244-2424
WILLIAM CRUMP, 5733 59th St. N., Birmingham, Ala. 35217. Tel: (205) B 4-1447
JOE CSIDA, 1537 Luchman Ln., Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272. Tel: (213) 256-2655
TOM CUMMINGS, Ferrisum Concerts Ltd., 515 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. Tel: (212) PL 8-5064
VICKY CUNNINGHAM, 2620 Laguna St., San Francisco, Calif. 94123. Tel: (415) 621-0457
MORT CURTIS-AL WILDE, 25 Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10023. Tel: (212) CI 1-5740
DAEDALUS MGMT., 180 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Tel: (212) MU 6-6167
DON DALTON PROD’NS, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite D, Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel: (213) 461-3531
FRED DARIAN, 12811 Kling St., Studio City, Calif. 91604. Tel: (213) 762-4985
DARIAN/WEINMAUS & ASSOCIES, 9711 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 657-0382
CARL DAVIS, 1449 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60605. Tel: (312) 427-0828
DAVE DAVIS, 25 Cloverdale Dr., Oakdale, N.Y. 11769. Tel: (516) OL 8-1100
JAMES B. DAVIS ENT’S., 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 273-6554
JIMMY DAVISON, Bee-Gee Prod’ns, 117 Commonwealth Circle, Charlotteville, Va. 22901. Tel: (703) 973-3422
JOE DE ANGELIS, 200 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) JU 2-7575
DE CARLO-KRESSY ENTERPRISES, 8580 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 657-6605
SERGE DE MUN, 8215 W. Norton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90046. Tel: (213) 656-3329
ED DENTON, 4990 Avalon Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 94705. Tel: (415) 484-3226
LAWRENCE DEUTSCH, 967 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 652-4091
LEW D LEO, Nationwide Booking Corp., 930 Western Savings Fund Blvd., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. Tel: (215) PE 5-8292
CHARLES DIMMEL, 3427 Norton, Independence, Mo. 64052. Tel: (816) CI 4-0591
THEA DISPFENER, 59 E. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel: (212) 421-7576
LENNY DITSON, 850 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) LT 1-8922
DOHERTY/SOWELL MGMT., 8535 Sunset Blvd., Suite 303, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 657-4821
GUY DRAPER, c/o Scott Shakat, Wm. Morris Agency, 1550 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) JU 4-5100
MIKE DUCKMAN, Progressive Media, 300 W. 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) 724-3658
JOHN E. DUNN, 7531 Lindsay Ave., Pico Rivera, Calif. 90660. Tel: (213) 699-6975
DUNWICH PROD’NS, 25 E. Chestnut St., Chicago, 111. 60611. Tel: (312) 444-3542
continued on page 152

Harold Leventhal personal management-representing...

Theodore Bikel
Judy Collins
Arlo Guthrie
Enrico Macias
Pete Seeger

HAROLD LEVENTHAL MANAGEMENT INC.
20 W. 57TH STREET NEW YORK, N.J. 10019. 212-456-6553 HOWE LEVENTHAL, NEW YORK
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THE 4 SEASONS
featuring the sound of
FRANK VALLI
B. J. THOMAS—(One of America’s foremost entertainers)—Hit records include “HOOKED ON A FEELING” —“EYES” —“HEAVY” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” —“EYES” -
NEIL C. RESHEN, INC.
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

The Mothers of Invention
The Cowsills
Tim Buckley
The Velvet Underground
Linda Ronstadt
Sam The Sham

Peter Max
Dan Daniel

Bizarre Productions
New Dawn Artists Mgmt., Inc.
Flying Dutchman Productions

150 west 55th st. 5455 wilshire blvd.
new york 10019 los angeles 90036
212 765-1360 213 938-9156
WILLIAM GOLDEN, DEWEY NICHOLAS GRILLO, 1654 N. GREIF-GARR IS
LLOYD BOB GREENE, WILLIAM GRANT, GEORGE ARTHUR H. GORSON, INC., 850 Seventh Ave., New
LEO GONZALES, 368 N. Angus, Fresno, Calif. 93701.

B. HARRY GOINS, PO Box 3503, Wilson, N. C. 27893.


WILLIAM GOMER, 5920 Broadway, Houston, Texas 77017. Tel: (210) 644-3949

LEO GONZALES, 368 N. Angus, Fresno, Calif. 93701.

MACK JONAS, PO Box 9204, Wilson, N. C. 27893.

NORMAN ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

BOB GOMER, 5920 Broadway, Houston, Texas 77017.

LEO GONZALES, 368 N. Angus, Fresno, Calif. 93701.

Mack Jonas, PO Box 9204, Wilson, N. C. 27893.

NORMAN ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

BOB GOMER, 5920 Broadway, Houston, Texas 77017.

LEO GONZALES, 368 N. Angus, Fresno, Calif. 93701.

MACK JONAS, PO Box 9204, Wilson, N. C. 27893.

NORMAN ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

ARNIE HARRIS, 589 Albin St., Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

BOB GOMER, 5920 Broadway, Houston, Texas 77017.
Where it began
is where it's at
MJQ
THE FATHERS OF INVENTION

THE FIRST GROUP
PRESENTING
BACH-BAROQUE AND THE BLUES
IN CONCERT
1969-70 CONCERT HIGHLIGHTS

Fugue in A Minor—J. S. Bach
Alexander's Fugue—J. Lewis
Ricercare a 6—J. S. Bach
The Jasmin Tree—J. Lewis
Adagio—Concierto de Aranjuez—J. Rodrigo
Really True Blues—M. Jackson
Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5—Villa-Lobos
Three Little Feelings—J. Lewis
Air for G String—J. S. Bach
Visitor From Mars—J. Lewis
When I Am Laid in Earth—Purcell
Ralph's New Blues—M. Jackson
Visitor From Venus—J. Lewis
The Blue Necklace—J. Lewis
Bags' New Groove—M. Jackson
Round Midnight—T. Monk
Little David's Fugue—J. Lewis
Yesterday—P. McCartney
*Today—J. Lewis

*New Theme of NBC-TV "Today" Show

The Beatles present the famous
MJQ—TODAY on APPLE RECORDS

Presented by Street Corner Productions
Personal Direction: Monte Kay, 200 West 57 St.
New York, N. Y. 10019, 212 CO 5-6690
Cable: Montkay, N.Y.

John Lewis—piano
Milt Jackson—vibraharp
Percy Heath—bass
Connie Kay—drums
Waylon Jennings and the Waylors
Willie Nelson and the Record Men
The Stonemans
Faron Young and the Deputies
Johnny Darrell and Trio
Nat Stuckey and the Sweet Thangs
Don Gibson
Hank Snow and the Rainbow Ranch Boys
Merle Travis
Grandpa Jones
Little Jimmy Dickens and the Country Boys
Carl Smith
Dottie West and the Heartaches
Kitty Wells - Johnny Wright Family Show
Webb Pierce
Stonewall Jackson and the Minute Men
Red Sovine
Carl and Pearl Butler
Bob Luman
Buddy Knox and Band
Joe & Rose Lee Maphis
Carl Belew
Justin Tubb
Jack Reno
J. David Sloan
Mel Tillis
Ben Smathers & the Stoney Mtn. Cloggers

Tough acts to beat

Moeller Talent Inc.
815 16th Avenue South.
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

W. E. "Lucky" Moeller
Larry A. Moeller
Jack B. Andrews
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Avoid contamination — hear these masters of the inconsequential at a safe distance on their latest albums. Or if you actually want them dropped on your campus, get in touch with: Jimmy Richards, Jimmy Richards Productions, 919 N. Michigan, Chicago, Ill 60611 (312) 664-1552.
(Or call him at his private long distance number: (312) 664-1676)

BAN THESE BOMBS
IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO BOOK A TOP 40 ACT—THE PERFORMANCE IS WHAT COUNTS . . .

THESE ARTISTS ARE MASTER PERFORMERS

**GRADY TATE**

"Grady Tate is the outstanding vocal discovery of the decade." Bill Frangus, Orlando Evening Star, Orlando, Florida.

"Grady Tate is probably the best singer to emerge from the ranks since Nat Cole." Gene Lees, High Fidelity.

**GABOR SZABO**

"'The Nureyev of Guitar,'" Leonard Feather.

Gabor Szabo "plays more guitar than anyone since Wes Montgomery died, and deeply identifies with America's social uprising. . . ." John Bryan, Open City, Los Angeles Renaissance.

**GARY McFARLAND**

"... full of joy, passion, and great music . . . there is about Gary McFarland a strong aura of greatness."

Rex Redd, Hi Fi Stereo Review.

"... an embodiment of life in America in the mid-sixties, I feel certain he is destined to become a permanent vogue."

Robert F. Thompson, Saturday Review.

**CAL TJADER**

"WHERE CAL TJADER LEADS, OTHER MUSICIANS FOLLOW—ABOUT FIVE YEARS LATER."

Al "JAZZBO" Collins.

"His Deep feeling for music lift his recorded work above that of most others who work in the idiom." Don Lass, Asbury Park Evening Press.
LOT'S OF TALENT! FOR INSTANCE...

A TALENT for covering the entertainment scene, indoors and out, and bringing you first-hand, in-depth reports on who's making the big hits with campus crowds (who's bombing out) and why.

A TALENT for tackling all the scoops on talent, publishing up-to-the-minute listings of talent appearances, where and when.

A TALENT for uncovering the box-office draw, explaining ticket prices for talent appearances, and attendance results.

A TALENT for discovering up and coming talent and analyzing their scene so you can judge how they'll work for you, what ticket prices you can charge your audiences, ways to promote.

A TALENT for talking to artist managers, bookers, college entertainment managers, agents, promoters—people involved in talent—who need straight facts on who's big on campus • which acts work well together • why certain acts go big in specific areas • when acts are playing • where they are appearing • how to promote various types of talent.

I'VE DECIDED to PLUG IN!

AMUSEMENT BUSINESS has a lot of Talent. See for yourself. For less than 30¢ a week, AB's weekly coverage can work for you. Enjoy 26 talent issues now. Just fill out the subscription and mail today. Pay later if you prefer, but get into the acts now!
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EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS, 1308 Douglas, Mesquite, Tex., 75754. Tel.: (214) AT 5-6887, AT 7-2395
EMPIRE THEATRICAL CORP., 526 W. 122d St., New York, N.Y. 10027. Tel.: (212) 666-8824
ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATES, 56A York St., Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada. Tel.: (416) 363-2361
ENTERTAINMENT UNLIMITED, 240 Gateway Towers, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. Tel.: (412) 471-3319
MARGARET FABRIZIO, 894 14th St., San Francisco, Calif. 94114. Tel.: (415) MA 1-4022
PETER FAITH AGENCY, 1777 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel.: (213) 466-5134
W. T. FARWELL, 14021 Bestor Blvd., Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272. Tel.: (213) 454-0906
WILLIAM FELDER AGENCY, 6030 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 234, Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel.: (213) 466-7629
BUD FILIPPO ATTRACTIONS, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) 382-4880
JOHN B. FISHER MGMT., 155 W. 69th St., Suite 801, New York, N.Y. 10023. Tel.: (212) 362-4372
PLANTA PRODUCTIONS, 607 W. 41st Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037. Tel.: (213) 231-3735, 753-2481
FOLKLORE PRODUCTIONS, INC., 176 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 02110. Tel.: (617) MU 2-1827
FOUNDATION FOR MODERN DANCE, 100 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) 5-6998
THE FROTHINGHAM MGMT., 150 Cherry Brook Rd., Weston, Mass. 02193. Tel.: (617) 874-2271
RICHARD FULTON, INC., 200 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) JU 2-4099
GALAXIE MUSIC, 2702 Gallatin Rd., Nashville, Tenn. 37216. Tel.: (615) 262-4245
JIM GEMMILL PRODUCTIONS, 1804 Dresden Rd., Richmond, Va. 23227. Tel.: (804) 280-0721
GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CORP., 119 S. Main St., Seattle, Wash. 98104. Tel.: (206) MA 4-2061

GEWALD MGMT., INC., Suite 1530, The Plaza, 2 W. 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) FL 3-0450
GIESEN MGMT., INC., PO Box 287, Brookfield, Conn. 06804. Tel.: (203) 775-1817
JOHANNA GIWOSKY, 6 Patterson Rd., Lexington, Mass. 02173. Tel.: (617) 862-6942
GLASER PRODUCTIONS, INC., 601 16th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel.: (615) 244-3133
RHONDA GRIFFIN, 4263 Olympic Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90043. Tel.: (213) 295-4567
WILLIAM GRANT, 7811 Crenshaw Blvd., Suite 5, Los Angeles, Calif. 90043. Tel.: (213) 292-2177
GREAT MEMPHIS SOUND, 54 W. 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) 265-2940
GULF ARTISTS, 2602 Bellwood Dr., Brandon, Fla. 33311. Tel.: (813) 689-3544
ALEXANDER HAAS MGMT. MGMT., 422 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90013. Tel.: (213) MA 5-3043
JACK HAMPTON, 224 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90021. Tel.: (213) 274-6075
ROGER HEIRMAN, 230 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y. 10025. Tel.: (212) 663-1913
HIDEOUT PRODUCTIONS, 28875 Franklin Rd., Southfield, Mich. 48075. Tel.: (313) 358-4892
HIT ATTRACTIONS, PO Box 682, Charlotte, N.C. Tel.: (704) 372-3955
HISBURGH TALENT AGENCY, 157 Ford Ave., Gallevin, Tenn. 37066. Tel.: (615) 452-1479
HANS J. HOFFMANN MGMT., 200 W. 58th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) CI 9-1537
Cable: ART-HOFMANN
HOT LINE ENTERTAINMENT, 402 Eisner St., Silver Spring, Md. 20901. Tel.: (301) 593-1399
DON HOWARD ARTISTS' AGENCY, 9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1010, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel.: (213) 273-5721
HOROR ATTRACTIONS, INC., 730 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) CI 5-0050
Cable: HORAT
INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS, 2115 Broadway, Suite 2126, New York, N.Y. 10023. Tel.: (212) 874-6106, also PO Box 192, Paris, Tenn. 38242. Tel.: (901) 642-2526/0272

INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS AGENCY, 1564 18th Ave., San Francisco, Calif. 94122. Tel.: (415) 661-1962
JACKSON ARTISTS' CORP., Hotel Bellerive, Amour & Warwick Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. 64111. Tel.: (816) JE 1-9525
TOM JACKSON, 6716 S. Western, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73139. Tel.: (405) 634-5255
NORMAN JEROME, 20 Chestnut Rd., Verona, N.J. 07044. Tel.: (201) 239-1543. Tel.: (201) 267-2350
DICK JOHNSON, 217 Lincoln, Allegan, Mich. 49010. Tel.: (616) 673-4264
JACK D. JOHNSON TALENT, PO Box 9042, Nashville, Tenn. 37204. Tel.: (615) 332-3506
LOUIS T. JOHNSON, Beacom & Associates, Inc., 2742 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55408. Tel.: (612) 637-3667
WILLIAM (SANDY) JOHNSON TALENT MGMT., 8140 S. Morgan, Chicago, Ill. 60620. Tel.: (312) 846-0276
JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY, 58 W. 48th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Tel.: (212) 757-0334
JONI AGENCY, INC., 1122 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40204. Tel.: (502) 567-0909
JUDSON, O'NEILL, REALL & STEINWAY, INC., 119 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) JE 6-8135
KALEIDOSCOPE PRODUCTIONS, 888 Eighth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) 765-1382
OTTO KAPPEL CO., Manorhouse, Paris, Tenn. 38242. Tel.: (901) 642-5852
MELVIN KAPLAN, INC., 81 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y. 10024. Tel.: (212) TR 7-6310
KARK, 726 16th Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel.: (615) 255-1995
ALBERT KAY ASSOCIATES, INC., 38 W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel.: (212) 763-3195, 582-8894
KEEDICK LECTURE BUREAU, INC., 475 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Tel.: (212) MU 3-5627
KEY TALENT, INC., 1531 Demobrun St., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel.: (615) 242-2461

continued on page 166

HUNTING
FOR THAT
HARD-TO-
FIND
INFORMATION!

Billboard makes it
easy-to-find for everyone.
HARPERS BIZARRE

March 22, 1969

To whom it may concern:

Harpers Bizarre and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who have given us the chance to "do our thing" during the past year. We are looking forward to returning to your campus as well as visiting the many colleges and universities throughout the country where we have not yet appeared.

1968 has been a busy and profitable year for us as you can see from the partial listing of dates we have played and television shows on which we have been featured.

Sincerely yours, Carl Scott

Carl Scott-Manager

MAJOR COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

with a special thanks to "Van" Tonkins and Campus Concerts Ltd.

Portland State U. of Texas
Eastern Oregon College U. of Texas
San Jose City U. of Wyoming
U. of Wisconsin Arizona Western U.
U. of Michigan Central Washington
Hays State College Chico State
U. of California @Davis Colorado State
New Mexico State U. Kansas State
Oregon Tech. U. of Colorado
San Jose State Eastern New Mexico U.
U. of South Dakota Denver U.
U. of Alaska U. of Arkansas
California State College U. of Nevada
Linfield College Iowa Central
U. of Montana Big Ben Community
Brigham Young U. Idaho State U.
Gonzaga U. Arizona State U.
Eastern Washington State El Camino
U. of Missouri, Columbia Fort Hayes State
U. of Missouri, K.C. East Texas State U.

CLUBS

The Cave, Vancouver, B.C.-Basin Street West, San Francisco, California-Harrah's Club, Lake Tahoe, Nevada-Tropicana, Las Vegas, Nevada

TELEVISION SHOWS

2 Kraft Music Halls
2 Red Skelton Shows
Ice Capades Special
Kraft Summer Music Hall
6 Mike Douglas Shows
Joey Bishop Show
Mike Douglas Special
The Wonderful World of Pazazz - March 18th-The Spring Thing Special - April 28th-Sajid Khan Special - just completed

MOVIE SOUNDTRACKS

You Are What You Eat
I Love You Alice B. Toklas

COMMERCIALS

You Are What You Eat
I Love You Alice B. Toklas

FEELING GROOVY

The Secret Life of Harpers Bizarre
Anything Goes

Harpers Bizarre

MANAGEMENT: CARL SCOTT, 6671 SUNSET BOULEVARD, SUITE 1521, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, 90028 - (213) 654-9527
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SAM SILVER, 2311 Browning, Berkeley, Calif. 94702. Tel. (415) 849-3850

HAL SMITH ARTISTS PROD'NS, PO Box 50, 119 Two Mile Pike, Goodlettsville, Tenn. 37072. Tel. (615) 859-1243

MARTHA MOORE SMITH ENTERS., 2109 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013. Tel. (212) SU 7-3300/ 3102

GEORGE SOARES ASSOCIATES, 1441 Paradise Rd., Suite C 249, Las Vegas, Nev. 89109. Tel: (702) 734-2848

SHELTON SOFFER MGMT., 130 W. 56th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) PL 7-8060

JON MANS SORENSEN, 600 Ridgewood, Ames, Iowa 50010. Tel: (515) 233-1943

SOULTOWN MGMT., 2507 12th Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90018. Tel: (213) 733-8468, 233-9763

MARY SPECTOR ARTISTS MGMT., 250 W. 57th St., Suite 315, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) 586-3445/3809

LOU SPENCER PROD'NS, 27 Waver Ln., Wantagh, N.Y. 11793. Tel: (516) 731-2431

SPLIT SOUND, PO Box 4704, Tucson, Ariz. 85710, Tel: (602) 795-5515

STINGER TALENT AGENCY, PO Box 8207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108. Tel: (505) 299-7242

MICHAEL STONE, 663 Ashbury, San Francisco, Calif. 94117. Tel: (415) 621-1713

W. CLEMENT STONE ENTERS., Suite 15F, 301 E. 48th St., New York, N.Y. 10017. Tel: (212) PL 2-2993

BURL E. STREVEL, PO Box 441, Spartanburg, S.C. 29301. Tel: (803) 582-8715

HOMER STRICKLAND, PO Box 10, Roebuck, S.C. 29372. Tel: (803) 582-2795

STYLE BOOKING AGENCY, 3373 Park Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38111. Tel: (901) 324-6786

SUMAR TALENT AGENCY, 912 17th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 255-8595

ANN SUMMERS MGMT, INC., 162 W. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) CG 5-5194. Cable: ANNSUMMERS

RON SWEENEY, 4016 Arnett, Cincinnati, Ohio 45243. Tel: (513) 561-3740

SYNDICATED PROD'NS, 130 Parkhouse, Dallas, Tex. 75207. Tel: (214) 747-2530

TALENT ATTRACTIONS, 614 W.W. Bank Blvdg., Asheville, N.C. 28801. Tel: (704) 253-4163

TALENT HAUL, PO Box 3025, Berkeley, Calif. 93315. Tel: (415) 333-7117

BOB TAYLOR (Brady Talen), 809 18th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 244-0477

JOE TAYLOR ARTIST AGENCY, 806 16th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 251-8497

THEATRICAL CORP. OF AMERICA, 3338 Freeman Rd., Walnut Creek, Calif. 94595. Tel: (415) 214-2451, 935-7867

BEACLEY THOMPSON, 1522 Euclid Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19121. Tel: (215) CE 6-2219

PHIL TIPPIN, 35-45 79th St., Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372. Tel: (212) 993-5995

REGINALD S. TONY, Harkness House, 4 E. 75th St., New York, N.Y. 10021. Tel: (212) 249-3500

TOP BILLING, INC., 110 21 Ave. S., Suite 1003, Nashville, Tenn. 37212. Tel: (615) 244-4584

TOP TALENT, INC., Radio-TV Bldg., 121 S. Glenmore Ave., Springfield, Mo. 65804. Tel: (417) UN 2-4422

TORNAY MGMT., 250 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) 246-2270

RICHARD TRENICE MGMT. 304 E. Palisade Ave., Englewood, N.J. 07631. Tel: (201) 927-9700

TRIANGLE TALENT, 9912 Taylorsville Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40219. Tel: (502) 267-5496

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS, 200 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) JU 2-7575

V-I-P PRESENTATIONS, Shelton Towers, Rm. 438, 537 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Tel: (212) 731-2013

VALCO ATTRACTIONS, 226 N. Kurrect St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49006. Tel: (616) F 1-4001

VARIETY THEATER INTERNATIONAL, INC., 125 W. Superior St., Duluth, Minn. 55802. Tel: (218) 727-9833, also 900 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 274-6839

VIM ENTERS., 31 Shadyline Ct., Saginaw, Mich. 48603. Tel: (517) 792-5843, 755-1376

VINCENT ATTRACTIONS, 119 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) CI 6-5964

VIRGINIA SYMPHONY CONCERT DIVISION, 316 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003. Tel: (212) G 5-9335

WALDEN ARTISTS & PROMOTIONS, Redwall Music Bldg., 535 Cotton Ave., Macon, Ga. 31208. Tel: (472) 745-4511

FATS WASHINGTON, PO Box 26126, Dallas, Texas 75226. Tel: (214) 421-9082

JOHN S. WATSON, 285 S. 52nd St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19139. Tel: (215) 748-1601

WAYNE ENTERS., INC., 4501 Regent Park, Philadelphia, Pa. 19143. Tel: (215) EV 6-9996

B. WEBSTER PROD'NS LTD., 998 Idelwild Ave., Mayfield, Ky. 42066. Tel: (502) 247-5575

WEST POLE AGENCY, 54 Martha S., San Francisco, Calif. 94131. Tel: (415) 333-9400

BOB WETTLAUER, 1956 N. Mohawk St., Chicago, Ill. 60614. Tel: (312) 666-1437

WHEELER ENTERPRISES, PO Box 1900, Gary, Ind. 46409. Tel: (219) 887-7009. Chicago Tel: (312) 874-6317

DICK WHITE, 509 N. Elm St., Metairie, La. 70003. Tel: (504) 721-8767

WILHELM ENTERS., BOY 16th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 244-1203

MAC WISEMAN TALENT AGENCY, Hawley Bldg., Wheeling, W. Va. 26003. Tel: (304) 322-5252

WORLDWIDE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MUSIC ASSN., PO Box 411, Dept. WCA, San Fernando, Calif. 91341. Tel: (213) 246-3553

LEVERRITT WRIGHT CONCERT MGMT., INC., 1790 Broadway, Suite 715, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel: (212) PL 581-4510

RICHARD WYSSZYNSKI, 851 N. Leavitt St., Chicago, Ill. 60622. Tel: (212) 727-3762

YORK THEATRICAL OFFICES, 1521 Wells St., Fort Wayne, Ind. 46808. Tel: (219) 742-4718

YOUNG CONCERT ARTISTS, 75 E. 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel: (212) PL 9-2344

READ BILLBOARD FIRST THING EACH WEEK

IT SHOWS YOU'RE "IN" ON THE BIG NEWS

Billboard breaks the BIG stories first with the "inside" scoops on the world of music. Check the best-selling charts and read the reviews for tomorrow's hits. Keep up-to-date on the hot new sounds, stars and happenings in the record industry. Remember! It shows.

1 year subscription — 52 issues — only $25
Billboard, 165 W. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
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